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An Injured Seaman

FORMAL BIDJS PLACED

Providence Man Caught In
Edgar Robbins Tried Before Coast Guard Cutter Tows
Recorder Who Witnessed
Broken Down Dragger
Purpose Of Corporation Which Has Bought Dodge Group Plans To Use the Ash Point Sta Winch, Brought To Knox
Assault
Hospital By Coast
To Rockland
tion For Freight Service
Rockland Waterfront Property
Guard
Edgar Robbins of Rockland was
The Coast Guard cutter, Thetis,
before [Municipal Court Saturday
for the second time in two days on
charges of assault and battery. The
second appearance arose from an
attack on the person of his wife on
Tillson avenue Fr.day afternoon,
which witnesses described as “an
unmerciful beating.”
•Represented by attorney Frank
Harding he pleaded “not guilty,”
but was found guilty and fined
$100 and costs by Recorder Alfred
Strout In addition to a jail sentence
of 90 days which was suspended,
probat.on for year being settled on
him.
He appealed the case to Superior
Court and furnished bail of $200
lor appearance at the May term.
White the maximum penalty in Mu
nicipal Court is $100 and six months
in jail; Superior Court, according
to Recorder Strout, can fine up to
$1000 and w.th a sentence of five
years In State Prison.
Mr. Strout wa.s in the peculiar
position of having witnessed the
incident, and sitting on the case
as judge in the court.

LARGEST ANCHOR CHAIN
Believed to be the largest and
strongest anchor chains ever manu
factured, the two new chains for
the aircraft carrier Franklin D
Roosevelt were recently made by
the Forge Shop, Naval Shipyard
Boston. The only plant owned by
the government and administered
by the Navy Department manufac
turing anchor chain and append
ages, the Forge Shop has made die
lock” anchor chain for all battle
ships, aircraft carriers and cruis
ers afloat and for a majority of
the destroyers, submarines, escorts
and auxilary craft. Die-lock chain
was invented by two employees of

answered a distress call Saturday
night from the Portland redflshing
dragger, Vagabond, which was off
Mt. Desert Rock broken down, and
towed her to Portland, Sunday.
The dragger. captained by Julius
Iverson of Portland, developed mo
tor trouble about 2 a. m. Friday and
drifted helpless about 20 miles
Southeast of Mt. Desert Rock.
The crew on Mt. Desert Rock
Lighthouse sighted her early Sat- j
urday night as the crew burned ‘
oily rags in the rigging as a distress
signal, after having made her way
to within two miles of the light un
der an improvised sail.
The motor lifeboat from the
Cranberry Island Lifeboat Station,
went to her assistance and she
anchored in a position about two
miles northeast of the Light.
The lifeboat offered a tow to
Southwest Harbor or a nearby port
of the master’s choice, but Iverson
refused and asked for a cutter to
tow him to Rockland. The Thetis
was dispatched, leaving Rockland
about 10.30 p. m. after having had
to break her way from the north
dock of the base tnrough heavy ice.
Contact wa.s made with the drag
ger early Sunday morning and she
was taken in tow for Portland at
the Captain’s request, arriving in
that port in the late afternoon.
The Vagabond is owned by Law
rence Scola of Portland and has
only recently been refitted after,
having been, in Navy service during
the war, and operates for the Mid- ,
Central Fish Company of Maine
Arriving in Portland, she reported
burned out bearings and a broken
connecting rod in the diesel engine.
The craft carries no radio equip
ment, as is considered essential
equipment by most draggers work-.
ing out of Rockland.

the Navy yard, A. M. Leahy and C.
G. Lutts, in 1926. The chain for
the Franklin D. Roosevelt was in
two sections, each 1080 feet long
with a tensile strengh of 1,750,000
pounds; each fathom shot weighs
12/XX) pounds.

(By Sid Cullen)
Preliminary purchase papers yes
terday changed hands between Isi
dore Gordon of Rockland and Airlanes, Incorporated, of 'New York
and Rockland, for the shorefront
property between the Perry Boat
Yard line and that of property held
by the Thurston Oil Company to
the South, and near Hyland Ma
chine ’Co. Shops and extending
back to Winter street, a distance
estimated to be some 200 feet on the
waterfront.
Airlanes. Inc., is a Maine corpor
ation recently organized to operate
a general wholesale lobster busi
ness along the Maine coast and in
New York, together with air trans
portation facilities for their product.
President of the corporation is
Ensign David Couture, UB.C.G.R.,
a pilot in the Air-Sea Rescue serv
ice and stationed at the Brunswick
Naval Air Station and soon to be
discharged Treasurer is L. E. Bar
ker of Springfield, Mass., recently
discharged from the Coast Guard
in which he served as a Chief Avi
ation Pilot in the Air-Sea Rescue.
Clerk of the corporation is Clyde
S. Young of Rockland, who is wait
ing discharge from the Coast Guard
in which he is serving as a Chief
Boatswains Mate and stationed at
the iRockland Base. A lobsterman
of many years experience here and
on Matinicus, he will serve as oper
ational manager of the Rockland
and New York plants
Construction will be started as
soon as possible on a building on the
property which will house storage
facilities for 25 000 pounds of lob
sters and will be 40 by 60 feet in
size and of one story in height.
Actual buying and shipping oper
ations will start in May.
On the New York end, the firm
has leased waterfront facilities on
Long Island Sound where they are
constructing pounds -which
will
service the wholesale lobster trade
in. metropolitan New York.
Transportation will be entirely
by a fleet of converted C-47s pur
chased from government surplus
refitted to this special duty.
Couture and Barker, business
trained before the war and experi-

BASKETBALL DELUXE
ROCKLAND HIGH
VS.

COBURN CLASSICAL
Two of Maine’s Best Basketball Teams
A SECOND GAME

Rockland High J.V’s vs. Thomaston High J.V’s
COMMUNITY BUILDING

MALE
USHERS
WANTED
STRAND THEATRE

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6— AT 7.30

18-19

DANCING AFTER THE GAMES
Admission 28c and 50c Tax Included

enced pilots, will supervise sales and
transportation, co-ordinating activ
ities from the buying of lobsters
from the fishermen to delivery to
the retailer at widespread points in
the country.
The New York pounds will be used
as a shipping point for their pro
duct to all parts of the United
States by air freight and rail, as
conditions require.
Thu buying system will operate
with the buyers and the fishermen
working closely to deliver a superior
product to wholesale and retail out
lets all over the country.
This firm stands ready to lease
landing and storage rights at the
Ash Point Airport from the firm
which bids off the operational
rights to the field at the opening of
bids for uhat privilege at the City
Manager’s office Friday morning at
11 o’clock In fact, they have al
ready made a tentative deal with
Maine Air Cargo Express which to
day announced they had placed a
bid for the airport, should they be
successful in obtaining the field.

World Prayer Day
Everybody Invited To Sig
nificant Service At Uni
versalist Church Friday
Night
At the Interdenominational Ob
servance of the World Day of Prayer,
to be held at the Universalist
Church at 7.30 Friday night, the
parts will be taken as follows:
Leaders: Mrs. W. Ellingwood, Mrs.
E. F. Glover.
Children: Marion Talbot, Mary
Wooster, Jeanine Leach.
Youth:
Lois Tootill, Betty
Crozier, Roberta Sylvester.
Candlelighters: Mrs. A. Thomp
son, Mrs. S. Munro, Mrs. M. V.
Parry, Mrs. J. Bradstreet, Mrs. C.
Stanley, Mrs. J. Pomeroy.
Offering speakers: For Christian
Literature, Mrs. E. C. Moran; For
the American Indians, Mrs. B.
Sylvester; For Christian Colleges,
Miss S. Johnson; For Migrants, Mrs.
E. E. Trask, Jr.
Pianists: Mrs. F. G. Berry, Miss
D. Lawry.
Violinist: Mrs. T. D. Heming.
Choir Director: Mrs. L. Storer.
Soloists: Miss N. Munro, Mrs. H.
Stanley.
Choir: Mrs. N. B. Frost, Miss M.
Blake, Miss D. Munro, Miss G. j
Munro, Miss L. Munro, Mrs. B. Nick
erson, Miss R. Niles, Miss V. Penney,
Mr.s. B. Reams, Miss C. Simmons,
Miss M. Studley.
Ushers: Mrs. F. B. French, Mrs.
L. Hastings, Mrs. O. W. Holden, Mistf
L. Kirk.
i
It is hoped that a large number
of the people of Rockland will join

EVERY PENNY TO THE P.T.A. LIGHT FUND
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THE WHOLE TOWN’S TALKING
ABOUT THE

ROCKPORT TOWN HALL

P. T. A. LIGHT FUND BALL

THURS., FRI., SAT., March 21,22,23

MARCH 13—WEDNESDAY

Community Building

AFTERNOON AND EVENING

WITH

ENTERTAINMENT ALL THE TIME
WATCH PAPERS ft)R EVENTS

Lennie Lizotte’s Band
14 PIECES—Dancing 9 to 1 O’clock

PRIZES EVERY NIGHT

WASHING MACHINE

Appropriates $1,000 For the
Centennial Celebration—
Lloyd Crockett Wins
Contest

rant articles were closely followed
except in a few instances such as
the salary of the traffic officer which
was placed at $200, lather than
$1CO; and repair of outer end of
town wharf at a cast of $1500, the
extra $500 to take care of the ex
pense in dredging if such is neces
sary.
Favorable action was taken on all
projects, with the exception of a
“passover” on the browm-tail moth
control.
A conservative budget, slightly
under that of a year ago, made pro
vision for schools in the amount of
$9,000; roads and bridges, $1,000;
snow removal. $650; street lights,
$812; State Aid read patrcl, $508.80;
aid to dependent children, $342; Fire
Department, $400; maintenance of
town wharf, $400; administration,
$1700; physician subsidy, $2800.
Acceptance was made of land from
C. S. Staples heirs, for road, begin
ning on Church street and a con
tinuation of the Mullins Lane. It
was also voted to replace the re
maining wooden part of the Beach
bridge with stone and concrete,
State-Aid money to be used for the
town’s part of the cost. One road
in town will be discontinued—that
part of the towm thoroughfare at
Pulpit Harbor, beginning at land
formerly owned by Amy Waterman
and extending to the State-Aid
road.
By a tally of 87 to 22, the select
men were instructed to renew Dr.
V. H. Shield's contract as town and
school physician for one year. A
dental clinic will be provided and
paid ifor from a levy of $500, this
being Article 67, not appearing in
the published Annual Report and
Warrant.
Other sums raised were of routine
nature and occasioned no discussion.
Attendance numbered about 150
and adjournment was reached at3
p. m.

DOORMAN
WANTED

LIVE IN OR OUT

Mrs. Ruth Cross is employed at
Gonia’s g.ft and wallpaper shop.

Apply H. B. WETTENGEL, Mgr.

THE FLORENCE

19-20

ANTIQUE SHOP

ELECTRIC MIXER

£

ADMISSION 50c AND 25c TAX INCL.

A Group of Irish Songs .................. Gale Clarke and Paul Payson
Fan Dance ................................................................. Phyliss Springer
Piano Selections ............... Paul Halligan and Donald Snowman
Hickery Dickery Dork, “Four Year Olds”
Caroline Bird. Christine Wiggin, Verna Studley, Linda Goodnow,
Myron Sprague and Paul Arbo

COME ALL!

*
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NATIVE EGGS WANTED.
SWIFT & CO.
TEL. ROCKLAND 673
N. B. PLENTY OF EMPTY CASKS
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Taps That Talk ........... ........ ...................................-.............. Dawn Payson
Scarf Dance -..................... ........ ...... .................... ....... -......... Barbara Bay

Fishing—A Sketch ............... Virginia Chapman and Ralph Stone
Tapping Starlet ................................................ . Betty Jane Payson
Miss Personality ......................................................... Ginette Perrin
A Trio of Songs and Dances—Cynthia Tibbets, Leatrice Nutt,
and Diana Curtis
Classical Mode .......... —................... -..... -.............. ..... Arlene Magee
Finale—Patriotic Drill, Freshman Girls, as follows: Ruth Elwell,
Margaret Sawyer, Ina Bickford, Joanne Edwards, Maxine Deshon,
Victoria Wiggin, Florence Eagen, Beverly Fickett, Athieen Moore,
Betty Benner, Rae Dennis, Frances Robishaw, Margaret Young,
Margaret Wallace, Elizabeth Moore.
The program consists of pupUs from Mrs. Risser’s and Miss
Oliver’s Dancing School and Mrs. Diana Pitts, Mr. and Mrs.
Overman and Mrs. EUa Gatcocnbe from the High School.
EVERY PENNY TOWARD THE HIGH SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM LIGHTS

SOLD

BOUGHT

PROGRAM 8 TO 9 O’CLOCK

ALBERT McCARTY, chairman

|

(By The Roving Reporter)

Ed Leach of Dark Harbor Ls re
sponsible for the story about the
milkman who drove a scrawny
horse. “Where did you get that
old skate?” a bystander asked h-m
one day. The milkman, who was
a local wag, replied: "I got tlie
frame from Sears-Roebuck., and put
the skin on myself.” The same
milkman
was approached by a wom
Has Aided Many
an who scolded him for delivering
sour milk to her. ’I can tell you
Mission Boat Sunbeam Has what the matter is.” said the deal
er, “your iceman has been selling
Sailed 5,000 Miles
you hot ice.” And they say that
Past Year
the woman gave the iceman an awRev. Neal D. Bcusfield, superin j ful call down.
tendent of the Maine Seacoast Mis
sion, with headquarters at Bar
Mrs. Mabel (Trainer) Hoar, form
Harbor, is interviewing prospects for
erly
of Rockland, writes thus from
his staff who are interested in
Rangeley:
preaching or teaching.
The Sunbeam, the 72 foot Diesel
‘*1 have derived great pleasure
cruiser which brings help to 10,000 from your 100th anniversary issue.
people up and down Maine coast,
cruised last year over 5,000 miles. In fact I am still looking it over to
The Mission has brought a ministry make sure I have missed none of the
cf practical Christianity which com i details. I have often wondered why
bines action with preaching.
such structures as Rankin block and
Whether the errand was carryins' the aged widow of a lighthouse Crockett block at the North End
keeper on a stretcher to a main happened to be built. They are so
land hospital, a substitute for an different from the other business
island school; a nurse to care for places in that section of the town.
children overtaken by an epidemic;
I always enjoy The ‘Black Cat’
or a minister to read the last rites,
and
’ThLs and That Column’. In
its errands have been carried out in
in this signific»nt service of wor
fact
I
read it from cover to cover
obedience
to
the
will
of
him
who
ship.
came not to be ministered unto, ads and all.”
but to minister.
Warren
The Sunbeam has had a heavy
Blue Hill Fair will be held this
Diesel engine installed, contributed
»
J
year,
with Dr. R. V. N Bliss as presi
in memory of Mrs. Frances Cleve
An Independent Wins Select land Lamont Robbins. The boat dent of the society. As usual the
has a new anchor donated by the fair will open on Labor Day. I’m
man Job—Money For
Danforth Anchor Company and was wondering if Charlie Cook will be
painted through the generosity of
Snow Apparatus
Ralph E. Pendleton of the Balti “among those present.’’ The versa
tile Rockland entertainer seldom
A sprinkling of new names in more Copper Paint Company.
missed one in the old days.
APPLY
town offices resulted in Warren
Compliments Bird
yesterday as voters turned out in
From the Black Cat column we
Strand Theatre
gcodly numbers and voiced active
draw
the conclusion that he likes
interest in their civic management.
ROCKLAND
Tax
Expert,
Working
With
his
radio
as well as Uncle Josh doe.1.
One newcomer is Maurice E. Davis
who fills the position of Second
Local Assessor Says Rec- Boy! What would we do without
(Continued on Page Pour)
it We certainjy wouldn’t go back
cords Are Excellent
to old times if we couldn’t take our
Oscar Emerson, tax evaluation radio along witli us.—Uncle Josh in
engineer, is working temporarily the PlymouthEN. H.) Record.
with Tax Assessor Richard Thomas
“Josh” and I always did think
on the problems of tax assessment
pretty
much alike in the days when
in the city.
he
resided
in Thomaston and we
He stated that a complete reval
uation could not be expected before were sports rivals.
April 1 of 1947, as it would be im
---Q
possible to even make a start on
A postcard from Dr Dana S New
the tremendous task before the as
sessment date this year An at man, dated Sarasota, tells of watch
tempt is being made now to align ing the Red Sox at practice and or
ONE COOK
principles of tax assessment and seeing Ted Williams hit ’em a mile.
separate
the good practices from
I
the poor. The unit system will be The card shows the West Flagler
followed, under which like things dog track with the canines just
ONE PASTRY COOK
will be assessed alike.
making a ‘‘break.’’ I can almost
Mr. Emerson stated that the rec see Dana in the crowd of spectators,
ords maintained under the retiring
MALE OR FEMALE
assessor, A. J. Bird were excellent and I'm wondering what luck.
and that equalization is necessary
Emerson Sadler has sold two of
In order to obtain balanced values
EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS
and fair taxation of all concerned. his cottages on Spruce Head Island
Mr. Bird has long advocated the to Richard R. Waldron.
GOOD NEW ENGLAND COOKING
step which is now being taken.

On a memorable date, its 100th
town meeting, a solitary contest—
that of second selectman—was prac
tically the only clash of opinion in
the harmonious assembly yesterday
in North Haven. From a third bal
loting. Lloyd Crockett emerged the
victor with a count of sixty-five;
First selectman is again P L.
Brcwn, and Hay M. Beverage was
elected third selectman.
Terms of Winona Brcwn, clerk;
and V. L. Beverage, treasurer and
tax collector, were renewed by un
animous vote. The gavel of good
order was handled by Lloyd E.
Creckett, now a veteran in that
post.
Returned Serviceman Emery
Hopkins will serve as road commis
sioner having been selected by a
vote of 85 over his opponent, Robert
Beverage with 17.
Banner topic of the citizens'
gathering was discussion of the
Town’s one hundredth anniversary
which will be observed between
June 30 and the last of August. An
appropriation of $1,000, this to be
more or less elastic as need arises,
was raised for festivities. An initial
committe to handle the civic pro
ject will consist of the board ’ oi
selectmen, treasurer and clerk, and
by these, others will be appointed,
as progress develops.
Figures as suggested in the war-

A Highlight In Rockland Entertainment

RADIO
FLATIRON

COME ONE!

North Haven

A $25 WAR BOND DOOR PRIZE
PLUS THIS GREAT FEATURE PROGRAM

PROGRAM

S

TOWN MEETINGS IN ORDER

Merchant Seaman Gerald Wocdbine, 16. of 136 Hanover street,
Providence, is in Knox Hospital suf
fering from bruises and a severe
shaking up received when he was
caught in a deck winch aboard the
S. S. Frederic Lindholm off Burn*
Lsland Saturday night, being spun
around the winch and thrown to the
deck.
The ship's call for medical aid was
intercepted by McKpy Radio at
Cushing and relayed to the Coast
Guard base at Rockland at 9.30 p.
m., for action.
The duty officer at the base. Chief
Boatswains Mate L. L. Benner dis
patched the picket boat from the
Burnt Island Lifeboat Station with
Chief Boatswains Mate Aubrey C
Reynolds in charge, to take the man
off his ship and bring him to Pert
Clyde.
The ambulance from the base,
with Chief Phannacists's Mate
Mate James L. Perry and Hospital
Apprentice Robert Pollock aboard
and driven by Transportation
Specialist George Surette met the
picket boat at the Port Clyde land
ing and brought Woodbine to Knox
Hospital where he was placed under
treatment of Dr. Freeman F. Brown,
Jr.

ADDITIONAL HELP WANTED

Indoor Carnival
♦
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presence of the City Council and
public
i
At the same time, the partners
instituted proceedings to incorpor
ate as Maine Air Express.
A second firm has been in contact
with this group and it is believed
that an agreement will be reached
where the second group will also
use the field for a similar purpose.

HOTEL ROCKLAND

Budget Terms Arranged

+

♦
♦
*
♦
i

Jack Dodge of Spruce Head, one
of the group planning to operate an
air freight service out of Rockland,
announced yesterday that his con
cern had placed a formal bid with
the City Manager for operation of
the Ash Point Airport, which will
be opened at 11 a. m., Friday in
the manager s office and in the

The Black Cat

RESTORED

DAVIS FUNERAL HOME

3 FLORENCE ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 201-R

THOMASTON

H. L. Levenseler
A. F. MacFarland

Takes Pleasure In Announcing The Return Of

MAURICE E. MILLER OF ROCKPORT

1C2I
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YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss ot these
tastes Is a loss ot happiness —Charles
Darwin.

THE ARROW AND THE SONG
I shot an arrow into the air.
It fell to earth. I knew not where;
For so swiftly lt flew, the sight
Could not follow lt In Its flight.
I breathed a song Into the air.
It fell to earth I knew not where;
For who has sight so keen and strong.
That lt can follow the flight of 6ong?
bong, long afterward, In an oak
I found the arrow, still unbroke;
And the song, from beginning to end,
I found again in the heart of a friend.
Henry W Longfellow.

ROCKLAND LAW OFFICES

Recently Discharged From U. S. Army

NOW OPEN.

AS

Embalmer and Assistant Director

CURTIS M. PAYSON

Rockport Funeral Service will be handled by

ATTORNEY AT LAW

*

Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays

Mr. Miller, personally.

414 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND,

CALL CAMDEN 643 OR THOMASTON 192

TELEPHONE 468

FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS at
18-19

UNION—TELEPHONE 19-2
OFFICE HOURS: 9 to 12, and 1-00 to 4.00

17-20
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The Courier-Gazette

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TW aCK - A - wEtK

TWICE-A-WEEK

Worked For Peace

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Thou •wilt keep H.m in perfect
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
peace, whose mir.d is stayed on
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846 In 1874 the Courier
Thee.—Isaiah ?6:3.
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

look Review

[EDITORIAL]
The Autobiography of William
Allen White. Published by The
MacM.llan Company, New York.
History is made by men and
events. Probably no one man has
had more influence in the West for
worthy thinking, kindlier living and
higher principles in neighborliness,
than this beloved humanitarian,
William Allen Wh.te.
In this remarkable autobiography
he sums up the years of his youth,
during the Seventies and Eighties
when this writer was his neighbor
and friend, and gives to the world a
view of that almost front.er age of
Kansas and the West.
Following through the years, he
made the most of life, and around
him it always seemed good. Mr.
White became a national figure
through his intelligent and .deal
fragrance of beauty in dealing with
others. He was a master crafts
man, with his editorial pen; and
drew on the pictures produced by
liis keen observations, true stories
for the unthinking to come to l.fe
over.
This nation, especially west of
the Mississippi owes much to h.s
energetic force and soundness of
reasoning. William Allen White had
deep .nfluence in national politi
cal affairs at one period and his
opinions were sought by leading
men in public life.
Th s autobiography steeped with
history of these and earlier times is
a book every thinking American
should read, for the pleasure, and
the desire to live for h.gher ideals
such as he had. He used his life
and its influence fcr best results.
The book has delightful illustra
tions of d.fferent periods ln Mr.
White’s life—a really great record.
Kathleen S. Puller.

See House Control
Some Republicans Figure
They Will Have Majority
Of Nine Seats

“From my brief acquaintance and
FARNSWORTHS observations here it seems to me that the
FINE
future beckons to Rcckland with a piomisSENTIMENTS ing challenge.” This statement is from
the closing remarks made by City Man
ager Fred D. Farnsworth in his address before Rockland
women last week, and the newcomer's sentiments find a ready
echo on the part of these of us who have wintered and sum
mered in Rcckland these many years.
“There can be no doubt'’ continued Mr. Farnswcrth. "that
the industrial and commercial interests will meet that chal
lenge with the vigor and wisdom becoming them. With these,
and with the religious educational, social and cultural life of
tlie city will go a new form of city government geared for pro
gress. With planning envisioned that will give us more
spacious and better laid cut streets; buildings suitable to the
zenes in which located; better drainage and sanitation, and
better protection from the menace of fire. With a personnel
system that will provide more efficiency in the service rendered
to the public. With lecreational facilities and programs
brought up to the social and population need, and with a park
or two eventually where cne may go to in summer time and in
the shade of a tree sit down and read a book or just watch
children at play.
“These things, witli tiie factors of the Council, the
Manager, the Press and the People moving along together
under the Rockland Plan of council-manager government, will
give to those who come after us a better city in which to live,
and to those of us who will have played these parts the satis
faction of endeavour and achievement.”

Among the great air tragedies which
MEETING
have shocked the nation in recent years,
FATE IN THE are several which may be traced directly to
MOUNTAINS the country’s mountainous surface. There
was another instance Sunday when an
American airliner carrying 27 persons crashed into a moun
tain 45 miles east cf San Diego, Calif., causing the loss of all
on board. The official report shows that the plane hit a 6,000foot peak at the 45CO-foot level, immediately bursting into
flames. A terrible fate for the occupants, and more terrible
still is the apparent fact that there seems to be no way to
guard against such tragedies. Science appears to be still lack
ing the method cf dealing with that fate.

RAY PIERCE LOOKS BACKWARD

James J. Hanley, EM3c of 7 Broad
street, Rockand, has been dis
charged from the Navy after two
years’ service. His last duty sta And Gives Our Readers a Delightful View Of
tion was USS Altair (AD11) and he
the Days That Are Gone
had served in the American-Pacific
theatres of operations. Hanley at
tended Rockland High School and
makes individual mention impos
won his letters at football and Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Recently I spent a long fascinat sible.
hockey.
# ♦ « *
The High School building. John
ing evening in another world Per
Pearl Harbor, T. H.—(Lt (j.g.) haps some ethers .mong your life Cclson ringing his bell. Inside be
Julia Anderson, USN, 199 Talbot long readers enjovtr’ a similiar ex ginning at the intermediate grade.
avenue, Rockland, is a student at perience. It was a quiet world. No Miss O'Donnell. Miss Dunning, Miss
the Navy Pacific University here
autos
No traffic problems. No Hall, T. H. McLain, Miss Wood, Miss
during off-duty hours.
NavPacU, which opened Jan. 3, airplanes. No ni; heat. No radio North. J. P, Marston, later Miss
has a curriculum of more than 100 Does anyone ren t mber how wonder Shields, Jchn F. Suckling, J. W.
high school, college and technical ful it was ;b sit in the privacy of Mitchell, Miss Sprague, Miss Phil
lips, MisS Barrett, Miss Robbins,
courses and a service enrollment of one's heme and listen to the first
Miss Ames, JeffeYson Taylor, Alvin
more than 3000 The faculty is Chapman Festival concert in Ban
C. Dresser, Victor V. Thompson,
composed of Navy and Marine per gor over the telephone?
Harry deForest Smith and Daniel
sonnel and civilians. Classes meet
In that world the President of the G. Munscn. Also the superintend
fcr two hours a day, five days a United States said: “If a man in ents Levi TUrner, Jr., and John R.
week. Courses are completed in New York mails a postal car l to a Dunton. Measured by the stand
four weeks, then examinations are man In Chicago, it is going to be de ards of today the old building would
administered by the U. S Armed livered if it takes the standing not receive a very high rating but
army of the United States.” Sounds the records cf many men and women
Forces Institute.
♦ * ♦ •
queer, doesn’t it? who were graduated from it in the
Sgt. jame% Paterson has recently
With the unfolding of the first period dating from Civil War days
arrived in Kobe, Japan and his page materializes the curtain rising to the time of its face-lifting do
address is ASN 31466963, 731st Engr. in Farwell Hall (Farwell Opera not show that it was an insurmount
Depot Co., APO 315, care Postmas House eg me later) to reveal the able handicap.
Rockland Crazy Club with Uncle
ter, San Francisco, Cal.f.
The Ccurt House. Does the Uni
« • * *
Jimmie Wight waving the baton versalist churchbell still summon
Donald
R.
Brewster, Phin3c. and Aunt Emma at the piano. Tlie the jurors?
Charles Littlefield
USNR, w’ho has been on the USS soloist was W. O. Fuller, Jr., who crossing swords with Job Montgom
Deuel APA 160 since October, 1944, bade—ery or Lindley Murray Staples. Mer
“Come all ye merry sccrtsmen
has returned from the Pacific via
ritt, Johnson enlightening the judge
the Panama Canal, and is sta
Who love to hunt the fox;
cn some fine point of law. Over all
Who love to hunt poor Reynard
tioned at Yorktown, Va., while the
Will Irish or Nelse Ulmer with the
Among the hills and rocks”
ship is being de-commissioned.
cockades on their high hats. Many
Rockland always was blessed with a future lawyer has learned things
Arrived at New York: T4 Royce musical talent. Bert Lord, and no not found in bocks from the rear
I. Wright of Hope.
body called him anything else in seats of the old courtroom.
E. L. Allen, seaman, first class. these days, was the tenor in the
The Federal Building.
The
South Thomaston, participated in Iopas Male Quartet with Harry Plumed Knight making a campaign
ceremonies aboard the aircraft car Knowles, Will Tibbetts and George speech in the square with the lead
rier USS Bennington at Pearl Har Torrey. For years he was the soloist ing citizens of his political per
bor as Admiral John H. Towers, and choir leader at the First Baptist suasion resplendant in gray top hats.
USN, relieved Admiral Raymond A. Church with Mrs. Lord at the organ. John Lovejoy, William P. Hurley on
Spruance, USN, as Commander-in-1 They followed Prof. A. T. Crockett the first floor. Joseph E. Moore,
Chief, U.’ S. Pacific Fleet, early in who was organist and choir leader. William H. Luce. Theodore Simon
Prof. Crockett was also a teacher of ton and Fi ed Wight in the Custom
February.
The Bennington, as a unit of Task the violin. With his tall hat and House. The only banana tree in
Forces 38 and 58, took part in the snappy overcoat, he was an out Rockland was in the collector’s
office, in the days when the lime
carrier-borne strikes against the standing figure on the street.
On
the
other
side
of
Summer
kilns were fired with wood brought
Tokyo Bay area* and in other airsea assaults, against the Japanese street was a group which could well from the provinces the collector's
honeand, iwo Jim aand Okinawa. challenge any other for length of office had plenty to do.
service. The Congregational choir
Along the water front. Rockland
Pfc. Albert L. Vanorse has was Uncle Jimmie Wight, Mrs. F. harbor was a busy place. The lime
arrived in San, Francisco. He was R. Spear, Miss Julia Spear and coasters and the schooners bringing
recently stationed in Washington, George E. Torrey with Mrs. Wight wood from the Provinces, the coast
wise steamers and pleasure boats
then transferred to the Veterans at the organ.
Then
there
was
the
Amphion
made careful maneuvering advisable
Administration Facility. With him
orchestra
led
by
Edgar
A.
Burpee
especially when fog had tied un
Is his buddy, Pfc* Maynard A.
and
Meservey
’
s
Quintet.
Of
the
navigation for a day or two. There
Ames. Both boys entered the
bands
of
that
period,
cne
who
is
far
were
yacht races eff Bay Point and
Service together, and have been to
gether overseas and in the States better qualified than I, has made Mervyn ap Rice had a beat named
The address of Pfc. Vanorse is: permanent record in your columns. Monhegan which ke^>t up with the
U. S. Army Detachment. Veterans He not only knew them but was of best of them. There were no motor
Administration Facility, 42d Avenue them.
boats then but Charles Holman had
and Clement, San, Francisco 21,
Coming
through
the
shadows
arc
a launch with an engine using kero
Calif.
* * ♦ ♦
Jchn Pcrter with his indispensable sene, which attracted much atten
Corporal Foster E. Farrell has corncob, pushing up the window to tion.
been assigned as finance clerk to take in a basket of farm produce in
While the fishing industry had not
the 2d Emergescy Rescue Squadron, exchange for a year's news, and
then
become the factor which it is
famed as the “Snafu Snatchers” ot
"Arny
”
Jcnes,
never
happier
than
now,
Charles Weeks and Stephen
the 13th Jungle Air Force. The
oldest rescue organization in, the in his apren standing in front of Chase had a considerable establish
Air Force, this Squadron has saved the case with hts composing stick. ment at Tillson’s wharf from which
the lives of 646 American and Last but not least "Tinny” Winslow lobsters could be obtained at prices
Allied airmen whose planes have with his ever-present notebook (I
which would please even the OPA.
been forced down into the open
wish
I
had
a
dollar
for
every
one
he
One cf the fixtures in the harbcr
sea. The ‘"Snafu Snatchers” is
has
filled)
even
then
giving
promise
was the tug Sommers N. Smith with
the most highly decorated outfit
in, the Pacific, having flewn combat of what he has proved to be cne of Capt. Jack Holmes and Peter Rich
rescue, evacuation and path-finder the best all around newspaper men ardson and one of the events of the
missions throughout a vast area -in I have ever known and I have summer was an excursion by a group
cluding Newr Guinea, Netherlands,
East Indies, Borneo. Indo-China, known more than a few. In those of citizens to the Green Island
Philippines and the China Coast. days The Ccurier-Gazette bunch grounds on the tug, landing at MaThe 2d Emergency Rescue Squa w'as one happy congenial family and tinicus ior a fish chowder made by
dron has Its headquarters at Clark has evidently remained so through Capt. Peter Kennedy.
Field. Luzon and is charged with the years.
But the stellar role was played
air-sea rcsucc coverage of the
Main
Street.
In
the
early
days
by
the great white boats which came
Philippines and adjacent waters.
Each day Catalina “Dumtoos” ana the muddiest thoroughfare that in late in the afternoon cn their
B-17 "Flying Dutchmen” of Cor ever challenged crossing. In the way to Boston. There was some
poral Farrell’s Squadron guard the summer the dust bowl had nothing thing majestic in the way they came
sea lanes from New Guinea to on it. The event of the year was down the river, glistening in the
Okinawa and from Guam to the the circus parade when Bamuin
setting sun, rounded the breakwater,
China Coast.
Farrell is the son of Mrs. Annie played the smaller cities. Jumbo, circled down along the scuth shore,
Farrell, 51 Granite street, Rockland. the sacred white elephant, Jojo, the threading their way carefully
He graduated from the Lee Aca dog-faced boy and all the other at through the ciaft in the harbor,
demy, Lee Maine. He was inducted tractions. There was not much late particularly if the entire New York
into the army in November 1944. night traffic in those days but it Yacht Club happened to the rendez
received training at Keesler Field,
Fort Devens, Massachusetts, and began early in the morning with the vousing there at the time, and then
Miss., AM and B-29 School, A.A.F. Boston boat arriving for up-river sliding smoothly alongside the dock.
Amarillo. Texas and at Lawry and the early train which permitted Everybody who was not otherwise
Field. Denver, Colo. He departed one to go to Portland or any point occupied came down to see them
for overseas duty in November between and get back the same day. come in, take cn so much freight
1945.
In the summer time there were the that one wondered where It was all
• ♦ ♦ *
Richard S. Brown. OM2c, son of smart turnouts of the city people to be stowed, cast off, work their
Mr. and Mrs. Nestor Brown, Mav from Bay Point and other parts of way out and disappear around Owl's
erick street, has been honorably the area but they were no/smarter Head.
discharged frem Submarine Service than those driven by Gen. Tillson
Then there used to be launch
at Boston last week.
and William H. Glover, among ings from the yards of I. L. Snow
others.
& Co., and Cobb, Butler & Co.
ing Lacerte’s fine cn payment of
But
after
all
Main
Street
in
re

These
were open house affairs and
costs.
trospect is a composite of the men whole families wculd climb on
Boxing matches Friday night at and women one knew and met daily board to enjoy the sensation. These
the Park Street Arena will bring in all walks of life and the sea of vessels sailed the Seven Seas and
together Bill Green of Bangor and
Bobby Taylor of Florida in the faces that close in on memory experienced all the vicissitudes to
main bout. Both weigh in in the
one-sixties. Dicky Egan of Bangor
will meet Slasher Porter of Rock
land in the semi-final. Tlie second
prelim will match Bill Strang of
Bangor and Les Murray of Rock
land. The first prelim matches
Young Green of Bangor and Julian
MoCaslin of Rockland One other
PARK STREET ARENA
bout is scheduled to lead off the
evening.

♦•♦

The League cf Women Voters, which
has been consistently at the forefront in
civic affairs is again to be congratulated
upon obtaining the services cf City
Manager .Fred D. Farnsworth fcr the
notable address which was quite fully reported in Friday's
issue and which is made the subject of editorial comment
in today’s paper. The League is losing no opportunity in
keeping abreast of the times.

WOMEN
VOTERS
LEAGUE

■Republican strategists say they
will win control of the House of
Representatives next November.
They figure it out privately that the
GOP. will have a clear majority ot
at least nine seats in the House
The Democrats are taking heart in
when the 80th Congress convenes
yesterday
’s municipal elections which saw
DEMOCRATS
next January. To do that, they
them
capture
the Republican strongholds
MADE
must pick up 35 seats while retaining
of Bath and Saco. The fact that Mayer
HAPPY ’
the 191 they now have.
Rogers was running fcr a sixth term may
After a careful survey of possi
have been partically responsible for Republican defeat in Bath,
bilities, they claim they will gain
where, however, the party retains full control of tlie City
a minimum of 35—and perhaps as
Government.
many as 47—seats now held by
Democrats and won’t lose any of
Any thoughtful American must be
their own. Here’s where they ex
deeply concerned ever news of the strike
THOSE
DEADLOCKED riots in Philadelphia. Tlie spectacle of
pect to make their gains:
‘ ome 4 303 American fellow citizens club
DISPUTES
Connecticut, 4 seats; New York,
bing each other is saddening. Whatever
3; Pennsylvania, 6; Delaware, 1;
the provocation, ithe strikers defied the law. They staged mass
Maryland, 1; West Virginia, 2 or 3;
picketing, the court ordered them to cease, they refused. And
Ohio, 2 or 3; Michigan, 1 or 2; Wis
the strikers have also defied the precepts of wisdom and goed
sense. If this injunction be unjust, the only sound remedy is
consin, 2; Montana, 1; Washington,
to obey It, then fight it in the courts of law and public opinion
1 or 2; California, 4 to 6; Utah, 1;
just as unjust legislation should be fought.
New Mexico, 1; Illinois, 3 or 4;
But having said this, we have done no more than deal with
Missouri, 2 or 3.
the obvious and the immediate. The riding would not have
occurred had there not been mass picketing. Mass picketing
In addition they are hopeful of
would net have been staged had not negotiations—the use of
winning one seat each in Kentucky.
reason—broken down. Both the violence and the solid line of
Indiana, Oklahoma and Rhode
marching men stand as evidence that the Unietd States has
Island, but they aren't counting on
set up no adequate procedures to take over when bargaining
them.
stalls. Economic weight becomes raw force—and force can
quickly flare into conflict when the pressures mount.
The present House line-up ls 238
A big industry can exert its kind of force by sitting tight,
Democrats. 191 Republicans, one
within the law. A big union can grow to icar that its pressure
American-Labor and one Progres
means nothing unless a struck plant stays struck, and it aban
sive. witli four vacancies. An actual
dons persuasion for violence or the threat cf it—against the
law. We shall net solve the problem of strike violence until
numerical majority is 318. All four
management and unions learn greater wisdom and skill in
vacancies arc in districts that have
labor relations until \governments provide more adequate
been represented by Democrats and
mediation service, and until society as a whole provides ma
one of them already has elected a
chinery for the peaceful arbitration of deadlocked disputes—
Democrat who has not yet taken
and insists tliat lt be used’
We shall make poor progress toward any cf these if even
office. \
a
few
union leaders are allowed to find that a display of force
Tlie last time the Republicans
gets results mere quickly and easily. We shall make no prdelected an actual majority of House
gress at all if the foundation of law and order begins to
members was in the 72 Congress
crumble.—Christian Science Monitor.
in 1931. *They failed to organize
Lawrence Miller appointed Arthur
the House then because of Repub
lican deaths. They had been in TALK OF THE TOWN F. Lamb to the publicity committee
control continuously, until then,
Edwin H. Crie has just com and David Hodgkins, Jr., to the
since .1917.
pleted redecoration of Chisholm’s ticket committee.
Spa, using a gold and rose Craftex
Wifred T. Lacerte of Portland and
design. He decorated the Spa origi
GRANGE CORNER nally 18 years ago with the same Woodrow Cushman of New London
and Rockland were before Munici
« ft « ft
material, using Autumn, colors.
pal Ccurt th.s morning on charges
Mews Items frem all ef the Pa
of
street fighting. The incident
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Adin L. Hopkins of Camden, en
tcok place about 1290 this morning.
hera.
gineer for the State Highway De Arresting officers were James
partment, was last night's speaker Breen and Carl Gray of the city
Penobscot View Grange of Glen at the Rockland Kiwanis Club His police. Lacerte pleaded guilty while
Cove meets Thursday night at 8 talk covered State Aid roads, their Cushman's attorney pleaded nolo
oclock.
appropriations ard
construction eontendre in his behalf. Recorder
costs. John H. McLoon was ad Strout levied a fine of $25 and costs
mitted to membership. President of $5 32 on both parries, later filYour Heating system Is No Bet
ter Than It Is Engineered

.THE PEERLESS
ENGINEERING CO.
ROCKLAND. ME..
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HIGHEST LEGAL

Vitamin C Needed to
Maintain Blood Vessels
Ascorbic acid plays a principal'
role in maintaining the health of
the blood vessels and connective tis
sues. Vitamin C is needed to pre
vent hemorrhages in all parts of
the body, to keep the teeth and
gums healthy, to aid in the develop
ment of the bones and to serve as
an aid in the general resistance to
infection.
Vitamin C is stressed somewhat
more than other vitamins at times
because ascorbic acid is water solu
ble and may pass from a food into,
the water in which that food is
standing or is being cooked. It also
comes into the spotlight more often
because vitamin C is what is called
“unstable.”
By “unstable” nutritionists mean
that in the presence of free air the
form of ascorbic acid which can be
used by the body is changed to a
form that cannot be used by the
human body. Also the body cannot
store ascorbic acid for future use as
it does some other nutrients, such
as fat. For these reasons it is im
portant that some vitamin C be
eaten each day or, if that is not
possible, that it should never be
absent from the diet for long periods
of time. The most common sources
of vitamin C are citrus fruits and
green vegetables.

TJp*

ATIONAL SAH1Y COUNCIl

When cooking a large volume ol
food, lower the temperature as heat
will penetrate a large mass slowly
.4 and overcook the outside before the
inside is done.

LIVE POULTRY WANTED
For Highest Prices On All Kinds of Poultry It Will Pay You
To Call or Write—
HILLCREST POULTRY CO.
TEL. CAMDEN 404
P. O. BOX 276. CAMDEN

17*26
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NAVY SERGE

3 BUTTON
SINGLE BREASTED

Ant
Marbli
grape ca

pieces;
shades;

$45.00

of boys I

Sizes 37 to 44
SHORT AND REGULAR

Secretar

leaf Ta
drawers
Bureaus
Steeple-

Music
Handsome,
Beautifully Tailored and

the Top Best Material

4-Poster

better.
RI
38 OLD

FRIDAY, MARCH 8

0. P. A. PRICES

TIME 8.30 SHARP
RAIN OR SHINE

PAID FOB

MAIN BOUT

Clean Used Cars
MILLER’S GARAGE

BOBBY TAYLOR, Florida, 166 pounds
BILLY GREEN, Bangor, 166 pounds

DE SOTO, PLYMOUTH

RESERVED SEATS------ ---------- ------------------r. $190 PLUS TAX
REGULAR SEATS
.... -........ .......... J........... $1.00 PLUS TAX
On Sale at Goodnow’* Drug Stare
19*lt

TOUR OTHER GOOD BOUTS

BOCKLAND, ME.

95-tT

The Rockland Kiwanis Club is
pleased to announce that on March
20 Lt. Edward Rowe Snow, author,
historian and soidier’-adventurer
will present his lecture “Tales 6f
the New England Coast” at Com
munity Building for the benefit ot
Knox Hospital.
Lt. Snow of Rcckland and Win
throp, Mass., is one of the most
colorful Individuals .n contempo
rary American history and hts dra
matic. exciting lecture is filled to
the last second with facts and
thrills, very largely of Maine and
local origin, illustrated with movies
and colored slides.
Travel with Lieutenant Snow as
he soars over the lighthouses from
Maine to Rhode Island, from lonely
Mt. Desert Rock to isolated Great
Point Light, Nantucket Island.
Watch hun drop his welcome pack
ages at the homes of the lighthouse
keepers. Travel with him in the
Summer time as he visits the same
locations. See the keepers who tell
these hair-raising accounts of dan
ger on the ocean and cf storm ami
shipwreck at sea. Tlie lecture is
packed with adventure and drama
along New England’s coast.

TAKE IT EASY*

1 GUESS IM A
LITTLE RUSTY, ED —
CAN YOU REACH-.
IT FROM THERE? J

TALK

Famous Sailor - Soldier-Ad
venturer Will Appear March
20 in Hospital Benefit

■r

BOXING

PLUMBING AND HEATING
OIL BURNERS

Snow To Lecture Here

which such craft are subjected. One
of them, the Nathan F. Cobb, is
easing the housing shortage in
Florida, or was the last time I went
by her.
But some of the pleasantest mem
ories center around the almost
countless spots where one may re
lax and enjoy the beauties which
nature has lavishly bestowed upon
mail. Before individual rapid tran
sit was made available through the
motor car, I used to claim that
with a horse, one could start out
from Rockland and go to a dif
ferent pKce every day for a month.
With the automobile that is of
course out. But the beauty spots
are still there.
Of the nearer places, there was
hardly a day in summer that some
one did net picnic either at the
Berry chalet on Juniper Hill or the
chalet at Warrenton, both of which
were freely tendered by their own
ers. Does anyone catch cunners off
Porterfield Ledges? Is Owl’s Head
lighthouse still a mecca for pic
nickers? Have you ever sat on the
shore at Cooper’s Beach cn a sum
mer Sabbath morning when the
bells of all the churches across the
harbor seem to unite ln one grand
harmonious peal? It ls one of the
things one does not forget.
T. R. P.
Sliangra-La, Feb. 22.
♦ ♦ <• *
I What a pity the above letter.
WTitten in such a splendidly reminis
cent veih, and with a complete ac
curacy, such as excites the Editor’s
envy, could not have reached this
paper in season to be published with
those which appeared in our cen
tennial edition. We do not propose
to allow it to rest in the state of
anonymity suggested by
bare
initials. "T. R. P.” ls a former Rock
land boy who will be readily recog
nized by most of the older readers
as T. Raymond Pierce. His occas
ional communications are always
happily received, with the hope that
some day he will conclude to spend
his declining years in the city where
he won honors in his schooldays.
—Ed.l

Tuesi

,

PepsiCola Company, Lono Island Citi. N. Y.

FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSICOLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN
t
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March 8—Interdenominational ob
servance of World Day of Prayer at
Unlversailst Church
March 9—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange meets with St. George Orange.
March 13—P T A Light Fund Ball at
Community Building. .
March 15—Woman s Educational Club
meets in the Unlversailst vestry at
3 p m.
March 18—Cushing town meeting
March 20—Illustrated lecture by Ed
ward Rowe Snow at Community Build
ing. benefit Knox Hospital
March 22 23—Democratic State Con
vention In Portland.
ApMl 19- Patriots’ Day..
May 30—Memorial Day.

Townsend Club No. 1 will meet
Thursday night at Grand Army
Hall. The public Is invited. Fun for
all. Grab bag after the meeting.
Any articles sent in will be greatly
appreciated.
Captain George Gray has re
turned to New York from a t’.vo
weeks’ vacation. He has been em
ployed in the Army Transport servand will be employed by the New
ice, but will be retired on his return
York Sightseeing Co.

One year ago: Charles C. Wotton
was elected head of the Eastern
Maine Board of approved basket
ball officials—At the fourth quar
terly Methodist Conference, Rev.
Alfred G. Hempstead was called to
the pastorate for another year—A
house on Rankin street, owned by
Annie Hahn, was damaged by fire.
—Among the deaths: Rockand,
John F. Abbott, 65; North Vassalboro, Rev. Dr. Wilbur F. Berry, na
tive of Camden, 94; Damariscotta,
Albert Tammi of Union, 60.
Application forms for licenses
and permits to conduct various
business in the city are now at the
office of the City Clerk. The ordi
nance governing licenses and per
mits becomes law Friday. City
Clerk Margeson states that certain
licenses or perm.ts issued for a defi
nite term of one year or less will
remain effective for that period
by the new ordinance; all oth
ers must be renewed upon the
ordinance becoming effective. Copies
of the ordinance are obtainable at
the office of the City Clerk.

Mrs. Edward O’B. Gonia is in
Boston attending the gift shows at
the Statler, Parker House and Hotel
Bradford.
Townsend Club No. 2 meets Fri
day night at 407 Main street, K. P.
hall. All members are asked to
attend.
Billy, young son of Mrs. Pauline
Schofield , prime favorite about
town And carrier boy for The
Courier^Gazette , is reported as
slightly improved this morning at
Knox Hospital. He has been, se
riously ill the past fortnight

Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses, 492
Old County Road, Rockland, Me.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m , Mon
day. Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590, City.
loti

WANTED AT ONCE
Permanent Position, Excellent Salary
HOWE PUR CO.
COOPER’S MILLS, MAINE
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1

The only redfish dragger to arrive
over the week-end was the Ethel
C„ Capt. Edward Ames, at the
O'Hara plant with 70,000 redfish
and 15,000 mixed groundfish.

Linda L. and Frederic, Jr., chil
dren of Mr. and Mrs. Frederic RoBORN
Pellerin—At
Camden
Community gaiski, now of Portsmouth, N. H„
Hospital. March 1, to Mr. and Mrs. formerly of Rockland.

Francks L. Pellerin. a daughter—Veru3
Leah.
Simmons—At Camden Community
Hospital. Nov, 7, to Mr and Mrs.
Charles Simmons, a son.

MARRIED
MrGrath-Kopp—At Colchester, Conn..
Feb 27. Peter P. MoGrath otf Camden,
and Virginia R. Kopp otf Colchester.
Painter-Ross—At Owl’s Head Baptist
Chapel, March 3. Lloyd M. Painter otf
Charleston, W. Va.. and Miss Con
stance M. Ross otf Owl’s Head—by Rev.
C Wendell Wilson.
Hawkins-Harvey — At
West Palm
Beach, Fla . Feb. —. Gerald L. Hawkins
of St. George and Miss Catherine L.
Harvey of West Palm Beacl»
Prosser-Curtis—At Camden. Feb. 27.
Sgt. Raymond Prosser. U.S.MP.. and
Miss Betty Curtis of Camden—by Rev.
Henry Beukelman.
Anderson-O’Neill — At
Georgetown.
Conn.. March 2. Woodrow R. Ander
son of Rockland and Miss Barbara
O'Neill ctf Georgetown.

DIED
Hall—At Portland. March 4, Mrs. Ava
(Cummings) Hall, a native of Wash
ington. aged 78 years.
Fltton—At Union, March 1. Thomas
Fltton. age 87 years. Entombment In
Mountain View cemetery, Camden. Bu
rial in the Spring in Forest Hills
cemetery, Bridgton
Parks—At Camden .March 1. Alice A.,
widow of Albert Parks, age 82 years.
Simmons—At Galveston. Tex.. Feb. 21
Capt Joseph W. Simmons, a native
otf Tenant's Harbor, aged 82 years.
IN MEMORIAM
In memory otf my mother. Alma E.
Robbins, who passed away March 5,
1937.
Her son, Guy Robbins.
Thomaston.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory otf Pfc. Irving A.
Phllbrook. 103d Infantry Division, killed
In Germany, Feb. 27, 1945.
One year has passed since that sad day
Ood called the one we loved away.
Forget you, Irving dear? No. never.
For in our sad hearts we love you still.
The blow was great, the shock severe.
We little thought such grief was near.
And only those who have lost can tell
The pain, the parting without farewell.
Lovingly remembered by Father,
Mother, and all Sisters and Brothers.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
and appreciation to friends and neigh
bors for the beautiful floral tribute
given during our recent bereavement;
with specelal thanks to Ethel Edgecomb and Evelyn Pitman for their
helping hand.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Fuller. Mr. and
Mrs. Roderick MacDonald.

D. U. V., Beano
hall, Friday 7.30.

at Grand Army
19-lt

George S. Callahan, Jr. of Pleas
ant Gardens was accused in Munici
pal Court yesterday of assault and
* battery on the person of his wife,
Crystal Callahan. He pleaded “not
guilty” but was found guilty and
fined $26, and costs which Recorder
Strout suspended on the plea of
Callahan’s attorney and placed him
on six months’ probation, he as
sault arose from a family disagree
ment. The arrest was made by Of
ficer Breen of the City Police on
complaint of Mrs. Callahan.

The fire department answered a
still alarm to the home of O B.
Brown Sunday afternoon to extin
guish an ash barrel fire in the base
ment.
Mr. Brown, who, inci
dentally. is a member cf the de
partment was away from home at
the time and learned of the affair
only when he returned to duty at
the* fire station later.
Captain Charles Lowe, Infantry,
is heme on terminal leave follow
ing service in Manda where he was
attached to a^, transportation pool.

Sam Savitt of Savitt’s is in Bos
ton on a buying trip for thp store.
Very properly, the first carload of
1946 Plymouth automobiles received
in Kncx County, consigned to Mil
ler’s Garage, were sold to ex-serv
icemen—William Blake, Richard
Knowlton, George Harvey and
John J. O’Sullivan, Jr.

“Basketball deluxe” the advertisemen on page one calls tomorrow
night’s historic battle at Community
Building which wlll g^ve the ace
Rockland High Basketball team,
which many feel is tournament
material, a chance to clash with
the crack Coburn Classical Institute
team of Waterville a tournament
team. In addition Rcckland High
JVs w.ll meet Thcmaston JVs,
game called at 7.30. Of special in
terest is the fact that every penny
of the net proceeds will go to the
P.T.A. Light Fund.

Chicken Pie Supper
SATURDAY, MAttCH 9
6 to 8 P. M.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge and
I.O.O.F. Lodge
DANCE AT GLOVER HALL
Benefit Repair Fund

19-29

ELECTRICAL SERVICE
WIRING, REFRIGERATION AND

Two Days Only

Friday & Saturday
12 Qt. Grey Enamel

SMALL APPLIANCE SERVICE

*‘EDDIE* * BARNARD
TEL. 1102-M (New Number)
Write 38 Talbot Ave., Rockland

3-tf

DISHPANS

HOUSE WANTED
In Rockland
Will Rent or Buy

BILLIE HEMENWAY
Tel. 729-J or at Store 10 Limerock St.
19* lt

33c

EACH

RIPLEY & JORDAN
38 OLIVER ST..
ROCKLAND
PHONE 767-W

9-tf

BEANO
TEMPLE HALL
ROCKLAND

ws
ID BOYS CLOTHINC
6S, SHOES AND UNI FOhYS
INST ROCKLAND ME-'

§

TELS. 890—1174-M
UO-112 LIMEROCK 8T.
BOCKLAND. MB.

Ambulance Service

appropriation to per

NAVY ENLISTMENTS

The Congregational Church will
welcome the new superintendent of
the Congregational ChrisLan Con
ference of Maine, Dr. Cornelius E.
Clark and Mrs. Clark at an infor
mal reception following the regu
lar supper to be served in the Ma
sonic banquet hall Wednesday night
at 6 15.
Dr. Clark, former pastor of the
Woodfords Congregational Church
at Portland and son of Dr. Calvin
M. Clark, Professor Emeritus of
Church History cf Bangor Theo
logical Seminary, comes to Rock
land to open the Lenten program.
A supper will be served every Wed
nesday at 6.15 dur.ng Lent, followed
by a special service devoted to Lent
and Christian Missions. Special
music at these services will be spon
sored bv the different groups in the
church.
March 6: Speaker, Dr. Cornel.us

E. Clark; music, The Diligent
Dames; supper, Mrs. Edwin Ed
wards and Mrs. Louis Fickett.
March 13: Speaker, A sound film,
”Wc Too Receive;” music, “The
Men’s* Association; supper, The
Men’s Association.
March 20: Speaker, Stewart M. L.
Pollard who will speak on “Chris
tian M;ss(ons in the Pacific; music,
Comrades of the Way; supper,
Mrs. A. J. Murray and Mrs. (Frank
Marsh.
March 27: Speaker Dr. Melvin H.
Dorr, Jr.; pastor of the Baptist
Church in Camden; music, The
Odds and Ends; supper, The Odds
and Ends.
April 3: Speaker, Dr. John S.
Lcwe; music, The Senior Matrons;
supper, Mrs.Harold Leach and Mrs.
Roland Ware.
April 10: Speaker. Rev. Curtis L.
Stanley; music, Rounds Mothers;
supper. The Rounds Mothers.
April 17: Speaker, Rev. Alfred G.
Hempstead; music, The Parry’s
Mates; supper, L. E. Jones and R.
A. Smith.
April 18: Holy Thursday: The
Service of Hoy Communion will be
observed at 7.30.
The supper tomorrow night ts be
ing held in the Masonic banquet
hall due to the fact that the re
decorating of the church vestry will
not be completed by then. Follow
ing the reception for Dr and Mrs.
Clark in the banquet hall, adjourn
ment will be made to the Church
Sanctuary for the evening service.

E. B. CROCKETT’S
5c, 10c to $1 Store

The meeting of the Congregation,
al Men's Association scheduled for
Friday night, will be postponed un
til the regular April meeting.'
Lieut. Commander Harry Bartlett
of the Coast Guard Base is confined
to bed at his home on Broadway by
grippe. He is preparing to return
to ervilian life March 20.

Feeding

41-T-tf

LADY ASSISTANT

Ambulance Service
TeL 701—702
• CLAREMONT 8T.
ROCKLAND, MX.

gates from the Maine Department ton by a Maine delegation of which
he was a member and of the assur

ance given, that the air station at
he Girl Scout Council will meet
Bangor was to be continued, with
the probability that Presque Isle at 8 p. m. Thursday night at Com
wou^ also be continued as an Army munity Building with tlie Member
adjunct. The Navy is to continue ship Committee as hostess.
the Brunswick station. There is
nope that a helicopter will be as
signed to Maine.
The Federal Government has exDANIELS’
mended $35,611,00(0 on air facili
ties in Maine, or twice the States
DIAMONDS
bonded indebtedness, the speaker
INTER-CHURCH FELLOWSHIP said
Famous For More Than
Gov. Hildreth told of the two bills
The Rockland Inter-Church Youth pending
in Congress, and nobody
Fifty Years
Fellowship will meet in the Con
which will pass.
gregational Church March 7 at 7.00 knows
li-tfI
"What a tragedy it would be to

and Rev. Frederick D. Hayes, presi
dent of the Maine Council of
Churches, will be the speaker. Re
freshments will follow. All young
People’s Groups are invited and
during the evening those desiring to
join may register
Application for the position of
clerk in the local State Store may
be filed up to March 2C« with the
Department of Personnel, Vickery
Hill Building, Augusta, where applications may be obtained.

Boothbay Harbor outclassed Lincoin Academy in a Class B playoff
game here last night, winning
handily 41-16. The win sent Boothbay into the Lewiston tournament
where they oppose Traip Academy
Thursday night.

now in existence to go to wreck
and ruin,” said Gov. Hildreth, who
urged the importance and necessity
of having a maintenance fund pro
vided.
In regard to the Maine Turnpike
Authorlty the
said much
misinformation has been given
out, but the fact remains that the
road is to be financed by the pur
____ _________
chase
of bonds. Maine will be
presented with the road as soon as
js completed. The bondholders
have a claim against the toll
charges.
The question is aske:d Why
doesn’t the road start at Fort Kent?
The obvious answer is that it would
start where the revenue would be
the heaviest.

116 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

Work Rubbers
FIRST QUALITY
6-INCH HEIGHT

One of the earliest ways of meas
uring time was by burning a candle
or a stick.

South Warren Grange Hall

Overshoes

WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA

10*20

LOW

3.39

PRICE
SPECIAL

Men’s Shorts
FULL CUT
SANFORIZED
3-SNAP BUTTONS
EXCELLENT
69c
QUALITY___________

MEN’S
WINTER HEAVY

Unionsuits
LONG SLEEVES
ANKLE LENGTH
QUALITY
AT

1.44

LOW PRICE_______
CHILDREN’S

Ski Pants
I WARM
VV
HEAVY
SIZES
4 to 12
SPECIAL

3.98

Extra Heavy, All Wool
C. P. O.

NEW

1946

PLYMOUTH
The New Plymouth ii the
stand-out car in the low-priced
held. Husky and handsome,
it’s outstanding for perform
ance and styling. And there’s
outstanding smartness and
luxury wherever you look
in the new roomy interior.
Plymouth's a stand-out, too,

in comfort, safety and aeonomy. It's new all through.
Don’t take our word for it.
Come in today and sea for
yourself the many improve*
ments that make tha New
Plymouth four years better than
before. For soonest possible de
livery, place your order now.

Navy Shirts
Sizes
15 to 17

7.13

Just Arrived, 150 Pr.

Coveralls
FOR MEN
covert

4

4 qr

OLIVE
GREEN
All Sizes

ECONOMY

CLOTHES

MILLER’S GARAGE

SHOP

ROCKLAND, MAINE

rn

CLOTH

COME IN AND SEE IT TODAY

27-31 RANKIN STREET,

te-tt

NEW ARMY

FIRST QUALITY ARMY
3-BUCKLE RUBBER

THE

TRI • COUNTY FARM EQUIPMENT CO.

JUST RECEIVED

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

14*15«Sil8*19

Headquarters For International Harvester Farm Equipment

ROCKLAND

More Talk of The Town on Page 2

Inspection Free

As Fast As Equipment Is Available, We’ll Fill Orders According To Date of Order

SHOP

SPECIAL________________

BOX 328, ROCKPORT TEL. 2120

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

CLOTHES

WORTH $2.75

ARBORIST

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED HOME AND FARM EQUIPMENT

ECONOMY

DANCE

H. A. GOODRIDGE

GIBSON ,
ELECTRIC RANGES
HARDER-FREEZERS
SONORA RADIOS
WHIRLPOOL WASHERS
NEW HOME SEWING MACHINES
QUAKER CABINET HEATERS

Waldo County Conservation Dis
trict have received notification
from the Soil Conservation Service
Nursery Division at Philadelphia,
that several hundred blight-resist
ant Chinese Chestnut trees will be
made available for distribution to
Waldo County farmers this Spring
A total of 1500 Chinese Chestnut
trees raised at the Beltsville, Md..
USDA Experimental Station will
be alloted, together with 50 native
chestnut trees that have been under
observation for several years at the
Soil Conservation Service Nursery
at Howard, Pa. The chestnut trees
are being made available for free
distribution to Waldo County farm
ers interested in establishing ob
servational plantings.
From the 200 Chinese Chestnut
trees planted in Waldo County a
year ago, a very satisfactory survi
val has been obtained and many ol
these co-operative experimental
plantings of blight-resistant chest
nuts should be producing nuts in a
few years. John H. Edgerly. chair
man of the Board of Supervisors of
the Waldo County Soil Conserva
tion District, has announced that
Waldo County fanners can obtain
the chestnut trees free of charge
upon application to the District
Supervisor’s office, Masonic. Build
ing, Belfast, Maine, or to one of the
District Supervisors
The trees are from one to three
feet in size and the nut is similar to
that of the American chestnut in
size, quality and sweetness. The
wood is suitable Tor the production
of timber, poles, posts and tannin
but the District Supervisors believe
a large field awaits the use of the
chestnut trees for the production
of nuts.

of Agriculture, and the Agricultural
Experiment Station, as well as
many individual producers and
distributors have already indicated
their intention to attend the meet
ing, he said.
The meeting will be held in the
House of Representatives at the
State House at 1 p. m March 8

Removal
Call or write—

- GIBSON
REFRIGERATORS

AT 8.15 O’CLOCK

has called upon all Maine pro
There was a full attendance at
ducers ar.d distributors to attend a
the Rotary meeting Friday with
statewide open meeting in Augusta Gov. Horace A. Hildreth as guest
March 8 to formulate some definite speaker. Introduced as guests for
program to alleviate seveial critical the month were Clifford Cameron
problems facing the state's dairy and Rcbert McWilliams. They were
industry. Earl iP. Osgood, Frye-presented by H. C Newbegin.
President L. E Jones pointed to
burg. Chairman of the Board, de
the new Rotary banner hanging on
clared tliat Maine's dairy interests the wall, with the statement that it
were greatly concerned over four replaced the old and tattered one
which was as old as the club itself
major points:
At each plate was- a welcoming
Current alarming feed shortages
for ‘‘Visiting Rotarians.” and
which may seriously curtail milk card
on it was this timely word about
production next fall.
Rockland:
“On the westerly shore of Pe
Adjustment in milk prices to en
nobscot Bay, about midway of the
courage production.
Coast and on the Atlantic
Definite commitments on future Maine
Highway, Route 1. is the City of
milk subsidies by the Federal Gov Rockland, Maine’s largest fishing
port. Tt ls a commercial, recreational
ernment.
Stabilization of production to and extractive-industrial city. Its
take care of fluid demands in the processed commodities are shipped
all over the world and include ships,
“short season” of the year.
lime, berries, sardines, fish and
Federal representatives of the lobsters. Its annual shipment of
United Staites Department of Agri lobsters alone exceeds that of any
culture and the Office of Price Ad port of the Country City-Manager
form of government. Welcome to
ministration have been invited to Rockland.”
explain national policies and regula
And the recipients probaly hope
tions affecting the dairy industry. that the two red lobsters depicted on
Osgood declared that a serious the welcoming card will be given, a
milk shortage would result next fall c'1°JserEa BiTisdeU^oke briefly of
unless present dairy numbers were the proposed lighting system for
maintained and also that an in the High School auditorium, and
crease in milk prices was definitely directed attention to tonight's ball
needed to keep Maine's dairymen for the benefit of the lighting fund.
A IF. MaAlary was spokesman
and distributors in business.”
for the Community Chest revival.
He said that the meeting had been ar)id the club voted unanimously in
called at the request of many dairy favor of the plan.
A v°te of thanks was received
representatives in the state and from
Mrs. Russell, superintendent
that it was hoped a workable plan of Knox Hospital for favors re
could be set up to present to Fed ceived from the Club.
A ’big hand” was forthcoming for
eral Agencies concerned so that
Fred D. Farnsworth, city manager,
some relief might be provided for who has rejoined the organization
Maine’s harassed milk industry.
through the Rockland Club.
Representative Frederic H. Bird
Representatives of the Maine
Dairymen’s Association, New Eng introduced Gov. Hildreth, who con
fined his half-hour talk to Airports
land Milk Producers Association, the and the Turnpike Authority. He
Maine Dealers’ Association, dele- told of the trip made to Washing-

Surgery
Insect Control

AT 2 O CLOCK

THURSDAY

For Waldo Farmers

The Rotary Club

Canton Lafayette Auxiliary will
meet Wednesday night. Supper at
A number of close friends and
great admirers of Rev. Dr. Benja 6.30 The White Rose degree will
min P. Browne, who is now head of be conferred on three candidates.
the missionary work for the State
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will meet
of Pennsylvania, and was for some
years the pastor in 'Rockland of Che tonight at 7.30 and degrees will be
F.rst Baptist Church, listened to his conferred on several candidates.
brilliant sermon over the radio, Refreshments after the work.
given at Tremont Temple, Boston,
Dr. Brown spoke morning and eve
ning. The remarkable charm cf his
voice and the clear cut depth of his
Tree Problems?
religious thought shows definite
For Advice On:
study and ability ;n this man's great
progress in his chosen work.
Pruning
Bracing

WEDNESDAY

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

BURPEE
Funeral Home

the present

mit such an expenditure. It is
understood that this action did not
kill the petition, which may be con
sidered at a later date.
Ordinances entitled,
“Dogs,
Health Regulations. Nuisances and
Annoyances, and Use of Streets,”
were introduced by Councilman Mo
ran who surrendered the chair to
Councilman Bradstreet, to read the
ordinances into the record. All were
passed in, first reading and sched
uled for public hearing on Mon
day, March 18 at 7.30 p. m.
Public hearing was given the or
dinances governing the City Coun
cil, buildings and fire limits and
fire prevention and protection. The
Council ordinance passed with a
complete revision of article 2, th?
others as written.

Dr. Cornelius E. Clark

Cabling

Antiques Wanted
Marble top furniture, rose or
grape carved: Hair Cloth covered
pieces; Lamps, with flowered
shades; China, Vases or Statues
of boys and girls in pairs; Dropleaf Tables, with one or two
drawers:
What-Not
Shelves;
Bureaus; Slant-top Desks or
Secretaries; China or wooden
Steeple-topped Clocks; Dishes;
Music Boxes; Prints: Dolls or
4-Poster Beds, the taller the
better.

given a report by City Manager
Farnsworth in which he recom
mended the purchase of additional
snow removal equipment before
next Winter in order that work can
be speeded up and the citizens get
better value for money expended
for this service.
He pointed out that as high as
70 percent of the time consumed in
snow removal from Main street by
hand is idle time for the trucks,
mounting to as high as $85 per
eight-hour working day for hired
trucks and city owned units com
bined.
Recommended, is the purchase of
an overhead power shovel, which
would load trucks as fast as they
could be driven into position the unit
being estimated to cost not over
$6,000. This piece of equipment
would also be more than useful in
other highway department activities
throughout the year.
He also recommended the pur
chase of one new truck with snow
plowing attachments and two plows
of a modern type to permit the re
moving of the snow close to the
ground, to be attached to present
trucks. Also asked was one addi
tional sidewalk tractor and plow for
next year.
An application was received from
Winslow - Holbrook - Merritt Post
American Legion for the erection of
a marker at Winslow-Holbrook
j Square, the city to stand part ol
the "cost of the standard and erec
1 tion. The matter was referred to
the City Manager for report.
Airline Inc., was granted a build
ing permit on, the recommendation
of the building inspector. The ac
count of this firm’s activities is
printed elsewhere in this edition.
The request of Sherman Ruben
stein that the city repair a retain
ing wall which connects with prop
erty now being constructed by him
on Main street at the foot of Ran
kin, was referred to the City At
torney for a legal report.
The request of several residents
of Oliver street for a street light,
was tabled, there being no funds in

Miss Dorothy Sherman went Sun
day to Van (Buren to assist hi the
opening of a. new Sears Order office
today. She will hen go. to Fort
Fairfield and Calais for openings in
those places.

On Sale

Critical Problems

City Manager Doesn’t Want Dr. Cornelius Clark of the To Be Discussed By Milk Pro His Excellency, Gov. Hil Chinese Chestnut Trees Now
Added To Their Conserva
ducers and Distributors in
dreth, Discusses Airports
Rockland To Get ShortWoodfords Church Here For
tion Effort
Augusta Friday
And the Turnpike
Tomorrow Night’s Event
Handed Again
. Authority
Tlie District Supervisors of the
The Maine Milk Control Beard
The City Council last night was

A total of 146,560 men have en
listed in the Navy since the sur
render of Japan, according to the
tenth weekly report on regular en
listed manpower made by the Navy
Department. These enlistments,
transfers to the Regular Navy from
John Post, city police cfficer for the reserves and inductees, and
varying periods over the past sev re-enlistments and extensions.
eral years, left the force Saturday.
The City Manager states that no
Gordon, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
formal resignation was made by
Post, he merely turning in his A. Thompson, Willow street, who
equ pment to Chief of Police Jesse was struck hy a hit and run driver
Lfnscott and giving the information in Boston recently while enroute
that he was no longer a member of from Rockland to his base at Fort
Devens is making< excellent recovery
the department.
and is expected home today or to
Beano at G.A.R. hall Friday at 8 morrow. The young man received
p. m., auspices Ruth Mayhew Tent. a broken left leg. severe head in
19-lt juries and general contusions.

PUBLIC

Painting & Decorating

___________________________________ 19*20

Today’s Cherubs of Knox County,
Tomorrow’s Men and Women.

Knox County Camera Club meets
tenight at Wilbur Senter’s. Fur
ther plans for the club exhibit,
which will be held the first week :n
April w.ll be the subject of the eve
ning.

I.O.O.F. HALL
WARREN

All Work Guaranteed
Tel 323-R after 6 p. m.
75 Broad St.
Rockland

More Snow Equipment Open Lenten Program

Our Pride And Joy

Five Maine concerns charged with
dver-ceiling prices have paid the
U. S. Treasury a total of $2,087.76
.n settlement cf treble damage ac
tions, the Maine OPA announced
Saturday
The cases included:
Senter-Crane Company, Rockland,
over-cellinb sale, fine $102.12.

E. F. WITTY
Inside and Outside
Ceilings Washed and Whitened

<

ONE-WAY MAIN STREET
It has been suggested that
Rockland have a One-Way Main
street to overcome the existing
traffic congestion which is bound
to grow worse as time marches
on. ThLs plan has been put into
effect by Augusta. Citizens are
invited to express their views on
this matter privately to members
of the Council to state their
ideas publicly at the hearing next
Monday night.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to extend my thanks to the
doctors,
nurses
others that ad
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s, ministered to myand
comfort while In the
second floor, 18 School street, Odd hospital, to those in neighboring beds
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur that kept me amused, and those who
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate called phoned, sent cards, flowers,
fruit and ice cream.
prices,
iotf
Will C. Lufkin.
Glen Cove.
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Town Meetings

WALDOBORO

(Continued from Page One)
«
Selectman. C. M. Spear, Republi
MRS ISABEL LABE
can. running Independent, won the
Correspondent
post of third selectman, with a vote
of 94 over Ernest B. Lamo, Re
publican, with 35
Holding his
Telephvfle 78
eighth term as first selectman will
Mr and Mrs. Austin Miller and be G. W. Starrett.
son of Bath were weekend guests
The dean of Warren’s selectmen,
of Mr and Mrs. Ernest Boggs, Ka- Ansel M. Hilt, declined to run this
ler's Corner.
year. Mr. Hilt’s service to tbe town
The home team won both games lias extended over a period of 27
years on the Board in 18 of which
with Rockport Friday.
The observation post at Thomas he acted as chairman.
The Board of Assessors makes the
Hill has been sold and the Grayacquaintance
of Earl L. Griffin, in
Ladies received a donation of $€
for the Veterans Facility Hospital second position; H. L. Kenniston
was re-elected to first place, and
in Togus
C. C. Starrett to second. Road
Mrs. David Black of Providence Commissioner
and Tax Collector
is passing a week at Stahl’s Tav will be Silas A. Watts. Percy R.
ern.
Bowley was elected Fish Agent.
Mrs. Louise Jackson is a patient
Elbert L. Starrett engineered the
at Miles Memorial Hospital.
session as moderator, and Helen B.
Mrs. Lilia Lovejoy and Mrs. Bar Overlook was recorder. The latter
bara Pinkham were visitors Satur is also treasurer.
New names on the budget com
day in Portland.
Mr and Mrs Everett Achorn and mittee are: Leslie A. Packard,
two children of Shrewsbury, Mass., Harold A. Boggs and Charles Kigel,
are guests of Mr. Achorn's parents, named from the floor; and Frank
! B. Rowe, Fred L. Miller, appointed
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Achorn.
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon were i by the chair.
An hour’s debate was devoted to
in town Saturday.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will an article pertaining to purchase of
observe its 50th anniversary Tues truck and snow removal equipment.
day. Lodges from Warren, Union It was finally decreed that the town
and Appleton will be guests. The raise $3500 toward buying a fourWarren Lodge will confer degrees on wheel drive truck and suitable snow
I removal apparatus; and the selectfive candidates.
Mrs. Gladys Grant passed the J men were authorized to hire an
. adequate sum (not to exceed $5500)
weekend at home from Bath
Lt. Col Stanley Bailey has been to finance same. Choice of equipdischarged for Service and with j ment is to be decided upon by the
•Mrs Bailey, is spending a few ' Selectmen, road commissioner, and
■ a committee of three consisting of
weeks in Floriday.
Mrs. ixirna Winchenbach and Ev 1 Charles Kigel, Adin L. Hopkins, dis
erett Winchenbach were Rockland trict supervisor of State Highway
Department,
and
Herbert
L.
visitors Friday.
Emmons.
Considerable interest was evinced
PLEASANT POINT
in school matters. A building fund
A group of friends surprised Wal of $2,000 was appropriated for the
ter Young on his birthday last erection of a two-room addition to
Monday night at his home in the present Junior High School
Thomaston. Those present were ; Building, this to house the first four
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis, Mr. and ' grades. Schools known as Ander
Mrs. Leslie Seavey, Mr. and Mrs. son, Highland and Pleasantville,
James Davis and son James, Sidney I which were turned back to the town
Qrne, Mr. and Mrs Roy Vose and i by the School Board, are to be sold
daughter Betty, all of this place, I by the selectmen for a sum which
Mrs. Katheryn Maloney of Cush , they deem advisable and this
ing, Mrs. Addie Jones of Thomas i money placed with the Junior High
ton, Mrs. Lucy Young, Bill, Dennis I School building fund.
Allotments to schools ran to these
and Sharon Yd^ng and Fred Suke
forth. Refreshments were served. figures: Common schools, $9,135;
The evening was pleasantly spent High School, $5,030; repairs, $200;
by playing Beano and cards. school house insurance, $50. Alert
Mr. Young received several gilts and progressive in its educational
field, the town did not however, give
and cards.
Mr. and Mrs Dana Herrick and free scope to expenditures in gen
sons Frank and Junior of Hope were eral, for it turned down the sug
callers Sunday at the home of Mr gested outlay of $250 for -white
pineblister rust; and likewise $50
und Mrs. Lesiie Young.
Roland Stimpson has returned to for advertising of natural resources.
school at Lee Academy, after hav Neither did the town sanction the
use of snow plows by privately
ing been called here by the death I! owned
trucks; nor would it contract
of his father Lawrence Stimpson.
for snow removal for one or more
Quills are known to have been [ years.
Elections, State and national, will
used for writing as early as the [ henceforth
be held in the intermedi
seventh century.
ate school building, the town offices
be moved there from the town
Watches continue to be Switzer to
house.
land’s chief export commodity.
A generous but well-considered
budget will include as principal
sums: Roads and bridges, $5,090;
to iight snow
removal, $3,000; construction
TOMORROW ALRIGHT of State Aid roads, $900; Fuller
Dependable
Brook bridge, $1300; State and Stats
4//-VIGITABLI
Aid roads, $1300; officers’ salaries,
LAXATIVK
$2500; outstanding notes, $2,000.
A street light will be installed
near the residence of Elizabeth
Robinson. Quitclaim deeds will be

-K
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CAUTION

VOTE FOR
MILDRED E. DAMON

Republican Candidate for TOWN CLERK
In Waldoboro Town Meeting March 11
Candidates Training Particularly Qualifies Her For
The Duties Of Town Clerk
♦ B.S. Degree School of Secretarial Science, Simmons College
* M.C.S. Dtgree Boston University School of Business Admini
stration
• Seven Years Experience as Secretary
♦ Eight and a Half Years Teaching Business Subjects in High
School

If Elected
REGULAR OFFICE HOURS WILL BE MAINTAINED
Special Emergencies Always Courteously Met by Appointment

MILDRED DAMON

19-20

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
JOHN H. MILLER. Owner

FORD

MERCURY

LINCOLN

SALES AND SERVICE

4

A CAR FOR EVERY NEED,

FOR EVERY POCKETBOOK,
Service!

Style!

Beauty!

FOR EVERY DESIRE!
Smart! Safe! Dependable!

—ALSO—

FORD

100 H. P. TRUCKS

DESIGNED FOR EVERY TYPE OF USE AND REQUIREMENT
PICKUPS
TONNERS
DUMP TRUCKS
LONG WHEELBASE UNITS
SCHOOL. BUSES
10 WHEEL—HEAVY DUTY UNITS—10 WHEEL
WE CAN FURNISH YOUR REQUIREMENTS
PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY

PARTS

ACCESSORIES

OIL

ALL SIZES OF TIRES AND TUBES
Have
You

FOR A REAL LUBRICATION JOB
* —VISIT—

How Is
Your

Waldoboro Garage Station
UNION ST., COR. PARK ROCKLAND
PROTECT YOUR CAR OR TRUCK NOW
YOU’LL SAVE IN THE END

l-T-tf

WARREN

Barker.

Maine In Washington
(By R. Own Brewster)
Housing And Lumber

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

UNION
* • XX
ZS o
XV -ZX
MRS CHARLOTTE HA WHS
Correspondent
ZK
ZS XX
ZN ZS **
Telephone 2-21

The old adage of Mark Twain
that “Everyone talks a lot about
«
the weather but no one ever does
Tel. 40
anything about it” is fundamentally
true of the housing shortage.
Committees appointed in the
Housing for veterans is one of the
Miss Elizabetht McKinley, daugh
Congregational Ladies' Circle for most popular subjects for political ter of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. McKinley
the August Fair are; Fancy work, agitation. Yet houses cannot be of Union, a sophomore at Mount
Mrs. William Barrett, Mrs. Alice built without lumber anymore than Holyoke College, is a dormitory so
MacDougall, Mrs. S. A. Watts, Mrs. bricks could in bible times be made licitor for the Red Cross drive which
Cornelius Over lock, Mrs. George without straw.
is beginning today. This year the
Walker, Mrs. Olive Peabody, Mrs.
Certainly lumber is an indis goal is $1750 and the campus drive,
Fred Campbell; aprons. Mrs. W.1- pensable requirement in any ade which will <be opened by a chapel
liam Cunningham, Mrs. Lillian quate approach to solve the hous speaker, will last for one week.
Shaw, Mrs. Alice Mathews, Mrs. ing shortage. Yet under current
Union Masonic Lodge will con
George Brigham, Mrs. S B. Kal governmental policies the present fer the Master Masons degree on
loch; cooked food, Mrs. W.l- tragic shortage of lumber is being two candidates Thursday night. All
l. am Robinson, Mrs. Inez Mathews, constantly made more serious by a Master Masons invited.
Miss Frances Spear, and Mrs. P. decline in the production of lumber
Knox County Poultry Improve
D. Starrett; miscellaneous, Mrs. and by the shipment abroad in the ment Association will meet Thurs
Fred Starrett, Mrs. Uno Laido, Mrs. current quarters of two hundred day night in Warren at the home of
Nestor Salomaki; Mrs. Corinne and fifty million feet of lumber Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Emmons.
Perkins; grabs. Mrs. Donald Math from our already totally inadequate Frank Reed, poultry extension spe
cialist and Dr. Witter, both of the
ews. Mrs. Ernest Lamb, Mrs. Flora supply.
University of Maine, will be pres
Peabody, Mrs. Harold Boggs, Mrs.
Hundreds of saw mills are closing ent.
Roland Starrett; handkerchief, Mrs. down because of the impossibility
A Republican Caucus will be held
Laura Starret, Mrs. Ira Perry, Mrs. of operating under exisiting gov Friday night at 7 o'clock at the town
hall.
Michael Halligan, Mrs. Abbie New
ernment regulations and two of the
Union High played Rockport
bert, Mrs. Leland Philbrook; utility, largest operations in Maine are at High Wednesday night, winning
Mrs. Parker McKellar, Mrs. Clara the point of closing through gov both games. Score girls. 29-26; Boys
Lermond. Miss Rosa Spear, Miss ernment refusal either to fish or 51 to 46. Rockport will play a re
turn game here Friday night.
Verna Robinson, Mrs. M. S. Hahn; cut bait.
Guests last week of Mrs Alice
entertainment, Mrs. Willis Vinal,
Revolt at the lunacy of this situa Plumer and Mrs. Vernon Howse,
Mrs. Maurice Lermond, Mrs. Earle tion is blazing irom one end of the were Charles Plumer of Auburn
Moore, and Mrs. Roland Berry; country to the other. The Senate dale. Long Island, Mrs. Ester Ken
nard, Royal Kennard and fiahcee,
decorations, Mrs Philip Simmons, this past week took the almost un Miss Rene Milancon, all of Port
Mrs. Edw n K Boggs, Mrs. Willard precedented action of creating a land.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Lucas and
Boggs, Miss Eda St. Clair, Mrs.
special sub-committee under the William Lucas, returned home Sun
Albert White, and Mrs. Sidney chairmanship of a Republican- day from Bridgeport, Conn., where
Wyllie.
Senator William F. Knowland of they attended the wedding of their
son Austin to Miss Ann Neilson.
An illustrated lecture on “GarCalifornia—to find out whether
The Senior Class will serve a pub
dens." using colored slides, the lec
something can, be done to make it lic supper at the Masonic dining
turer, Mrs Pauline Tatboi of Rock
possible to produce lumber to build room Wednesday at 6 o’clock.
land will be presented Thursday
Miss Madolyn Hawes was at home
homes to house veterans and all
night at Town hall, auspices of the
from the University of Maine over
Warren Woman’s Club, and as an the other Americans who are in the weekend.
A fourth group, working for the
open meeting. Tickets are on sale need.
benefit of the stove fund for the
Senator
to
Knowland
expects
by the committee, Mrs. Helen,
Methodist Church have tickets on
Maxey and Mrs. Lillian Mathews. start hearings March 11th and to sale for a chicken pie supper to be
Committee is
Time of the lecture will be 7 30 p. have all sections of the country served March 14.
represented in presenting the course Mrs. Irving Rich, Miss Florence
m.
Thurston, Mrs George Fossett, Mrs.
A ptlblic chicken pie supper will be of action that is absolutely essen
Ralph Wallace and Mrs. John
served Saturday night 6 to 8 at the tial if lumber is to be produced.
Creighton.
dining room of the I.O.O.F. hall,
Maine lumber interests are tre
Mrs. Roland Payson returned
auspices of both Mystic Rebekah mendously concerned, as they have home Monday after having been a
Lodge and Warren Lodge, LOOT.
patient at Knox Hospital.
The proceeds will be used toward been for several months, over Gov
The Circle will meet with Mrs,
ernment
policies
which
have
been
the byilding repair fund. A dance
Mary
Wallace tonight.
will follow the supper and will be steadily reducing lumber production
Mr. and Mrs Irving Rich recently
held at Glover hall. Tickets are and also reducing jobs in the woods received a letter from their son
on sale by the following committee: and in the mills of Maine at the Aviation Cadet Harold Rich, sta
time when employment is most tioned at Corpus Christi, Texas,
Mystic Rebekah Lodge, Mrs. Ruth very
desired.
Perry. Mrs Gertrude Starrett, Mrs.
saying that he had been to visit
Maine lumbermen who constitute Rev. and Mrs. Leo Ross and family.
Kathryn Jameson; from Warren
a
very
substantial
portion
of
the
Lodge, I.O.O.F., George Gray, Irving
The Rosses formerly of this town,
lumber production in the northeast now live in San Juan, Texas. Ca
Sawyer and Maynard Leach.
Members of Crescent Temple, P. will have an opportunity to present det Rich will be transferred Thurs
S. will meet Friday night for sup their case in these hearings along day to Pensacola, Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess and
per at the home of Joseph Stick with their associates in the North
ney, with supper served at 6.30 p. eastern (Lumber Manufacturers As son Arthur and bride were guests
m. Members are reminded to bring sociation, Inc. It will appear at Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
own dishes, and also prizes for these hearings that while the Burgess Arthur was discharged
beano following supper. Members problem varies somewhat througn two weeks ago from the Armv and
various sections of the country the is now on his wedding trip, visiting
not solicited will take sweets.
fundamental difficulty is all the his parents in Waldoboro
same
in constantly increasing costs
Ohio has just lost its oldest
Peckham-Gleason
both for wages and material and
Grange member, in, the passing of rigid ceilings which make produc Dorothy Mildred Gleason was
Henry Kinley. Wyandot county, 96 tion utterly impossible except for married to Edward M. Peckham of
Mr. Kinley had had an active part very large organizations which can Newport, R. I., at 1 o’clock Sun
day at the Methodist Church. The
in church. Grange and other com temporarily absorb the losses
double ring ceremony was per
The
lumber
shortage
comes
back
munity affairs, besides serving two finely to the housing shortage and formed by Rev. Ernest Doughty,
terms as Wyandot County Commis no real solution of the housing pastor of the church.
sioner. His Grange membership problem js possible without in Preceding the ceremony Mrs. Irv
ing Rich and Mrs. Irving Tuttle
was in Champion, subordinate, | creased lumber production. The sang “At Dawning’’ and "Because"
which he joined in 1874, and up to Head Committee, formery the accompanied
by Miss Florence
Truman Committee, of which Sena
I the very last he was always doing tor Brewster is a member, has been Thurston.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
something to promote Orange pros- conducting a continuing investiga and Mrs. William C. Gleason of
tion of the lumber shortage hrough South Union. She was given in
, prosperity.
nut the past year with two repre marriage by her father. She wore
sentatives in Maine this past month an aqua wool jersey street length
executed for Mrs. Jane N. Andrews to survey conditions.
dress, with lace inserts around the
and Mrs. Kate Wade for the land
Senator Knowland has just com neck and a gardenia corsage. The
deeded by them to the town for a pleted. a world tour of all our serv
matron of honor was the bride’s sis
tennis court.
ice supply dumps and discovered ter, Mrs. Howard McAlister, who
The total amount raised by appro vast supplies of lumber overseas as
priation was $41,216, which is $6,722 well as vast supplies of lumber in ' wore a street length dress of sheer
green crepe and a corsage of jon
more than last year.
various centers in this country, quils.
particularly on the West Coast in Evert Guldcmond of Newport, R.
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss.
Superior Court. Government hands. Senator Know- T., was best man. The ushers were
TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF 1 land is trying to pry these supplies William T Gleason and Richard
THE SUPERIOR COURT, next to be loose for civilian use and to stop |
Gleason, both brothers of the bride,
held at Rocklond within and for the
County of Knox on the first Tuesday I overseas shipments and to make it Howard McAllister and Edgar Barkof May. 1946.
possible for lumber operators to in er.
Respectfully represents J. Edward crease production.
The bride’s mother wore a blue
Chaples of Appleton ln the County of
• • • •
Knox, that he was married to Grace A.
and white print dress with a cor
Chaples now of parts unknown, on the
Senator and Mrs. Brewster enter sage of pink carnations.
The
second day of July. 1927 at Roseburg. tained at dinner this past week in
groom
’
s
mother,
Mrs.
Elton
Peck

Oregon: that subsequent to said mar
riage the parties hereto lived together honor of Chief Justice and Mrs. | ham of Newport. R. I., wore a ma
as husband and wife at said Roseburg, Harlan F. Stone of Isle au Haut,j roon dress with a corsage of white
O egon and Appleton. Maine until the Maine and Justice and Mrs. Harold
carnations.
fifteenth day of September. 1934: that
the whereabouts of the libeliee are un H. Burton <100% Bow’doln). The, Mrs. Peckham attended the public
known and cannot be ascertained by dinners at the Sulgrave Club had schools in Detroit, Mich., graduating
the exercise of reasonable diligence,
from Mackenzie High School. She
that your libellant has always con a distinct Maine flavor with Maine
ducted himself towards his said wife clam broth and Maine lobsters for attended Rhode Island State Col
as a true, faithful and affectionate the centerpieces.
lege and was graduated from Mus
husband, but that on the fifteenth day
kegon Junior College in Muskegon,
of September. 1934. the said libeliee
Mich. She has been employed at
was guilty of utter desertion, which
the Continental Motors
Corp.
utter desertion, has continued for three
consecutive years next prior to the fil
Muskegon. Mich.
ing of this libel; that there Is no collu
Mr Peckham is the son of Mr.
sion between your libellant and the
and Mrs. Elton Peckham of New
said Grace A Chaples to obtain a di
vorce.
port, R. I. He graduated from Rog
WHEREFORE he prtfys that the
ers High School in Newport and
bonds of matrimony now existing be
was employed in Providence before
tween him and his said wife be now
dissolved by divorce upon the ground
entering into the service. He served
above set forth.
four
and a half years in the Army,
Dated at Rockland. Maine this nine
two years of which were spent in
teenth day of February. 1946.
J EDWARD CHAPLES
the South Pacific.
STATE OF MAINE
Following the ceremony a recep
Knox, ss.
Superior Court
tion was held at the home of the
February 19 1946.
bride with 55 friends and relatives
Personally appeared before me the ,
present. The wedding cake, made
above named J. Edward Chaples and
by Mrs Annie Bryait of Searsmont.
made oath to the foregoing.
STUART C BURGESS
was cut by the bride and groom
C
ttai»m StM Z* Ml
'tumf
(L. S. 1
Notary Public.
and served by Miss Edith How
STATE OF MAINE
ard. Others who assisted in serv
(L 6.)
ing were: Mrs. Edward Alden, Mrs.
KNOX. SS
Clerk's Office, Superior Court. In Va
George Fossett and. Mrs. Edgar
k

QUINTUPLETS

cation. Rockland. Feb. 19. 1946. A D.
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered,
That the Libellant give notice to said
Grace A. Chaples to appear before our
Superior Court to be holden at Rock
land, within and for the County of
Knox, on the first Tuesday of May,
A. D. 1946. by publishing an attested
copy of said Libel and this order
thereon, three weeks successively In
The
Courier-Oazette, a newspaper
printed ln Rockland. In our County
of Knox, the last publication to be
thirty days at least prior to said first
Tuesday of May. next, that she may
there and then ln our said court ap
pear and show cause. If any she have,
why the prayer of said Libellant
should not be granted
ARTHUR E. SEWALL,
Justice of the Superior Court
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk
(L. 84
I« 004 18-18

always rely oa this great rob for

CHEST COLDS
To Relieve Coughs—Aching Muscles
At the first sign of a cold — the Quin
tuplets’ chests, throats and backs are
immediately rubbed with Musteroie.
Musteroie instantly starts to relieve
coughs, sore throat and aching muscles
of colds. It actually helps break up
painful local congestion. Makes breath
ing easier. Great for grown-ups, tool

MUSTEROLE

Mrs. Alfred Hawes was ill
charge of the guest book. Mrs.
George Bosser, Mrs. Walter Rich
and Mrs. Charles Mitchell were in
charge of the gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Peckham left on a
short wedding trip to Boston. After
spending a week in Boston, they
will visit Mr Peckham's parents
and then return to Maine.
Out of town guests at the re
ception, not already mentioned
were: Mr. and Mrs A T. Thurston
and Mr. and Mrs. John Hartson of
Rockland. Miss Olive Coffin and
Miss Lois Coffin of Bangor, Mrs.
Hazel E. Hart and Halver A. Hart
of South Hope, Mr. and Mrs W. D
Heald, Charles Clark Heald, Miss
Kathleen Heald and Douglas Heald,
all of Camden and Mrs. Arthur
Starrett of Warren.

Tti5s3aV-Fr!3a?

Jessie L. Noyes

Mrs. Jessie L. Noyes, 59. wife of
Albert A. Noyes, died Feb. 24 at her
home in North Union, after an ill
ness of some duration. She wa9
born in this town, daughter of Lizette and Thelbert Day. Since her
marriage she made her home in
North Union, where she was a good
neighbor and friend to all in that
community. She was at one time
a member of the Grange.
Services were held Wednesday
from the home. The abundance of
beautiful flowers were silent trib
utes of the love and esteem in
which she was held. The service
was conducted by Rev. Harold Nut
ter of Liberty.
Deceased is survived by her hus
band, a daughter. Mrs. Elbridge
Lenfest of Augusta and a son
Cedric Noyes, who made his home
with his mother, her father, Thebert Day of Washington, a sister,
Mrs. Josie Sukeforth, also of Wash
ington. a brother, George Day and
five grandchildren.
Bearers were: Roger Norwood.
Ralph Hanna, Wayne Upham and
Burgess Blake. Interment will be
in Miller cemetery. Appleton, in the
Spring.
Steaming Vegetables

Steaming is a good method for
cooking such vegetables as carrots,
beets, squash, parsnips, sweet pota
toes, okra, and others. Green vege
tables lose much color, however,
when steamed for any length of
time. Steaming requires a special
type of container which many homes
do not have. Cooking by steam in
a pressure saucepan or a pressure
cooker requires the shortest time
for cooking. However, the higher
temperature of steam under pres
sure makes it necessary to use care
and accurate timing to avoid over
cooking.
The waterless cooker
steams pnd cooks with the addition
of little or no water, thus saving
food values.
Any pan of heavy metal, which
allows the heat to be evenly dis
tributed and which has a tightlyfitted lid may be used for so-called
waterless cookery, or cooking of
vegetables on top of the stove with
the addition of just enough water to
create steam.
Share Taxes

Of the 48 states levying excise and
sales taxes, 8 share collections
with their municipal governments on
the following basis: California, 50
per cent to cities, counties of origin,
but not available for strictly local
purposes;
Massachusetts, reim
bursement of old age assistance
costs only; New York, nearly 50 per
cent to counties for “wet” communi
ties by population; Oregon, 10 per
cent to “wet” counties of origin;
Rhode Island, 50 per cent to com
munities of origin; South Carolina,
12 cents per gallon spirits where
sold, 12 per cent of beer, wine ex
cise where derived; Tennessee, 4/17
of beer tax to incorporated com
munities; Washington (included in
monopoly receipts) also 50 per cent
of the added 10 per cent war liquor
tax, by population; Alabama in ad
dition shared 75 per cent pf addition
al state 1 cent beer tax levied in
Jefferson county wth cities and
towns in that county.
Shotgun Gauges

Comparatively few sportsmen,
many of whom have been using shot
guns for years, know how the sys
tem of naming shotgun gauges
came into existence.
Back in the muzzle-loading days
round balls of lead were used in
shotguns. One sportsman would like
a gun of a certain type—another
would !ike another type. After a
number of years standard gauges
were adopted by gun manufacturers.
Those gauges were based on the
number of spherical lead balls
which would fit into the muzzle of a
gun—and weigh one pound. For In
stance, the 12-gauge shotgun got its
designation because 12 round pel
lets of lead which would fit ln its
bore would, grouped together, weigh
a pound.
The same applies to the way In
which other gauges, such as the 16,
the 20, the 28 and others, got their
names.

FOR SALE
WHj i t, enamel range. Phll-gas and
oil for sale MRS RAYMOND UPHAM,
27 Erin St.. Thomaston. Tel. 16-3.
19*20
FARM for sale. 50 acres on black road.
Hou^e. bam. two brooder houses, elec
tricity. water in house and bam.
JAMES E KINNEY. Thomaston, R D.
1. Tel. Warren. 40-4.
19^20

BARGAINS FOR YOU
Just Received a shipment of Oil, Phil, and City Gas Combi
nations, Coal and Wood, Combinations, with either Phil or City
Gas, Kitchen Ranges for wood or coal. Cabinet Phil or City Gas
Stoves, Cabinet Electric Stoves. White Sinks Porcelain Tops,
with the water spray, Norge Pot Burning Oil Heaters, large and
medium sizes. Plrnty of Chromium or Nickle Stove Pipe, Collars,
and Elbows. Repulse Electric Oil Pumps, place your oil barrel
anywhere, and the pump does the rest, and plenty of those Etna
Oil Burners for your Kitchen Ranges for $28.95, sent anywhere
on receipt of check.
16-tf

H. B. KALER
Washington, Maine, Tel. 5-26, Home Sundays

USE
OUR

CLASSIFIED

V1NALKAVS

ADS
MRS- EMMA WINSlJ
Correspondent

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE

Having recently receive)
charge from the army
Walls with Mrs. Walls
of his parents. Mr. and .\|
Walls.
Mrs. Edwin Woodcock
Tuesday in Rockland.
Jack Carlson and RognJ
have returned from
Worcester, Mass.
Airs. Gladys Lawry ret
« 6wsday from a visit wi:i|
dn Rockland.
Arthur Chapman of Po
week-end guest of his
Carroll Gregory.
Miss Phyllis Swears wh
employed In 'Rockland
her parents Mr. and
Swears.
Ernest Hatch and sot |
of Portland are guests
Mrs. Robert Georgeson
To celebrate her fift
anniversary Miss Nancy
tertained a party of youl
Saturday afternoon at he
Pleasant street.. A jolh
j^hsed with games, anl
birthday cake and ice
served. Miss Nancy rec
eral nice gifts. The gJ
“Patsey” Smith, Susan
Jacquelyn Ames, invited
to be present on account |
were Laverne and 'Valeri
Mrs. Ernest Leffibo vt*
nesday in Rockland.
Kenneth Calderwood
Ibeen guest of Mr. and I)
Haskell left Tuesday for
Oalif. Enroute lie will
tives in Springfield, Ma
ter Mrs L. C. Daigle i|
City, Kansas and friends
Wash.
Wvlrs John Holgerson
Bobbie who were guest!
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gt!
have returned to Tenant
The Senior Class is
Wednesday and Thursday
feature picture at the Ge
—“Radio Stars on ParacJ
• gerous Partners," also a
The "Nitaneats" were e
Thursday night by M
Thomas at her liome oi
street. Lunch was serve
evening devoted to se
knitting.
Albert Knowlton ha
from Camden where he
of his brother Hollis Kno
past week.
I

for Selling-Buying-Renting-Service*
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice: Ail “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additionaL

FOR SALE

TO LET

TWO house lots facing Macy's Pond
ROOMS to let at Webber’s Inn,
Thomaston also two rooms for light for sale, very pleasant to build on,
houAeldeeplng.
THL.
THOMASTON. acre wood lot runs to Macy's Pond, all
0060
19*22 on Main road: also old-fashioned bed;
stands, dLshes. organ and other miscel
laneous articles. W. A MOON, Rock
ville._____________________________ 19*20

LOST AND FOUND

TIRE mounted on rim 500 or 525-20
lost
between
Simonton's
Corner
through Camden, to Spruce Head Saturday night
HERMAN RACKLIFF.
Spruce Head.
19*20

HARDWOOD edgings for sale. Good
kitchen wood.
ED
COFFIN
Tel.
853-22______________________________ 19*20
TABLE model radio and speaker lor
sale, also mahogany china closet, cot
bed with mattress, brass trimmed
white enamel bed, spring and mattress
and two ladders. TEL. 422 W
19 20

WANTED

NINE ROOM house with bath, for
sale, hardwood floors, hot water heatelectrlc lights, garage and large lot of
MIDDLE AGED lady desires posi hand. About ten minutes walks from
tion as housekeeper; 19 McLOUD ST., Post Office, TEL 556-M___________ 19tf
City.________________________
19*20
THREE 11-months old dogs and three
MAN or woman wanted to supply trained dogs on rabbit, coon, and fox.
.customers with famous Watkins prod for sale or will trade for sporting equip
ucts ln city of Rockland. No Invest ment.
ALBERT E. HEAL. RF D 2
ment
Earnings average $40 weekly, Union. Me
-19*20
start Immediately. Write J R WAT
MAPLE
knee-hole
flat
top
desk
for
KINS COMPANY. Dept C, Newark. N J.
MARTEN BILLINGS, 16 Knox
21*T*25 sale
St., City.___________________________19*20
FURNITURE wanted to uphol/Cer,
WALNUT FINISH metal bed and
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ING. 19 Birch 6t Tel. 212W
10 T ttf spring for sale; also walnut dresser
with mirror; used very little; 99 Ran
CEDAR chest wanted. TEL. 340 or kin St. TEL. 741 M.______________ 19*20
1306 M___________________________ 18-19
MODEL A trap hoister. with roller,
WILL pay cash for used household
furnishings ln small or large lots. TEI, for sale. RrCHARD WALDRON. Spiuce
19-20
CAMDEN 780
19-20 Head.
1930 Pontiac, converted for truck, for
WANTED Man for milk delivery.
No liquor. B. H NICHOLS. Union. Me. sale. Will sell cheap, as ls. AIFRED
18*19 RAWLEY. West Warren.
19*20
EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY for
HAY. for sale. 30 tons, $14 a ton for
aggressive man with car to supply the lot ln barn
MRS H L. ORIN
farmers with Watkins Mineral Feeds. NELL, Union. Tel. Union 17-13. 19 20
DDT Insecticides and other products
NEW and reconditioned watches for
recognized for 80 years. No slack sea
son or lay-offs
No investment. Write sale Price $8 and up GENE’S CLOCK
DEPT EG-D, Box 367, Newark 1. N. J. AND WATCH SHOP. 258 Main St., next
19*20
19*T 25 to Emery's Radio Shop.
SMALL
two-room
house
for
sale,
no"
WTLL buy refrigerators needing re
pairs; any kind ln any condition. Call land; wired MRS WtLLIAM YOUNG
or write MR COLLINS. Central Trade 21 McLoud St., City.______________ 19*20
School, 86-88 Middle St., Lewiston.
TWO male fox hounds, for sale.
Tel. 5440
18-21 Walker breeding Coming to ln April
DOUBLE ender, 14 ft. wanted must Eligible to register. H. A. YOUNG.
19*20
be in good condition ELMER BARNES. South Cushing.
Tel. 954-22.
18*19
GLENWOOD circulating heater for
IF you can’t get your coal delivered, sale. G. R. SKINNER. 17 Ocean St.
19*20
call THOMASTON 66 3 or ROCKLAND _______ _______________________
973-R
18*20
ONE pure bred Cocker Spaniel, seven
HONEST man to do small farm months old, with papers, for sale.
chores wanted. Small amount of stock, WALTER POWERS, Cushing. Tele19*22
2 cows to milk, congenial family, $50 phone 189 12.
per month and found. Owner crippled.
BOAT
for
sale.
36
ft.
long
and
9 ft
P E Gill's. Enrie Sunset. Me.
12*19 wide, with a Chrysler engine, with
2
to 1 reduction gear All equipped for
lobsterlng
Will sell April 1.
HAR
OLD BUNKER, Matlnlcus.
19-24
ESTATES
RANGE oil burners Just arrived. Ex
pert Installation and service. New fur
naces available, tailored to your home
BOUGHT
needs by a trained heating engineer.
H. E OSBORNE, phone 574, P. O Box
596, Rockland.
19tf
OUTRIGHT
DRY clefted hardwood, oil circulating
heaters, white enamel combination gas
FOR
and oil stoves, white enamel coal and
wood stoves, new table model radios,
CASH
electric toaster, electric 2-bumer hot
plate, 3 second-hand dining room sets.
New overstuffed living room set. elec
tric floor lamps and Firestone auto
mobile tires.
EARL BOYNTON on
Tannery Lane, Camden
Tel. Washlngton 7-5 or Camden 2041.
18 20
I WILL BUY
VACUUM cleaner for sale. $8. Atwa
1st and 2d Mortgages
ter Kent cabinet radio. $10. pair girl's
tubular skates, size 6. $4. Tri. 340 or
on Real Estate
1306-M.__________________________
18 19
BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
SECOND hand goods for sale as fol
lows: Cash register, medium size office
I 0 Grace St., Rockland
safe, small radio, girl's bicycle, good
9x12 rug, cook stove with oil burner,
Tel. 603-W
parlor stove with oil burner, Johnson
outboard motor, 5 h. p., alternate
7tf ARTHUR OXTON, Lincolnville Beach
.
_______________________ 18-19
OLD marble top furniture wanted, _____
STOVE for sale, extra large parlor
antiques of all kinds ln any quantity.
Write or phone W J FRENCH, 10 High type, converted to oil, or coal stove.
St., Camden.
lOtf STATE NEWS CO , Rockland.
18-19
ANTIQUES wanted will pay highest
TRUCK, Va ton, for sale, converted
prices.
RIPLEY and JORDAN. 38 from ”29 Dodge passenger, car; half
Oliver St
Tel 767 W.
104tf cord body, reinforced, rear springs. 4
brand new tires CHARLES E STACK
POLE. St. George Rd . Thomaston
_ _______________ ___________________ 18*19
HEATER with Range Burner Installed
for sale, also one 14” Burner, suitable
for furnace or large stove. Several
for real estate no matter where pre-war model aeroplane kits. Priced
to sell. ROLAND D. MORSE, 120 Main
located or in what condition. St, Thomaston. Me.
19*20
If priced right will make cash
TABLE model radio and Majestic
cabinet radio. C E. GROTTON 564
bid and past papers at once.
Main St
Tel. 1091-W_______
17 20
All modern poultry farm—practicalBENJ. A. GLOVSKY ty new barn, 5500 capacity. At pres
ent 2400 chicks. 1000 layers, recently
culled.
House, 8 rooms, elec., bath,
10 GRACE ST., ROCKLAND hot water heat (oil), hardwood floors.
PHONE 1294. Rockland or call at 219
TEL 603-W
TALBOT AVE._____________
18 19
SELL or trade 1941 Ford V-8 pick
up truck ! TEL 570 or call Owl Club.
________________________________7tf
ask for NATE SAUNDERS
17-19
WILL buy antiques, marble top
BARN of hay. $15 a ton. while lt
tables and stands, haircloth furniture, lasts
M C. Philbrook, Head of Bay.
plain or with grapes and roses, old pic City-_______ ________ _______________18*19
ture frames, old lamps of all kinds,
BARRED Rock chicks for sale, U S
odd bases and shades, old glass and
nullonim
cleaned
and
approved,
china, old books old postage stamps, straight
run, 15 cents each. TEL 263 5.
old bureaus and commodes
Almost
anything old. Get my prices before
you sell. CARL SIMMONS, Rockland,
STEEL and cast Iron furnaces for
Maine. Tel. Res. 1240. Tel. Bhop 1403. sale, also white electric range, circulat
ing heater, 53tf
water heater, Vlctrola.
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted. range oil burners and coll, stove pipe,
We will pay cash or trade for new. oil barrels with faucet, and stoves ot
Call 1154. V. F. 8TUDLEY. INC.. 283 all kinds. C. E GROTTON. 564 Main
Main St.. Rockland
53tf St.__ Tel. 1091-W. ________________ 17-20
MODERN two-story house for sale,
hot water heat, extra lot. good reslden tlal section.
WILBUR CROSS Tel.
1335; 20 Chestnut st
12tf
SWISS stop watch ln good condition
for sale. Price $15 00. TEL 793-W.
ELECTRIC MOTORS
__________
Tti
Electric Motors rebuilt and rewound
OFFICE
Chairs
for
sale.
Just
arrived.
to Factory Specifications.
All work
walnut and steel desk chairs.
guaranteed. Send them to SOUTH- Oak.
WORTH.
Maine’s
Finest
Machine 6Wlvel chairs and straight backs Steel
Shop. 30 Warren Ave., Portland. Maine and wood posture chairs. JOURNAL
Tel 4 1424 ___________________
<D) PU BLISHING CO., Office Supply and
Equipment Dept., Journal Bldg., Bel
FREE! If excess acid causes you fast. Me Tel 130.________________ 7-19
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion,
Heartburn, Belching. Bloating, Nausea. GRANITE PRODUCTS LIVE FOREVER
Granite For
Gas Pains, get free sample Ulga at
Walks, Curbing
Paving, Out-Door
CORNER DRUG STORE
16*30
Fireplaces. Colored Flagging. Proo-rty
FIREWOOD may be had for Its cut markers. Boat Mooring Culvert Stone.
ting. ALBERT TOLMAN. West Rock- Brook Covers. Honor Rolls. Steps,
port.__________________________ 15*26
Monumental Stone and Bases. Crushed
for Dock
YOUR clocks and watches expertly Stone
repaired, any make, or type inspection Fill and Driveway Filling and Surf irina
JOHN MEEHAN & SON
made and estimates given before ac
cepted for cleaning or repaired
You Clark Island, Me ............. Rockland 21 13
must be satisfied or money refunded. Alfred C. Hocking Tenant's Harbor 56-13
Electric clocks a specialty, new cords ________________ _ __________________ 103 tf
cleaned and repaired. $2 50 Clocks and
OFFICE Equipment—We handle a
watches bought and sold, old alarm complete line of office equipment and
clocks wanted, cash, wairing GENES supplies, steel fireproof safes, all sizes.
CLOCK AND WATCH SHOP. 258 Main Corona Portable typewriters.
L. C.
St. next to Emery's Radio Shop. 19*20 Smith Standard Business typewriter.
IF you want to make an appoint Drop us a card or phone Belfast 130
ment for Tuesdays or Satu-days. tele and our representative will call on you
phone ln advance during noon hour JOURNAL PUBLISHINO OO., Journal
or after 5 p m. My specialty is plate Bunding. Belfast. Me.______________ 85tf
work DR J. H. DAMON, dentist. 153
MY ANTIQUE glass for sale, at horns
Llmerock St TeL 1357.
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Saturdays,
1 30 to 6 p m. and evenings. Appropri
LOUIS A. WALKER. Life Insurance ate
gifts for showers, weddings etc No
and Annuities; 79 Summer street tel dealerrw
B. C NEWMAN, 41 Masonic
577, Rockland. Me.
' j*j4

Wfrs. Marcia

Davis ail

Hadley Miller of Friend
overnight guests Friday

Your Heil

PPI

I PAY CASH

18*19 21

MISCELLANEOUS

et.

loot fo'

Tuesday-Friday

IED

ADS

nting-Services
costs

k» exceed three lines inLr 50 cents. Additional
bits for two times. Five
p called i. e. advertlse-

be sent to The Courier-

additional.

FOR SALE
house lots facing Macy's Pond
[>, very pleasant to build on.
|o:l M.t rur.- to Macy’s Pond, all
I
r ad; also old-fashioned bed;
Idtehes, organ and other mlscelI articles
W A. MOON, RockI______________________
19*20
iVOOD edgings for sale. Good
wood
El?
COFFIN
Tel.
_______________________ 19*20

IE model radio and speaker for
Jo mahogany china closet, cot
Ith mattress, brass trimmed
liumel bed. spring and mattress
| ladders TEL 422 W
19 20

IROOM house with bath, for
Irdwood floors, hot water heatllights. garage and large lot of
Kbout ten minute-, walks from
Pee TEI, 556-M
19tf
11 months old dogs and three
[dogs on rabbit, coon, and fox.
Lr will trade for sporting equipAI.BERT E HEAL, R F.D 2
ii___________________ 19*20
Ik

t|lARTTN
knee-hole flut top
BILLINGS.

desk for
16 Knox
___ _________ 19*20

ItJ T FINTSH
metal
bed
and
lor
sale;
ulso walnut
dresser

used very little; 99 Ran
| TEI, 741 M
____________ 19*20

jror;

I, A trap hoister, with roller.

RICHARD WALDRON. Spruce
I___ ______________________ 19-20
ntlac, converted for truck, for
II sell cheap, as ls. AI.FRED
West Warren.
19*20
lor sale. 30 tons, $14 a ton for
Jn barn
MRS H I- GRIN
[non Tel. Union 17-13. 19 20
lnd reconditioned watches for
be $8 and up
GENE'S CLOCK
Itch SHOP 258 Main St., next
J's Radio Shop
19*20
two-room house for sale no
kMRS WILLIAM YOUNG
pd St., City._______
19*20
tnale fox hounds, for sale^
breeding Coming to in April.
Ko register. H. A. YOUNG.
tshlng.__________________ 19*20
|OOD circulating heater for
R SKINNER. 17 Ocean St.
__________________
19*20
Ire bred Cocker Spaniel, seven
told, with papers, for sale.
POWERS, Cushing. Teleh 12._______ _ _____________ 19*22
lor sale, 36 ft long and 9 ft.
Ih a Chrysler engine, with 2
|ctlon gear All equipped for
Will sell April 1
HAR|KER Matlnlcus.
19-24
ol; burners Just arrived. -Ex
piation and service. New fur|llabie, tailored to your home
a trained heating engineer.
BORNE, phone 574, P O Box
land
______ ~__________ iptf
pf ’ •■<! hardwood, oil circulating

vhlte enamel combination ga>t
loves, white enamel coal and
les. new table model radios,
loaster, electric 2-bumer hot
cond-hand dining room sets.
^tuffed living room set, eleclamps and Firestone autoJires
EARL BOYNTON on
| Lane, Camden. Tel. Washor Camden 2041.
18 20
M cleaner for .sale, $8, Atwaleablnet radio. $10. pair girl's
fates. size 6. $4. TEI, 340 or
________________________ 18 19
hand goods for sale as folli register, medium size office
III radio, girl's bicycle, good
I cook stove with oil burner.
Ive with oil burner. Johnson
I motor.
5 h. p. alternate.
[OXTON, Lincolnville Beach.
___________ 18-19
[ for sale, extra large parlor
J'erted
to oil. or coal stove.
lEWS CO , Rockland.
18-19
'a ton, for sale, converted
i Dodge passenger, car; half
r. reinforced, rear springs. 4
v tires CHARLES E STACKGeorge Rd . Thomaston
_
18*19
t with Range Burner Installed
Uso one 14" Burner, suitable
ke or large stove. Several
lodel aeroplane kits. Priced
IOLAND D MORSE 120 Main
|aston, Me.
19*20
[model radio and Majestic
kdlo. C E GROTTON, 564
Tel. 1091 w _________ 17 20
frn poultry farm—practicalkm. 5500 rapacity. At presIchlcks. 1000 layers, recently
louse 8 rooms, elec., bath,
I heat tolll hardwood floors.
1*4 Rockland or call at 219

ly*_________ __________

is i9

trade 1941 Ford V 8 plck. TEL 570 or call Owl Club.
|4TE SAUNDERS
17-19
hay $15 a ton. while lt
IC. Phllbrook. Head of Bay.
L_______
18*19
[Rock chicks for sale. U. S.
[ cleaned
and
approved.
Ii. 15 cents each. TEI. 263 5.
I
_________
18*1921
lend cast Iron furnaces for
►hlte electric range, clrculatlr. water heater, Vlctroia,
■turners and coll, stove pipe,
1 with faucet, and stoves of
1C E OROTTON. 564 Main
fr9’- W__________________ 17 20
two-story house for sale,
lieat, extra lot, good reslden|i
WILBUR CROSS. Tel.
fiestnut st__________
12tf
fop watch In good condition
pice $15 00. TEL 793-W
________________________ 7tf
k'l.nlrs for sale. Just arrived.
lut and steel desk chairs,
Ir- and straight backs. Steel
I pos’ure chairs.
JOURNAL
fO
CO., Office Supply and
I Dept
Journal Bldg., Bel|Te! 130,_____________ 7-19

showers, weddings etc.

| C NEWMAN, 48

No

INTIMATE VIEWS OF VINALHAVEN

SAUDI

j

PHOTOSTATIC
COPIES

1_______________

■

So Near, Yet So Far

Give Now!

Ilocking
Me ............ Rockland 21-13
Tenant's Harbor 56-13

JUE glass for gale, at home
Wednesdays and Saturdays,
n and evenings. Approprl-

**

home of their uncle Capt. tA- iM.
Miller.
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Nina Burgess returned
(by Chuck Cochard)
Wednesday from a brief visit with
ft ft ft ft
Lady Luck Smiles On the History, Home Life and Personal Recoflections
her daughters. Mrs. Alice Hanley The people who pay the freight
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
and Mrs. Beatrice Ames in Rock at the box office make the stars.
Ganders, and Then She
Correspondent
land.
No star without ability or person
By SIDNEY L. WINSLOW
Frowns
Mrs. Moira Thomas was hostess ality can. no longer get by on pubIn the early years of the 20th trical power plant and so Vinal
Having recently received his dis Friday to the Atlantic Street Bridge licity or other artificial build-up. Every Gender said lt was a dirty
century
many changes and out haven was without a picture show.
ub.
There
Were
four
tables,
first
,
But
before
the
people
who
pay
the
charge from the army, Newman
trick and even the Skippers said it
In 1910 the Memorial hall was
SLT
u
10
^
SS
MUrlel
Chllles
’
(
freight
can
make
em
stars,
the
stustanding events took place in Vinal
Walls with Mrs. Walls are guests second to Mrs. Hazel Dyer Lunch L,.
,
’
was
a
little
hard luck, the way
leased
to Hall and Goodwin of
J
, dios must give em a chance.
of his parents. Mr. and ’Mrs Henry was served
haven. Several of these have al Kennebunk who established a pic
At Springfield Mass., recently a ‘ So il is important when studios things went for the Goose and his ready been mentioned among which
Walls.
ture show here under the name of
club
consistingof former Vinallia- • Pick new talent and announce that Ganders last Monday night at the
Mrs. Edwin Woodcock visited last
was
the
installthe “Acme Theatre’’ For several
»
ven residents
and
Springfield they see star timber in said talent Cascade Alleys Capn, Grimes was
Tuesday in Rockland.
ment of our inuni- years the Acme Amusement Co. did
ft WaS . organi“d and named Recently a list of 68 players was an red, white and blue by turns, while
Jack Carlson and Rogna Peterson "The
cipal water a very good business here, a business
The Springha .ens
Members are
have returned from a trip to Mrs Grace Conway. Mrs. Ruth Per nounced, each of whom is regarded
system which tcok devoted almost entirely to moving
Ooose walked
mUes *nd
kins. Mrs. Effie Anderson, Vinal by some studio as a potential star.
Worcester, Mass.
place in 1910.
pictures with intermittent visitations
Some you may not even have smoked two and 7-20 packs of cigahaven, Mrs. Mary Bartlett, Mrs.
Airs Gladys .Lawry returned last Walter Twombley, Mrs.
I
believe
it
was
of
the itinerant theatrical organiza
Mary heard of. Other names are well rettes during the bowling match and
M .day from a visit with relatives Twombly of Springfield and Mrs. known
1906 when the tions of that era. An interesting
already, either through good the excdtMnenL
Virginia White Twomblv of Spring- performances
jn Rockland.
first automobile and popular feature of the old movie
in early pictures or a
* ' It all came about over a tie game.
Arthur Chapman of Portland was
made its appear shows was the illustrated songs and
Skipmen had done the usual
ance in our town, no performance was complete with
week-end guest of his sister, Mrs. and lunch served. The Club met the players have just gotten started
_
. .
.
the small buck- out them.
Carroll Gregory.
Feb 21 tarfth Mrs. Ruth Perkins. in
" pictures. Here is the list, ar- thing and. gotten
the jump by win
r
'th'";
Mre
',
Vlr
,-;^«2
Adams.
Robert
lAlda.
Lauren
board
owned
by
the
late Bill Merri“Zigomar/’ a multiple reeled
Miss Phyllis Swears who has been
ning the first string by 41 pins, a
" U«teS «ch”eek aS B““1''
Bann<m- BsTon Barr lead that was to come in mighty thew, one cf the outstanding local movie, a thing not too common in
employed in 'Rockland is guest of Dues
Bremer, Pamela Britton.
O„onino rhn
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Orin the group is planning to hold a Lucille
Dorothy Carter. William Carter. handy later ln the even,ng Jhe pioneers in the introduction of new these days, was perhaps the most
gadgets in our midst.
talked of, and incidentally the best
banquet in the Spring.
Swears.
Joan Caulfield, Cyd Charisse. Jan Ganders came part of the way back
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fernald
Young
A
small
army
of
wonder-eyed
and
remembered,
picture ever exhibited
Ernest Hatch and son Kenneth
Clayton, Richard Crane, John Hall by taking the second string by 16
passed Friday in Rockland.
excited
youngsters
trailed
the
little
by
the
Acme
Amusement Co. in
Tom
D.Andre,
Henry
Daniels,
Jr.,
of Portland are guests of Mr and i
Misses Priscilla White and Dor- Yvonne Decarlo. Don Defore, Billy pins, due mostly to the Goose hit- machine in its noisy meanderings Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Robert Georgeson
VLSited Saturday in Dewolfe, Michael Dunne. Biil Ed-.tin8 an even 100 while Poole through the village streets and
Tn 1926 the Acme Amusement Co.
To celebrate her fifth birthday : R°ck!and
wards, Sue England, Dick Erdman ! dropped to 84.
eagerly
assisted
in
pushing
it
up
sold
its local equipment to O. V.
m „
A.,
1 Miss Marguerite MacDonald re- Viola Essen, Mona Freeman, Bob 1
was in this string that the i
anniversary Miss Na cy Adams en- turned Saturday from a visit with
i
over
some
of
the
local
hills
where
Drew
who took over the manage
Gordon, Nancy Guild. Dusty Hen- scorers figured out that the Skiptertained a party of young friends relatives in Camden.
derson, 'Wanda Hendrix. Marjorie
rs motor frequently stalled.
ment of the Memorial Hall and conSaturday afternoon at her home on ! Miss Phyllis Black of the High Henshaw, Bert Hicks, Skippy
^ad averaged one half a pm
Dihgent housewives, busy merch- ducted a picture theatre under the
A jolly time was I R^n?™117 PaSSCd S&tUrday iH Homeier, Ross Hunter, Coulter ir-1 on their spares. How come .you
Pleasant street
ants and laborers temporarily aban- caption of “Fox Islands Entertain,^ff> cd with games, and cookies, | Mrs. Beulah Drew entertained win. Adele Jergens, Pat Kirkwood, say? Well, they got only two spares doned their respective duties and ment Co.” Mr. Drew abandoned the
I. thday cake and ice cream was ’ the "Noneaters'’ Thursday at her oT„„ SS„. £SSa SSS^e^^andonebyAnaenon.
stretched their necks to catch a project in 1931.
served. Miss Nancy received sev- h°me on High street. Dinner was Frank Latimore, Jimmy Lloyd, J and whereas Poole picked out one
glimpse
of the newcomer as it chugThe Memorial Hall is still our
and a social
afternoon
passed Joan LorinS- Adela Mara. Fay Mar- j pin. on his, Anderson rolled his
eral nice gifts. The guests were ' served
with sewine^a^
toTtt^
^The'next
ged noisily through the local high- town’s official "opera house,” but
Don McGuire
spare ball in the gutter, and if one ways and byways.
Patsey" Smith, Susan Webster and j meeting will be March 6 with Mrs. lowe,
the local picture show is now conCatherine MIsLeod, Sharon Me- I
Jacquelyn Ames, invited 'but unable |Tena Christie.
Manus, Lauritz Melchior. Adele; divided by two isn't one half, what
It was about 1912, however, before ducted in the building on the harbThose living near Carver’s Pond
t« be present on account of illness,
were thrilled Friday forenoon, when Moran. Jane Platt. Frances Rans- ; is? But it was in the third string the automobile ciaze came to our bor side of the bridge that spans
Estelle Rodrlgtiez, Lina Romay That things got really hot with San- village and well do I remember an Carvers Millstream on Main street
were Laverne and Valeria Orcutt.
a red and yellow airplane lighted den,
Chartes Russell Lizabeth Scott, .
th Gan(Jers h ,
1(>3
Mrs. Ernest Lembo visited Wed gracefully on the Pond and taxied Zachary Scott, Mark Stevens, Maritem that appeared in the North and is known as the Gem Theatre.
to a landing near Pollock Rock. tha Stewart, Dean Stockwell, Mar-1 and Bickford.(called the most er- Haven news in The Courier- A. H. Cobb is manager.
nesday in Rockland.
The Diane was flown from Lewiston shall Thompson. Lawrence Tierney, ■ ratic bowler in all history) get- Gazette at about that time. It read:
In 1911 the local paving industry
Kenneth Calderwood
who has t)V I^r TjC*rov
c m
to *5*^**^-i
ixtwivii<v aiviiacji
been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank I make a surprise call' on his mother.
lting 98, ’WhUe the Skl’>pers- with the
“Vinalhaven has eleven automo had taken on new life and a large
--------"
Mrs Florence Gross. Dr. Gross has £°ut;
’
exception of Poole, who turned the biles. North Haven has one and group of men were employed at the
Haskell---------------left Tuesday for
Palo Alto.
Leopold
and Roberts
Harbor
hicVn" Priscilla Rich. Berlin, New Hamp- ’tables on the Goose this string. would like to get rid of it."
Calif, Enroute he will visit rela
Several disastrous fires occured in . Granite Co. quarries. Also at about
S M^n-thehSt^t
hunmUddlin* al0Hg With meddOCre
tives in Springfield, Mass, ills sis structor. Mr.‘Perkins of 'Dirner, as
Dream Man tne oe.st out of nun strings.
Hrinoc
YVHmn
*
Vinalhaven during the early years thLs time it began to be quite apWhen the tzit.aic
totals uzpt
were
ter Mrs L. C. Daigle in Kansas co-uilot
of selections Brother—what
Birger Magmuson, has returned dreds
totted the electrifying announce of the 20th century- One of these parent that our good old friend,
City, Kansas and friends in Seattle,
man he is.
here after passing several weeks in a For
ment
was made that the score was was the burning of tlie Harbor : Hie Bodwell Granite Co., was on its
Appeal
—
Dana
Andrews.
Wash.
Camden.
For
Face
—
Tyrone
Power.
a
tie
and
a careful checkup corrobo House So called, which took place way out and in 1919, as stated in our
^klrs. John Holgerson and son
Rav Risser of Rockland was guest
For
Voice
—
Vincent
Price
on the night of Jan. 15, 1905. Two story of granite, began selling out
Bobbie who were guests of her at “The Millers" last week
For Physique—James ICraig—Van rated the fact. It was then decided men perished in this fire w’hich (he last of its goods and chattels,
Blandford
Green
passed
the
week

that each man would roll two frames
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Gray, end at his home in Rockland.
Johnson.
In 1914 we heard the rumbling of
For
Teeth
—
Errol
Flynn
and
the totals for each side would started from unknown origin. The
have returned to Tenants Harbor.
Mr and Mrs. Vaughan Johnson
For
Masculine
Appeal
—
John
building
was
cne
of
our
town
’
s
oldwar
in Europe and, as is well known,
decide the winner.
The Senior Class is sponsoring j recently received a telegram anWayne
est
structures
and
property
of
the
°
ur
country
became involved in the
It was here that Dame Fortune
Wednesday and Thursday a double , nouncing the arrival at San Hedr0’
For
Smile
—
Dane
Clark
—
Van
Calif of thoir
cnti
Mnrman
Tnnntheir soh. Norman John
gave the Ganders the cold shoulder Bodwell Granite Co. at the time of strife in 1917. In next week’s infeature picture at the Gem Theater son. A. M. iMlc. UB.N., after 18 Johnson
stallment will appear some of the
For Suaveness—Herbert Marshall and
_______
_________
fairly beamed
on the Skippers, the fire.
— Radio Stars on Parade"—‘ Dan,- mor.tns overseas duty.
The
store
conducted
by
C.
B.
,
outstanding happenings that took
For
Crowd
Attraction
—
Clark
for
what
did
"p
e
te"
Peterson
do
but
The Weary Club met Saturday at Gable, Gregory Peck, Van Johnson.
gerous Partners," also a cartoon.
Smith
on
Maine
street
was
totally
(Place
in Vinalhaven "during that
the home of Mrs. Kittie Webster.
The “Nitaneats" were entertained School
For Dancing Skill—Caesar Rome get two nice fat spares in his two destroyed by fire during the early momentous era. There were many
street. Supper twas served
frames for a total of 34 pins, while
Thursday night by Mrs. Edith and the evening passed w’th cards ro
' interesting and exciting local hapFor Singing Voice—'Nelson Eddy, the Ganders couldn’t scare up one. hours of Jan. 12, 1907,
Thomas at her home on Atlantic
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sprague of
The
Wallace
House,
so
called,
was
penings in Vinalhaven during those
street. Lunch was served and the Boston are guests of IMr. Sprague’s Bing. Frankie. Dick Haymes. (What
Perhaps if Doc Mills had (been in burned to the ground during the days and in looking back, many of
Mr. about Perry Como.)
evening devoted to sewing and mother, Mrs. Villa Sprague. dis
the Gander lineup things might night of Sept. 23, 1907. Mrs. Wal- t-he things w'e got excited over, seem
•———
Sprague has recently received
knitting.
Rhubarb
Honey
Pie
have
been different, but the snow lace lost her life in the confiagra- absurd today and also many of the
1
Albert Knowlton has returned ! charge from the Army,
One
bunch
rhubarb,
cut
in
small
was too deep for the Doc and he tion. The origin of this fire is also things we considered as unimportfrom Camden where he was guest
V.
'.4 cup
of his brother Hollis Knowlton, the j When
»».«;.» you are ,planning
--------- - to
— work ,pieces
------ (114
- - cups),
.
- water
was home deep in the heart of unknown.
ant then we now view with greater
past week.
I around the house, dig your fingers Cup teeded raisins, halved, strained
Dogtowm
aiway from the cares and
The Carver building, often refer- resPect for even at the end of the
<frs. Marcia Davis and brother in a ctke of soap. It will help pre- honey, dash of salt, ba<cei pastry
troubles of his teammates. •
Hadley Miller of Friendship were vert accumulation of dirt under the , shell, Meringiie
red to as “The old Company Store," Pirst World War we had yet a lot
•
Cut
up
rhubarb
in
small
pieces;
In addition to losing the match was greatly damaged by fire during *
overnight guests Friday at the nails and is very easy to remove.
concerning Germany and
there should, be 114 cups. Place in Cap’n Grimes lost 50 cents on the
its
people.
the early hours of May 2, 1909.
a saucepan w’ith the water and
raisins. Cook until the fruit is soft, side to his opponent B. (for Big
During the Summer of 1908 the
LIFE IN A POST OFFICE
then add a dash of salt and sweeten Boy) Franklin Adams, and Der Cap Hunt Brothers, Melvin and Herbert,
If
you
want to know people, and know
to taste with honey. Cook down is that much further is the red.
them well.
established our town’s firsk moving
until quite thick; cool. Fill
Tall a
Some Gander Gripes and Groans; picture theatre in a tent on the Know them better than I can tell.
baked pastry shell with the mixture
Your Red Cross Must Carry On
Know them like their mothers should.
“Ted" MacDonald: “Look at that Park Lot, so called, near the eastern Know
them better than they wish you
and top with spoonfuls of meringue.
would,
(Mixture may be cooked a little less first string of mine: 63"—"63 is end of Main street.
Know their hobbies, their lads and
and baked between two crusts if great in a card game, but not much
Even today the odor of hot pop Most whims.
of their business (and some of
yjreferred.)
good in bowling ”
corn and the strains of “The Kiss of
their sins)—
Curry French Dressing
Cap’n Grimes:
"Adams was Spring Waltz” are synonymous re Just work in a Post Office.
One teaspoon mustard, 2 tablewant to lose all of your selfspoons lemon juice, 1 teaspoon salt,, bawling over his head."
minders, to the writer, of the joyous If youconceit.
1 teaspoon pepper, 1 teaspoon curry j Link sariborn: "It was all a bad evenings when we sat on the bleach- Work hard with your hands, mouth,
powder, 1 clove garlic, peeled, dash dream
er style seats, munching buttered Get'up early, g^to bed late,
of Worcestershire Sauce, 1 cup salad
"blown up"' hourly, as sure as fate.
C. Bickford: “If I can, bowl 98 popcorn; listened to the music of the
oil.
A
. Know everything human and divine,
Mix all ingredients together, add once, why can't I do it twice?"
wheezy little portable organ and And speak the language of every
ing oil slowly and mixing until well
The Goose: “I lost a match. watched the unfolding of a story j^XVln a Post Office,
blended. Leave garlic in dressing See that 81 of mine tin the last told to us through the medium of „ you want M know everyone.B
until ready to serve, then remove.
tian name
string? I dunno. Something’s got those crude, jumpy and “rainy"
Makes 1% cups.
Their uncles and aunts, and from
films Of that era.
whence they came.
to 'be done.-’
As cold weather approached lt be- Trie names of their kids, from babySome Skipper Smiles and Smiles:
x
v.
hood up.
Rev. Mitchell: “My happiness at came necessary either to abandon The tabby cat and brlndle pup.
business or find a more Their brothers, sisters, cousins, and
the Skipper victory is only ex the picture
r
beaux.
ceeded by my deep regret that I was suitable place to continue it, so the And everything else that anyone
^’‘Xk in a Post Office,
law man, and therefore will not Hunts leased the Memorial Hall for
this
purpose.
Those
were
the
days
u
you want
know mQre
a
participate next time."
when Florence Lawrence was the
tai should
Franklin D. (for Delano) Adams:
Of everything bad and everything good
“Any time I feel poor, and that is undisputed ’Queen of the Movies About’everyone who lives in your town,
and Mary Pickford, who afterward From the chietf executive an the way
practically all the time, I shall be
attained this distinction, was just Know all of this and hold lt in trust.
very glad to bet with Cap’n Grimes.” about to make her cinematic debut. Until you’re so swelled you're likely to
bust.
“Pete" Peterson: “It was just
Meantime Will Merrithew had
Just work in a Post Office.
one of those things. The Lord was opened a moving picture theatre on
—Author Unknown.
on my side. When Cap’n Grimes the upper floor of his photographic
Codfish Souffle
puts on that chicken supper, we’ll studio building and for a short
One-half
green pepper, chopped
stop licking his team."
period there was a keen rivalry be fine, ‘4 onion, chapped fine, 2 table
Hen Anderson: “Did somebody tween the two theatres.
spoons butter or Alisweet margarine.
say chicken?”
This was prior to the installment, 2 cups mashed potatoes, 1 cup
Don Poole: “Ain’t I glad I'm me of Vinalhaven’s electrical plant and
codflsh> shreddedi 2
—and a Skipper.”
gas had, up to this time, been the yolks, beaten w»'l. 2 egg whites,
Ganders—'MacDonald 234. Grimes light medium for the projection of stiffly beaten.
i Sanborn, 278, Bickford 253. Goose pictures in
both theatres, but
Cook green pepper and onion in
276, total 1286.
presently the Maine legislature en fat until onion is yellow. Add
I Skippers—(Mitchell
237, Adams acted a law that prohibited the use mashed potatoes and codfish, then
,
,
...
mix in egg yolks. Lastly fold in
egg whit^
turn
'254, Peterson 256. Anderson 261, of gas for this purpose. So there
Poole 278. total, 1286.
seemed no way of continuing the
at greased baking dish. Bake
shows as the proprietors of neither in a 400 degree oven for 20 minutes
The Roll-off
Ganders—MacDonald 13. Grimes theatre considered lt a profitable or until the top is nicely browned.
undertaking to establish an elec- Serves 4 to 5.

PRODUCTS LIVE FOREVER
Granite For
turblng Paving, Out-Door
]Co!ored Flagging. Pron-rty
|’at Mooring Culvert Stone,
|ers. Honor Rolls. Steps,
■1 Stone and Bases. Crushed
po-k
I'.vt way Filling and Surftelne
|m MEEHAN X SON

103tf
TEqulpment—We 'handle a
lie of office equipment and
■eel fireproof saf<*. all sizes,
■table typewriters.
L. <3.
mdard Business typewriter.
| card or phone Belfast 130
lre«entatlve wlll call on you.
Jpi'Blishing CO, journal
Belfast, Me.
85tf

ft- •
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Hollywood Starlights

kFECTIVE

r

Tufs3aV-Fri?ay'

Smooth, creamy Sealtest Ice Cream filled
with toasted nut meats! Don’t miss this
Sealtest Flavor-of-the-Month for March.
It’s delicious! And don’t forget... Soatos?

is

ICE CREAM

Measure of

QuaHty

SIDNEY L. CULLEN

l FXFRAL ICE CREAM CORPORATION .
Dairy
Tum in U»«
V»U*s« Swr*. uaxrina Jack Hzlcv. TUuxmUj*. 9:50 P.M.. NBC

s

next day by same method C.OJ).

•

• ••

Crusading Engineer

Thanks, Mrs. Cuddy

Announces “Defense

Against Atomic Bomb” For Kind Words Regarding

The Courier-Gazette’s Cen
tennial Edition

Charles Davis

New Haven, Conn., Peb. 28,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Although the centennial is passed.
The Courier-Gazette is still win
ning applause of people throughout
the nation, who observe the note
worthy achievement and success
that has never wavered in 100 years.
After viewing the familiar places
the paper contains, among them
the little church in which services
were held for my mother, it brought
to mind two nice pictures I have
of Mowry-Payson pants factory, a
one-time thriving industry in Rock
land. One. the work room showing
the girls dressed in the style of that
period. The other, a wonderful
likeness of the outside I regret
very much that I did not remember
in time to get them in the paper.
Interest in the centennial edition
continue to grow as requests keep
__
coming in for a copy. I have been
able thus far to salvage two copies
,
._
p
for former Maine people. I now
have a request from as far away as
Iowa City.
Believe me, I will always keep my
copy, it is one of my prized posses
sions*
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy.

A “Perfect Defense Against the
Atomic Bomb, so that its destruc
tive force cannot be used by any
nation for war”. Is to be proclaimed
by Charles Davis, engineer and
humanitarian, of Bass River. Mass
at a luncheon now being arranged.
Mr. Davis is Inviting 300 of the
scientists of the United States,
England, and Canada, who pro
duced the epochal discovery of the
atomic bomb, in addition to the
dominant figures in American capi
tal, business, labor, production,
education, and social welfare, offi
cers representing all branches of
the military services, and states same requirements of a single agen
men, to hear his presentation at cy and of consultation with a State
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York and, he says, “to join with advisory council.
him in tendering his defense against
This bill has two principal objec
the atomic bomb to the people of tives: (1) To assist the State to sur
all nations”.
vey the needs for additional hospi-

Washinatnn And You tals> health centers and all,ed health
TV dMlUlglUn Anu IUU faculties to serve aU their people,

By Margaret Chase Smith
and (2) to aid in the construction
Washington, Feb. 27-(Many calls otf public and nonprofit hospitals
are coming in about post office and Ihealth centers in accordance
buildings and a public works pro- With these pre-determined needs as
gram so I talked with Members of shown in over-all state plans,
the House Public Buildings and
The need for a country-wide proGrounds Committee and learned gram of hospital construction has
that this group has voted that as been demonstrated The Commitlong as there is a shortage of build- tee believed the most effective long
ing materials, there will not be any range hospital construction proCongressional approval of any gram would be to supplement State
building other than housing which and local funds for planning and
ls at the moment one of the major carrying out the program. At the
problems confronting the country, same time it is hoped the States
Production is the answer and un- will be encouraged to assume as
til we increase production we can- much of the responsibility as posnot hope to come anywhere near sible.
balancing supply and demand or to Maine’s share of the Federal alhave any program such as will be lotment would be $440,000. If acnecessary to give us new post offices cepted, $406,000 would have to cane
and Federal buildings.
from State, local and private funds,
* * * •*
making $846,000 available.
Some questions are being asked
. . ...
.
.
&
,
This bill must still be passed by
about S. (191, “Hospital Survey and .
_ __ ...
, 4 x /
X, x xX
x the House Committee on Interstate
Construction Bill.” The Senate
, _
j
and Foreign Commerce and by the
Committee on Education and Labor
,x„„ir
J
House itself. The Committee has
reported this favorably Oct. 30, x„„x„x,. .
.
„
J"
J
x^ «
tentatively set March 7 as date to
1945, and it was passed by the Sen..
x -rx
»x ,,
tarings. It then goes to
ate December 11, 1945. The bill is
. k
,
Conference to turn out any differnow pending before the House In, ,
x xx.
, _ .
ences before going to the President
terstate and Foreign Commerce .
for signature.
Committee, but no action is sched... , ...
., x
,
,
All of this means that there is
uled at the present time.
__ .,
., . .
j »
x
x
considerable interest in the princlThe bill as passed by the Senate pal of the proposal,
_ , . „
.... .has
but it still
proposes a 5-year construction pro,
x
„ , .
J
A. ,
,
a lon£ ^a>’ te &>■ This is only an
gram
and authorizes annual appro- authorization
. ..
. ... so approval, by
6
bill
priations of $75,000,000 for each of
~
, xx «
Lx
the (five xx
fiscal, years, .«x»x
1947 to ,xxe.
1951, «in- the Senate is only the first step,
If artd when the (President signs
elusive, plus unappropriated or un
thLs measure, work must be com
expended balances, as compared
mended on the appropriation to
with $100,000 000 in the original bill cover the authorization.
for the first year and an unlimited
• • • •
authorization thereafter. The bill
The House has been working on
eliminates altogether the $5,000.- the controversial school lunch pro
000 authorization for State admin gram and the measure was passed
istrative expenses in carrying out Thursday. I voted for this stating
the State plans. The Senate Comthat there is plenty of
mittee took the position that the f0od in this country and that there
States should and would be able to b not any
use for it than
handle this feature without Federal building up the health of the chll.
ai<*dren throughout the Nation. The
The Federal administration of pooj- as wen
the rich must have
this program would be entrusted to sufficient nourishment if we are to
the Burgeon General of the United , have a strong Nation In this
States Public Health Service, Fed country of plenty there is not any
eral Security Agency, who would excuse for hunger.
have the assistance otf a Federal
Hospital Council.
Miami's 11th annual Metropoli
It would be required that the tan 99 day fishing tournament will
State construction plan be admin award $10,000 in prizes and extend
istered by a single State agency, in through April 21. It is expected
consultation with a State advisory more than 350000 men, women and
council composed of representatives children will compete.
of noneovemment. as well as govNew york C1[y has
ernment, groups concerned with phones than in all South America,
the operation, construction, utiliza- Central America and the West lo
tion, and need of hospitals and pub- d*es combined
lie health facilities. During
,x, » * the nParsnips ~xhave 7been cultivated
period of survey, there would be the sln€e RoTnan times.

Onions are deliberately over
crowded in planting in order to
stunt the growth of the bulbs for
food purposes.
Home oil burners were first used
in the United Stats in 1894.

Enjoy your favorite sport at its bast...
delight in leisurely hours on sun-drenched beeches or in our

private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guests

24 HOUR SERVICE
Persons living outside Rock
land may send by registered mail.
Original and copies returned the

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND. ME.

Look for tho Sooltott sign on »ho Door

1

in fee Cream.

Military discharges, copied and
printed in sizes suitable for
Veterans Bureau, employer and
school application use; also
pocketbook sizes.
Copies made of any document.
Birth Certificates, Marriage Cer
tificates, Records from the family
Bible, Legal Documents, etc.

18. Sonborn 17, Bickford 18, Goose
15, total, 81.
Skippers—Mitchell 19. Adams 16,
Peterson 34. Anderson 17, Poole 14,
total 100.

Page Five

who demand tha best in appointments—service and cuisine.

FISH AND CHIPS

UJINSLOUJ s .
POTATO CHIPS .^stick’s

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW FOR MARCH AND APRIL

PALM BEACH HOTEL
PALM BEACH. FLORIDA
# JAMES J. FARRELL Mgr.

• WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND RATES

1
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Strand Theatre—Sun., Mon., Tues.,

THOMASTON

Wed.

CAMDEN
« x « ?

zx zn

Tel. 2214

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Venner ol
the Mackay Radio Station at Cush
ing left Sunday for a vacation in,
Miami and Cuba.
Miss Joan Jenkins, who is em
ployed as operator at the telephone
office in Rockland, ls enjoying a
two weeks' vacation,
Edgar Crawford who fell and
broke his hip a few days ago, is at
the Mae Murray Nursing Home in
Camden.
Knox Pomona met Saturday with
Weymouth Grange for an all-day
session with 11 candidates and 85
members present. A harvest dinner
was served. Visitors were present
from Limerock Valley and Waldo
Bnmona. Monday night the third
and fourth degree were worked on
three candidates. The Lincolnville
ILadies degree team did the degiee
work. Over 50 attended in, old
fashioned cpstumes. Music was fur
nished by an orchestra, consisting
of Mrs. Kendall Orff, Earl Maxey,
Pr ank Crute. Jr„ and Dr L. A Ben
son of Cushing.
Mrs. Franklin Comery spent a
•few days in Boston last week re
turning home Friday, accompanied
by Mr. Comery who spent the
week-end with his family at his
home on Dwight street. He re
turned Sunday to West Springfield,
Mass., where he is employed.
Mrs. William Boynton was hos-*
tess to the Contract Club Friday
afternoon at her home on Main
street. iMrs. Harold Dana won
highest score, and Mrs Fred Over
look second Mrs. Boynton will en
tertain the cluib next Friday.
Mrs. Ada Simpson has moved to
the upstairs apartment on Main
street owned by Karl Stetson.
Weymouth Grange will serve din
ner Thursday noon at K. of P. hall.
Pythian Circle will meet Friday
afternoon at 1.30 with Mrs. Mertie
Grover at her home on, Hyler
street. At the last meeting of the
circle the following officers were
elected: President. Mrs. Barbara
Jack, vice president, Mrs. Alice
Ijinekin. and secreatry and treas
urer, Mrs. Blanche Wilson.
Richard Whitney has been hon
orably discharged from the Navy
after serving two and a half years
cverseas and is now at his parents’
home, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Whit
ney on Gleason strret.
At a Republican causcus Thurs
day night in Watts hall, the fol
lowing candidates for town offices
were nominated: Moderator, Alfred
M. Strout: clerk,Mrs Malcolm Sea
vey; selectman, Donald Whitney:
assessor, William T Flint; overseer
of the poor, Mrs. Hilda Keyes;
treasurer. Miss Frances Shaw;
School Board. Carl Swanholm;
delegates to State Convention, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Bell, Mr. and Mrs.
William T. Smith and Eugene
O'Connell.
Baptist Ladies Circle will meet
Wednesday at 2 p. m. at the vestry
with business meeting at 5 p. m and
i upper at 6.
Jack A Lear of Wilkes-Barre.
IPenn., who has been visiting Walter
Chapman for several days returned
home Saturday.
Blanche Henry has returned to
Manchester, Conn., after spending
a week’s vacation with her mother,
Mrs. Arthur Henry.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester M. Clark
of New Castle were callers Sunday
cn Mr. and Mrs. Leland Winchen
bach. '
1
Mrs. Vernon Achorn is a medi
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
The Friendly Circle will meet to-

Between Two Women aryl A Third Love They Both Fought is Ray Milland as Don Bimam. the tormented
hero of Charles Jackson's best-seller, “The Lost Week-end,’’ which Paramount has filmed and which is ex
pected next Sunday at the Strand Theatre. Doris Dowling as Gloria Ls seen at Milland’s left; Jane Wyman,
his co-star, plays Helen, the girl on his right. Sunday shows at 3.00, 5.00, 7.00, 9.00 continuous. Monday Tues
day and Wednesday 2.00, 6.20, 8.30.

night at 7.?0 with Mrs. Cora Knights
at her home on Fluker street, be
cause of the 'illness of Mrs. Forest
Stone, who was to entertain the
Circle.
An, assembly was held at Thom
aston High Friday afternoon in, ob
servance of Temperance Day. De
votions were led by (Lillian ONeil
and the program in charge of the
Debating Club. This was followed
by a discussion, of the U.N.C. by
members of the class in American
Democracy. A short quiz show
completed the program.
Carl Swanholm received a tele
phone call Sunday from his sister,
Miss Helga Swanholm. at Risor,
Norway, in honor of his birthday.
The World Dav of Prayer will be
held at the 'Baptist Church Friday
afternoon at 2 30. This is an inter
denominational event, so all are
invited.

ROCKPORT
A
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E A. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
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Tel. 2229

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ausplund
spent the week-end in Boston.
Fred A. Norwood, W.R.C. will
meet Friday with Mrs. Emma
Torrey.
Mrs. Mary Spear wil entertain
the G. W Club Thursday.
Judge and Mrs. Zelma M. Dwinal
are spending a few weeks’ vacation
in Flor.da.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
meet Wednesday with Mrs. William
E. Whitney.
Nancy Ingraham and Mary
Hawkins were home from Portland
over the week-end.
The Junior Ladies Aid will meet
Wednesday 'with Mrs. Margaret
Eckman.
M.ss Mary Doucette cf Providence
spent ths week-end with her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Dou
cette.
The Hcward A. Starkey house on
Richards Hill has been sold to New
Ycrk parties.

ATLANTIC

’/

<

A

This Toss-Up

Is Pegged
Heads will always win
—because there just isn't
any toss-upTwhen it comes
to hats. They're “pegged'
right at Gregory's.
Here you'll find those
head-fitting hats, blocked
from sturdy felts and de
signed for men who de
mand “topper” quality.
From the smooth inside
sweat band to the outside
brim, they ara “pegged”
as the better buy.

JUST RECEIVED THE

On Feb. 19 the ladies of Atlantic
met at Mrs. G C. Dunham’s to
make plans for the town meeting
dinner.
On account of heavy storms and
icy waters the mail boat from Ston
ington wa.s unable to get to the
island for three days last week.
The Sunbeam brought mail, pas
sengers and freight Feb. 23.
Calvin, Stockbridge, who arrived
Feb. 23, after having spent the Win
ter in Schenectady. N. Y., spent
Sunday with his mother, Mrs. Viola
Stockbridge.
The O. H. Bridge Five met Sat
urday w’ith Mrs Mary Joyce.
Fr’pnds of Milton Staples are glad
he is about again after having in
jured his leg while cutting wood. ;
What a disappointment after
watching tlie ice leave Mackerel
Cove with the Wednesday storm,
to see it back again worse than ever
on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon. Kenniston
are visiting Mrs. Kenniston’s par
ents Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Dunham.
Nelson Wheaton is visiting his
sister. Mrs. Maynard Staples.
Archie Johnson, who has received
his honorable discharge after hav
ing served in the Navy five years,
mostly in the Pacific area, has been
visiting hLs uncle, Oscar Johnson.
SSgt. Milton. Clark and bride have
been visiting his aunt. Mrs. Jennie
Staples. Sgt. Clark has 'been serving
in the European area and has re
enlisted. He reported to Fort Dev
ens Feb 26.
MARCH WINDS
Today you blow your trumpets loud
And dark clouds move across the sky:
Cold northern winds are strong and
proud.

MALLORY ‘^PREMIER”
NEW' BLOCKS—NEW SHADES

P. S. PLENTY OF
BOTANY TIBS N0Wk

GREGORY’S
TOP TO TOE OUTFITTERS

416 MAIN ST.,

Tuesday-Fr

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent
ft a a s.

TeL 113-3
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GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent
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The bare complaining branches sigh.
And In this Wintry solitude
The hardy seagulls, winging past.
Weil knew the harshness of your mood.
The rigor of your arctic blast.
Soon gentler winds will come to meet
The buds that stir with early Spring;
The impatient sun will rise to greet
New bloom young April waits to bring
Atid now you sound your trumpets low.
For June, the favored of the vear
Is glad that Winter’s rigged blow
Has left no sign of bleakness here.
Albert- Ralph Korn.
(The N. Y Journal-American).

-------------- -— l
St Andrews, Scotland, will open a
new modern golf course this year, q

Painter-Ross

The Old R. T. & C.

Sunday Wedding In Owl’s Former Rockland Woman
Remembers Happily Those
Head Chapel A Notable
Early Rides
Event
The Owl’s' Head Baptist Chapel Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
was the scene cf a charming wed
I was much interested in the brief
ding at 12.30 o'clock Sunday, March history of the Street Railway
3, when Miss Constance M. Ross, printed in the Feb. 26 issue of The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank E
Ross, became the bride of Lloyd M. Courier-Gazette. One cf the hap
Painter, sen of Mr. and Mrs. Law piest memories of my early days
rence Pa.nter of Charleston, W. Va. are the little trips we were -priviThe ceremony was performed by iege(j to enjoy on the “electrics.’'
the pastor. Rev. C. Wendell Wilson,
My first ride was to Oakland Park
beneath an arbor decorated with
green vines and pink rosebuds. where a Sunday School picn.c was
Ferns and cut flowers cf pink, yel enjoyed. At first we walked from
low and white formed an attrac the main line to the Park, later a
tive background. The double ring branch line was run down to the
service was read before a large au grounds and still later we trudged
dience of relatives and friends.
to the main line through dust that
The wedd ng procession marched was inches thick.
to the strains cf the “Bridal Chorus
A dance pavillien was built at the
from Lohengrin’’ played by Mrs.
Park,
also a place where shore din
Fred C. Gatcomb at the organ and
Mrs. Donald Kelsey at the piano. ners were served and many a hard
Miss Hazel Bohn, cousin of the fought ball game was played at
bride sang “O Promise Me,” and Oakland Park. You sure got your
“I Love You Truly.”
Mrs. Alvin Perry, cousin of the money’s worth. They even used to
bride was matron of honor; Miss show free movers in the afternoon,
Alice Kay Ross, sister of the bride, all for the price of a nickel fare on
was flower girl and Frank E. Ross, the 'R.T.&C. and the scenery as one
Jr., brother cf the bride was best
man. The ushers -were Ensign rode along was beautiful and rest
Robert A. Learned, cousin cf the ful.
br.de and Alvin Perry.
This form of recreation would
Miss Ross, who was given in mar prove a littlfi tame to the teenage
riage by her father, was very lovely
in a white faille and net gown, cut cf today, Jput we youngsters of yesen traine, with fitted bodice. She erday found pleasure in spending
wore a finger-tip veil edged with the afternoon with a bit of fancy
lace and carried a satin covered work, a good book or a little pleas
B ble with shewer bouquet of sweet ant conversation.
peas and gardenias. Mrs. Perry’s’
The line which went from the M.
gown was blue lace and blue net
fashioned with sweetheart neckline, C. R. R. wharf to the quarries was
fitted bodice and bouffant skirt. a delightful ride also.
She wore a shoulder length veil and
The line to Crescent Beach I was
carried a bouquet of pink roses.
not
as familiar with, enjoying that
Little Miss Kay Ross wore a long
ride
only a few times. Tlie Thomas
gown of park net with sweetheart
neckline and a blue ribbon sash, ton ride was nice too. Tlie Warren
and carried a colonial bouquet of ride was experienced only a few
orchid sweet peas, pink rosebuds,
wliitc carnations and jonquils. The times bv me. On the Thomaston
bride's mother wore a black gown, line I wa.s always glad when the
trimmed with white beads, and Creek Hill and turn were negotiat
black and white accessories. She ed, heading for Rockland, likewise
complemented her costume with a tlie hill and turn near the iron
shoulder corsage of red roses.
bridge at Rockport.
The groom was in uniform.
Few serious accidents occurred on
A reception was held at he home
Of the bride’s parents. The rooms R.T.&C. that came to my attention
were prettily decorated with, cut —one at Rockport and the other on
flowers and fernery. The guest
bock was in charge of Mrs. Fred the Crescent Beach line. Doubtless
erick Bohn, aunt of the bride. Mrs. there were others of a more or less
Charles C. Wotton, aunt of the. serious nature but my passages on
bride, presided at the refreshment the line were always pleasant and
table.
uneventful.
M. L. Hoar,
The bride and groom cut the first
Rangeley,
Feb.
28.
slice of a beautifully decorated _____
wedding cake, presented to the -------bride by her aui^t, Mrs. Allan B.^service one cf which was spent
overseas.
Borgerson.
The couple received many beauti
The couple were escorted to the
train by members of the family and ful wedding gifts and a large sum
made their escape on board amid a of me ney.
The bride and her attendants
shower cf rice and heme-made con
fetti, cut by Paul L. Ross, young were assisted in their preparations
brother of the bride.
for the ceremony by her aunt, Mrs.
After a wedding trip of unknown Ray Dillon.
destination. Mr. and Mrs. Painter
The church decorations were by
will make their home in Charleston. Miss Helen Ross, aunt of the bride
Mrs. Painter is a graduate of Lee and the floral arrangements were
Academy, a graduate of the New made by Mrs. Allan B. Borgerson.
York Instiute of Dietetics: and a
Long trousers were adopted in
member of Beta Sigma Phi. Mr.
Painter ;s a graduate of the France in 1789 by the Supporters of
Charleston. West Virginia high the Revolution.
school and has recently been hon
orably discharged from the U. 6.
Airmail to and from Hongkong,
Coast Guard, after four years’ China, is not yet available.
-----------—--------------------------------

The prayer meeting group met at
the Y.M.C A. last Monday. Fol
lowing this was a Social m the gym
with 100 young people attending.
The evening was devoted to con
tests with 100 young people attend
ing. The evening was devoted to
contests, games and movies, topped
off with refreshments of ice cream
and cookies.
The recreational
program was under the direction
of Mr. Means, Y Secretary, while
Adin Hopkins, chairman of the Reigious committee of the Y.M.C.A.
took charge of refreshments Oth
ers who assisted were Mrs. Hopkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Henderson.
Mrs. Henry Beukelman, Mrs. Myrtle
Wheeler, Miss Cordelia Barnard
and E3mer Barnard. The program
of the prayer meeting will be fol
lowed next Monday. Girls’ Junior
Tri-Hi-"Y” met Thursday at the
“Y” and President Grace Galanti
appointed as committees: Program.
Winona Talbot, Joan Salisbury and
Carole Thomas; devotional. Dot
Bryant, Joyce Sylvester; vocational.
Lucille Talbot, Mary Kelleher. El
mer Barnard recnetly talked to
the group about his experiences
while in the armed services.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis L. Pellerin
are the parents of a daughter,
Verna Leshe, born at Camden Com
munity Hospital.
Miss Jessie Hosmer is on a busi
ness trip to Boston.
Mr. and Mr. Granville Carleton
of Beverly, Mass., spent the past
week with Mrs. Carleton’s mother,
Mrs. Mildred Oliver.
Miss Barbara Wood of Hallowell
was the guest of her parens, Mr.
and Mrs. Carleton Wood, last week.
Mrs. Fred Blackman and son
Stevie of Rockand were guests last
week of Mr. and Mrs. Harolo Her
rick, Rawson avenue.
Elisha Richards, sen of Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Richards of Belmont
avenue, has been released from the
Army and has resumed his studies
at Bates College,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Arnold are
guests of Mr. Arnold’s mother, Mrs.
Coburn Arnold, John street. Mr.
Arnold has recently been discharged
from the service, holding rank of
captain at the time.
Miss Harriet Gill won first prize
at the Grange card party last Saurday night; Mrs. Etta W.lbur and
Mrs. Alfred Van Baalen were a tie
for second prize; and Mrs. Ruth re
ceived the consolation. There will
be another party next Saurday
night.
The la’dies of St. Thcmas Episco
pal Guild are holding their annual
Shrove Tuesday luncheon today at
the Parish House. Each Wednes
day during Lent Rev. William E.
Berger will give a talk to the Ladies’
Guild cn the Incarnation. Ash
Wednesday services at the Episcopal
Church will take place at 7.30 and
9.30 a. m. and at 7.30 p. m.
Thomas (Fitton
Services for Thomas Fitton, 87,
were held Monday irom the Gilbert
C. Laite Funeral Home, Rev. Henry
Beukelman officiating. Burial will
be in Forest Hills cemetery, Bridg
ton.
Mr. Fitton, who had been a resi
dent of this town for 25 years, died
Friday in Union. He was the hus
band of the late Elizabeth Rowbotham and was born in Bury. Eng
land, son of 'the late Mr. and Mrs.
James Fitton.
He is survived by three daughters,
Mrs. Ernest Faies of Camden, Mrs.
Hannah Sanborn of Lawrence. Mass,
and Mrs. Mae Cash of Rockport,
three sons. William of Waterville,
Thomas and James of [Bridgton.
Mrs. Alice A Parks
A direct 'descendant of James
Richards, first settler of this town,
Mrs. Alice A. Parks died Friday at
the age of 82. Mrs. Parks was born
in Hudson.. Wis., daughter of James
R. and Rebecca Jane Horton.
Some 40 years ago she and her
husband, Albert Parks, moved from
Revere, Mass., to Lincolnville with
their family. She had been a resi
dent of Camden for 28 years, where
she atttnded the Congregational
Church, was a member of Megun
ticook Grange, Ladies Auxiliary,
SUV., Farm Bureau; and also held
membership in, the Revere Congre
gational Church. 1
She is survived by three daugh
ters, Mrs. Edna Start, Mrs. Helen
Hunt and Mrs Aimie Mank. all of
Camden,; one sister.. Mrs. Josephine
Beard of Boston; also 11 grandchil
dren and 12 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Sun
day from the residence of her
daughter, Mrs. Helen Hunt. Rev.
Winfield (Witham officiated and en
tombment was at Mountain View
cemetery where burial will take
place in the Spring.
“Preacher and His Wife”

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
Industrial, Insurance, Real Estate, Marine, Weddings

photographed whenever and wherever you wish.

Group Photos of Clubs and Schools
A completely equipped Photographic Service

that guarantees every job,

INEY L CULLEN
OR 770, THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth H. Casstns will be presented at the Cam
den Methodist Church on Sunday at
the 10.30 service, in the second con
cert of their “Preacher and His
Wife” series. Mr. and Mrs. Cassens
will also prtsent three numbers
during the Sunday School Devo
tional Service at 11.46. Ttie first
concert of the series was given at
the Thomaston Baptist Church on
Feb. 24 Others will follow upon
completion of arrangements now in 1
progress.
Rev.*Henry Beukelman. putor of
the Camden Methodist Church, was
the pastor of «the Mbn.ticello
Methodist Church at the time when
the singers were serving the Bap
tist Church of that community.
Pastor Beukelman will present a
brief .sermon during the concert.
Friends not attending other strv-

IE>c»w !>r 23,i899. WtLAS.or PiONftR
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ford. Conn., annou
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Judge and Mrs
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Florida.

HAD CONFIRMED THE APP3!NTMENT-I$ THE FOUPTH TEXAN IN THE STATE'S HISTORY TO BECOME A CABINET MEMBER - A DISTINCTION THAT FITS THIS
SCHOtAP.LV GENTLEMAN. LOFTY IHl AIM ANO A MB’TION WHO HAS EVER MAINTAINED THE STATUS OF AM INDIVIDUAL CITIZEN - A GREAT AMERICAN ' WHO
WUL EVER 9» 0’ THE common PEOPLE* AND FOR THE COMMON PEOPLE, AND WHO ENJOYS The. FULL CONFIDENCE OF LIBERALS ANO COf.'ERYATIVES ALUCI.
One C‘ MP. CLAPK'S FIRST STATEMENTS AFTER HE WAS NAMED TO THS CABINET INCLUDED THESE W0»D5: 'THE DOORS OF IHE ATTORNEY GEN

ERAL'S DEPARTMENT SHALL ALWAYS BE OPEN TO EVERYONE. AMERICAN PRORLC AHD INTELLIGENT BUSNESS LEADERS DESiRE TO PRESERVE FREE

Mission Circle
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with Mrs. Urban

ENTERPRISE ANP THIS MEANS AN END TO SELFISH PROTECTION OF THE ENTRENCHED, AN END TO DOMINATION AND E*TTRM.hATiON OF THE SM*ll_
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Nation’s Grangers
Pine Plains Grange in Dutchess
County, New York, went over the
top in the sale of victory bonds to
the amount of almost $18,000, and
awarded handsome ribbons to sev
eral of the members for outstand
ing effort. This is the home subor
dinate of Henry D. Sherwood, mas
ter of the New York State Grange
and overseer of the National
Grange.
* • ♦ »

The startling figures of the Na
tional public debt continue to ex
pand and thoughtful taxpayers are
greatly alarmed at present trends.
A news release, which carried the
stern information that “our debts
have now become twice as great as
our national assets,” conveyed
alarming facts to all readers and

should result in some pretty serious
thinking. At the recent session of
the National Grange in Kansas City
the dangerous trend toward public
debt was frequently emphasized;
one declaration in particular as
serting that “continued deficit
spending would destroy free enter
prise and freedom itself.” Ever
since ‘planned spending" has shown,
such threatening upward trends,
the Grange has been sounding notes
of warning, and this situation is
likely to constitute one of the most
earnest topics of discussion during
the present year in Grange meet
ings in all parts of the country.

addition, to membership 'increase,
will be the following: Expansion of
Blue Cross hospitalization service;
amplifying House Economics activi
ties; more widespread co-opera tioi^
between church and Grange, ancr
with definite Go-to-Church Sun
day observances; extension of Ju
venile Grange activity and im-'
proved ritualism; more subordinate
and National organizations; and
Granges on the Honor Roll of State
more instructive, as well as enter
taining, lecture and educational
programs

A plant to manufacture sjnthetic
gasoline and diesel oil from natural
• • ♦ *
State Master W. Sharp Fullerton gas is being constructed in Texas.
and his associates in Pennsylvania
Gasoline production, in the United
Grange circles have laid out an am
States in 1900 was 7,000,000 bar
bitious program for the current
rels; in 1945 it was 750,000,000 bar
year, and already all the energies rels.
of tlw? big membership jn the Key
stone State are being mobilized for
success. The present Grange mem
•TAKE IT EASY’
ies at the time are cordially invited
bership
in
Pennsylvania
totals
to come to the Camden Methodist
Church for this concert.
Many about 66,000. and a goal has been
•Hie TIN CAN
Knox County listeners to WLBZ set of 70.000 by Sept. 30, the close
will remember the series of broad of the State Grange fiscal year.
casts given by the singers in 1937
and 1938 under the title, “The Among the definite objectives which
is on;
‘will be sought In Pennsylvania, in
Preacher and His Wife.”
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Quickly Relieves Distress of

SbtaxSMIjr
HeadColds
A little Va-tro-nol up

each nostril effectively
and promptly relieves
distress of head colds—
makes breathing easier
. . . also helps prevent
many cojds from devel
oping if used ln time.
Try It! You’ll like lt! Fol
low directions la folder.
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seem like a far cry from
ITanmay
open field of green under a

noonday sun to the refined and
perfumed • atmosphere of milady’s
boudoir, but there's a definite con
nection. The luxurious odor ot per
fumes and cosmetics comes from
the rare grasses that flourish in the
hot climate and lavishly fertile
roil of tropical lands. From these
grasses are distilled the. essential
oils which rre the key ingredients
in the production of perfumes, cos
metics, ryni it tic llavors, aromatics,
insecticide.’, sprays, varnishes and
many pharmaceuticals. Of the many
species of oil grasses the three
most important are citronella,
lemon grass and vetiver. These are
:»o • being wafted to us from our
r.<ghbor republics of Middle Ameri
ca, Mexico. Guatemala, Honduras,
Panama, Nicaragua, Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Cuba, Haiti and the
Dominican Republic.
Here lemon grass Is being har
vested with a machete on a United
Fruit Company plantation In Hon
duras. The grass is dried in the
sun, like hay, then it is chopped,
put Into large heated vats, and the
preoipua pits distilled, The ^ame

W'<2 .'¥.i -T:

TRANSCONTINENTAL INSURANCE
COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
'
ASSETS DEJC 31. 1945
S'ocks and Bonds.
$4 296.089 39
Cash ln Office and Bank.
814 981 16
Agents’ Balances,
332.200 37
Bills Receivable.
3.441.68
Interest and Rents.
7.475.40
AU other Assets,
142.73565

3

process is employed for extracting
the oils of citronella and vetiver.
United States industry needs at
least 3.000 tons yearly of these
precious grass oils, all of which
must be Imported from tropical
regions. Until Pearl Harbor we
went half way around the world te
the Far East for them. Then Japan
cut off our main source of supply.
Many of our war Industries were
threatened. New supplies of the
vital products had to be obtained
Middle America, came to the res
cue. Plantings of small seed bed.)
of these grasses were made by th*
United Fttilt Company, They prot
pered. Each year the acreage in
creased. Now Middle American
grass oils are considered amono
the be used by U. 3. manufac
turers.
With peace once again a reality
we can continue buying these oil?
right at our own back door. This
would be the good neighbor policy
in action — an assured source o.
supply of ingredients for more per
fume and aromatics for us and more
prosperity for Middle America. Any
way you look at It, that makes good
‘‘scents,’*
. - -_. _

Last Tim'l
f Vibro.

Gross Assets.
5,596 925 85
Deduct items not admitted.
36.981.63

Admitted.
$5569.944 17
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1945
Net Unpaid Losses.
$187 428 17
Unearned Premiums,
857,986 49
AH other Liabilities.
447.085 37
Cas*i Capital.
1.000 000 00
Surplus over aJl Liabilities, 3.077.444.14

&
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Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$5,569,944

IT
__________________________

AND DEPOSIT COMPANY
OF MARYLAND
Baltimore. Maryland
ASSETS DEC 31. 1945
Real Estate.
$2,588 565 60
Stocks and Bonds.
28.678.140 20
Cash ln Office and Bank
4.892 686.25
Agents’ Balances,
1.487.707 89
Interest and Rents,
74 103 77
All other Assets,
61.913 30

FIDELITY

TEL.

STARTS

Gross Assets,
$37,783,117.01
Deduct Items not admitted.
258.961 38
Admitted.
$37,523,155.63
LIABILITIES DEJC. 31. IMS
Net Unpaid Losses.
$4 498.120 50
Unearned Premiums.
10.301.24900
Ail other Liabilities.
2.898.15352
Voluntary Reserves.
2.095.00000
Cash Capital
2.400.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 15.330.632 61

Total Liabilities and Surplus,

I
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$37,523.155vW(
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Social Matters
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Mrs. Elizabeth Grundt of Hart
ford, Conn., announces the engage
ment of her daughter, Erma E.
Grundt, R. N , to Rodney E. cSpudt
Murphy of this city. Miss Grundt
graduated from the Hartford,
Conn., High School and frem Knox
Ccunty General Hospital School cf
■JNursing. She is at present the
i*uperviscr cf the Operat.ng Room
at Knox Hosp tai Mr. Murphy Is a
son of Mrs. Katherine Murphy cf
Rockland, and is a salesman for
the National Biscuit Co The wed
ding is expected to take place in
the early Spring.
Knox Hospital Auxiharv meets at
the Bok Nursing Home today nt 2
o’clock. Mrs. Herman J Weisman.
hostess.
Anderson Auxiliary meets Wed
nesday. Supper will be served.
Members take gift for Sunshine
Basket.

A’ED IM 1943 BY PWetiDBNT
fTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL TO

Golden Red Chapter OES will
meet Friday night Supper with
’Mrs. Matie Spaulding in charge.
Members- are asked to furnish
sweets if not solicited. Ritualistic
work will be exemplified

1st DIVISION AND later became
unai division - among Hit
ISIS WIRt THOSE OR TWO NAll
I POM A SU6MAPINE ON TMtIFALL DOTH WERE CONVICTED.

D, 1945. AFTER THE SENATE

Judge and Mrs. Zelma Dwinal of
Camden are on a vacation trip to
Florida.

NCTlON THAT FITS THIS
IA GREAT AMERICAN - WHO

ks AND CONSERVATIVES ALIVE.

S Ot THE ATTORNEY GElSSiRE TO PRESERVE FREE
Vl)M,nation of THE SMALL

fcr JNAI cartel LONIPllAtaS?

;PilA£8S.

Mission Circle of F.rst Baptist
Church meets Wednesday at 2.30
with Mrs. Urban Leach.

J

Mr. and Mrs. August Toner of
Watcn, N J . were in the city Sat
urday on their way to North Haven
to visit Mrs. Tcner’s father, May
nard Greenlaw.

jneniibership 'increase,
illowing: Expansion of
[hospitalization service;
louse Economics activividespread co-operatioin
lirch and Grange, an<F
lc Go-to-Church ISuniccs; extension of Ju?e activity and im-'
(lism; more subordinate
Il organizations; and
he Honor Roll of State
|tive, as well as enterture and educational
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Methebesec Cub will meet Friday
afternoon at 2.33 with Mrs. H. La
ter. Jackson, 130 Limercck street
The speakers will be Mrs. Dora
Bii 1 and Mrs. Maud Blodgett.
Me nbers
will take items abcut
M ine.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman WinchenJba. h entertained the Albert H.
‘ Nt tvoert Association for its monhly
I m. ting Saturday n.ght at their
I ho. e cn Talbot avenue, 40 membei . be.ng present. Following sup
per. which leatured birthday cakes
fcr each one in observance of the
anniversary cf Mrs. Bertha Borger
son, a short business meeting was
held with President Millie Thcmas
presiding. Mrs. Thomas Mrs Ruth
Pendleton and Mrs. Grace Roll ns
are the ccmmittee for the supper
at the next meeting Apr.l 5. A so
cial hour followed the meeting with
cards cf various kinds being played.
Housekeepers Saturday night were
Mrs Winchenbaugh, Mrs. Bertha
Borgerson. Mrs. Fiances Morse and
Mrs. Doris Jordan.
Mrs. Helen Pellet.er left Saturday
for Seattle where she will join her
husband who is a Naval Lieuten
ant.

Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Ixiwell
and son Howard held a lam.ly re
union at their home cn the Old
Ccunty read Sunday. Those pres
ent were: Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Bridges and Mr. and Mrs Isaac
Stinson of Swan’s Island, Mr. and
Mrs. Merton Staples of Newcastle,
Mr. and Mrs. George Lcwell of
Portland, Clayton Staples, and
daughter Andrea, Thomaston, Mrs.
Nellie Stinson, Mrs. .Eva Lcwell,
Mrs. Alma Stinson and Miss Helen
McIntosh, all of Rockland Out of
this group were feur sisters and one
brother who have not been together
as a group for 15 yearts. They are
Frank Bridges, Mrs. Nellie Stinson,
Mrs. Isaac Stinscn. Mrs. Eva Lcw
ell and Mrs, Merton Staples..
Edward J Ryan, Jr., who has
made an extended visit with his
family at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Delano, has
returned to New ‘York.

COLUMBIA PICTURES pril.nts

MENANURE
DUMAS'
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Jhe FIGHTING
manufacture synthetic
diesel oil from natural
[constructed in Texas.
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The story of a Wild Horse

“SILVER DEyiL”
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
Shews, 2.00, 6.25, 8.30
Some GoHSome
fu„!

Mrs. Walter G. D mick and son
Walter attended the Ice Fellies in
Bcston Sunday.
Mrs. Joseph Faria cf Middletown,
R I., is visiting her father, William
Weed. Sr.

The W.C.T.U, meets Friday 2.3'J
p. m. in the parlor of the First Bap
tist Church.

Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney
spent yesterday in Portland.
Mrs. Oliver R. Hamlin, who has
been seriously ill at Knox Hospital,
is now able to receive visitors.

The meeting of the Wcmen’s Associat cn of the Congregational
Church will be held at the parsonj age, 35 Beech street, Wednesday at
3 o’clock, and the c rcle supper will
! be at the Masonic Temple banquet
hall, at 6.15 with Mrs. Edwin Ed
wards and Mrs. Lcuis Fickett as cochairmen.
Lew;s AV. Bosse has gone to New
York to attend the funeral cf his
aunt, Miss Alvina Bcsse.

UNIVERSAL presents

’fiSS l««« lUlifBISHOP MAN
IOAN FUHON GB0I6I DOllHZ
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PROSSER-CURTIS
Sgt. Raymond Prosser of the U. S.
Military Police, and Miss Betty
Curtis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jchn Grey of Camden were united
in marriage Feb. 27 at 8.30 at the
home of Rev. Henry Beukelman.
Mr. and Mrs. Prosser plan to reside
in Camden after his three year re
enlistment is served.
Sgt. Prosser, who served in the
Ah utians also in Europe is the hclder of the Silver Star, Purple Heart,
Combat Infantry badge, American
Defense Ribbon, Asiatic Pacific,
Good Conduct, and the Victory Rob.
bon.
The best man and maid of honor
were the brother and sister cf the
bride, Alton Grey and Mrs. James
Curtis, Jr.

Rockland Candidate

....

Entertained Elders

Social And Dance

This And That
Their Marriage In George
town, Conn. Outcome of
Rockland School
Romance

Junior Rubinstein Club, 100 Sea Scouts Prove Able En
Strong, Gave Splendid
tertainers As Well As
Concert
Good Sailors
(By Nettie Bird Frost)
The annual program of the Junior
Rubinste n Club Friday night, at
i the Universalist vestry was an
event to be remembered with pride
About 103 students paricipating as
By K. S. F.
solo.sts, members cf Glee Clubs, Or
chestra and Bands.
Scott: What an absurd remark. This is the fifth successive year
You don t really believe that inani that the Junicr Rubmstein Club has
mate things can cherish delusions? entertained the Senior Club and
Watts: I most certainly do. I'U the enthusiastic audience thorough
swear my furnace thinks it’s a re ly apprec ated the ability and skill
exhibited by the ycung students.
frigerator.
Mrs. Mary Garrett. Rubinstein
» ♦ * *
Onions are excellent for keeping Club pres dent, cordially greeted
the skin clear and healthy—best to ( the junior club and guests. MLss
eat them raw, chopped fine in sand Donna Gardner, president of tlie
wich. They are also excellent for Junior Rubinste.n Club, graciously
quieting the nerves and help one responded and acted as chairman
sleep—no vinegar with them but cf the evening. The following pro
gram was presented:
lemon juice if you wish
Part One
« * ♦ *
Waltz,
Norman
Let’s not forget warm weather will Straight Ahead,
DeLamater
R H S Orchestral Ensemble
come in time.
direction—Mrs Ruth E Sanborn
* * * • .
America My Own
Nobel Cain
It is how we live—net bow we United Nations on the March—
From picture "Thousands Cheer.”’
talk—tha counts.
R H S Girls’ Glee Club
• * * •
direction. Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn
accompanist, Miss Anna Bullard
The zest of life comes from ef Piano
Duo—'First Waltz.
Durand
fort, not from attainment.
MLss Constance Knights and

Tlie members of Sea Sccut Ship
; Red Jacket held a social and dance
j at the sliip headquarters in Gen.
Berry Engine House Friday night.
Miss* Charlotte Oowan furnished
records and a record player for the
affair.
Cliff Cameron' was in
charge cf the refreshment^.
Special guests were Bernard Rams
dell, ouglas Ccoper and Dudley
Harvey. The affair was urnfer the
direction of Mates Perry. Smith,
Robarts and McKusick. Others at
tending were Eleanor Young. Peggy
Packard, Betty Staples, Nt rma
Bridges, Nadine Fuller, Barl’ara
Fuller. Flora Hustus, Priscilla An
dersen, Jean Elliot, Marilyn Ct rter. Elaine Christoffersen, Emt ly
Mollcy, Agnes Brown, Dorothy Sy.’vestdr, Charlotte Cowan, Virginal
Farrell. Rusty Sleeper, Sherwin
Sleeper. Robert MacWilliams. Cur
tis Lindsdy. Raymond Bowden,
Robert Gatcombe, Robert Chatto.
Fred George, Oliver Curtis. Cresswell Gamache, Richard Ludwig, Dav.d Farrcnd, Robert Gamble, Mate
and Mrs Maurice McKusick.

At the conclusion of the program
Mrs. Sanborn charmingly expressed
the apprec.ation felt by the Senior
Club for the wonderful recital and
the enthusiastic audience, and she
mentioned the interest and pride
with which the Ri/nnste n Club has
followed its Juniors.
The teachers who co-operated
with the Junior Rub.nstein Club
and presented students on this co
cas on were Mrs. Nettie Averill,
Mrs. Faith Berry, Mrs. Ruth George,
Mrs. Charlotte Hcpk.ns, Miss Lotte
M Laughlin,. Albert Marsh Mrs.
Lcuie Rogers, Miss Margaret Stahl
and Mrs. Ruth Sanborn. From the
youngest to the eldest, each student
gave an interesting performance,
reflecting much credit upon the idiv dual teachers.
Members cf the Rubinstein Club
w il follow with much interest the
further development of the Seniors
represented on the prdgram: Frank
lin Balsdell.Betty Heming, Winifred
McFarland and Paul Payson, each
of wTicm gave a splendid perform
ance, showing marked ability:
The R H.S. Girls’ Chorus, in white
blouses and dark skirts, presented
a v<yy attractive picture, and under
the leadership of Mrs. Sanborn they
gave a most inspiring performance.
The parts were evenly balanced, the
melcdy was well carried throughout
and the r shading was noticeably
fine. The following members were
in the chorus:
Ccnnie Barton, Earlene Perry,
Jean Young, Beverly Merchant,
Jane Perry, Evelyn Perry, Mona
Joyce, Anne Bartett, Ruth Bowley,

Attending the Community Con
cert in Bangor last night were Mrs.
Ruth Sanborn, Miss Bertha Luce.
Mrs. Faith Berry. Mrs. Charlotte
Hopkins, Mrs, Mabel Strong, Mrs.
Ruth George, Mrs. Grace Strout.
Miss Margaret Simmons, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Snow and daughter
Jackie. Miss Dorothy Lawry, Miss
Anne Bullard and Neitie Bird Frost.
The Bangor association presented
Casadesus in a piano recital.

The marriage of Miss Barbara
ONfdll daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Frank O'Neill of Mountain road.
Georgetown, Conn., and grand
daughter of the late Alvin C.
Ramsdell and Mrs Ramsdell of
Rockland, to Woodrow R. Anderson
son of Mr. and Mrs Willis H. Ander
son cf Rockland, took place Satur
day at 10 a. m., In the Church of
the Sacred Heart, Georgetown,. Rev.
y-4 >
Charles A. Corcoran perlormed the
• At
ceremony.
:
V ;
>
GEORGE W. GOW, JR.
The bride, who was given in, mar
The report in Fridays issue that
Joan Hunt
riage by her father, wore a gown of
George W. Gow, Jr., was gravely ill
Joan Hunt. Senior at Rockland dusty rose moontide crepe w.th long
in the Maine General Hospital, was
High School, has been chosen as the sleeves that came to a point over
followed that night by news of his
her hands. It had a full, floordeath. Mr Gow had Been ill for D.A-R. Good Citizenship Pilgrim by lengt^i skirt and a sweetheart neckquite a long time, but last week he her classmates, on a basis of de- Jine Her coronation veil was of
experienced a sudden change for pendab.lity, service, leadership, and shoulder length and made of illu
|patriotism. Her name will be sub
Worse.
i
sion veiling that matched her dress
The deceased was best known mitted at the 48h Maine State Con
in color
Hex- prayer book was
throughout Knox County (because ference, March 19 and 29 at Augus
covered
with
dusty rose crepe and
of his efforts in compiling recent ta. From the list of girls from all
directories for Rockland and the over the State, one name will be had orchid markes and streamers
• * « •
larger towns. He was a former
of baby's breath
resident of Quincy, Mass., and in his drawn by lot and that iPilgrim will
The
best
and
only way to be free
Miss Margaret Ward of Stafford,
younger days was on the road as a receive a $100 U. S. Savings Bond.
is to be good. Try it and see.
Con^i., was the bride’s only attend
member of a traveling theatrical
« ♦ * *
company.
r
ant. Her gown was of gray moonHave faith in God and He will
He was an intensely loyal sup
tide crepe, anxl fashioned like that help you have faith in yourself.
Nation
’
s
Grangers
porter of all legitimate sports and
of the bride. She wore a matching These are days when churches
his annual Summer appearance in
should join, each other in helping
Knox County lent zest to all of the
With more than 36,000 workers in skull cap and carried an old- better the world as well as their
baseball games which he attended.
fashioned nosegay with blue, pink church.
He was a strong believer in fair the farm equipment and machinery and white bowers.
play and his unbounded good humor industry out on strike, many farm
HAWKINS-HARVEY
Joan Ferris, 5 year old daugh
won friends for him wherever he ers will be reduced to the necessity
Miss
Catherine Lois Harvey. 236
went. Rockland occupied such a
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John (Ferris,
strong place in his affections that of waiting until next year ,or some Jr., of Georgetown, was the flower 8th St., daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
he acquired a voting residence here; subsequent year, for the new equip
L. P. Harvey, Fort Lauderdale, and
likewise becoming a popular mem ment which they so sorely need. girl. She wore a dress of dusty rose Gerald L. Hawkins, son cf Mr. and
ber of the Rockland Lions Club.
The United Farm
Equipment taffeta, trimmed with cornflower Mrs. Herbert Hawkins, Tenants
At the time of his death he was
blue, ar,d carried an oldfashioned
Ha.bor, Me., were united in mar
an internal revenue official, operat Workers, CIO. have been asking for nosegay.
riage by the Rev. Preston Sellers,
ing in Cumberland County. He is an increase of 1914 cents an hour,
Willis E Anderson was his broth paster of the Northwood Baptist
survived by his wife and a son by a while the International Harvester
Church at Lake Park Community
former marriage.
er's best man.
Funeral services were held in Company says a 17-cent raise is all
Church at 7 o'clock last evening.
The
Church
of
the
Sacred
Heart
Portland ISuinday aCternoon. fol it can afford to pay.
The double ring ceremony was used.
was decked with bouquets of rust
lowed yesterday by committal serv
* * ,* |*
Miss Iris George was vocal soloist
and
white snapdragons
Joseph and Mrs. Melvin Marshall, sister of
ices in, Fitchburg. Mass., whither the
California orange growers suf
remains were taken.
fered a loss estimated at $5,000,000 Venus of Ridgefield, Conn , sang the bride, was accompanist. She
played the traditional marches. The
recently when nearly one and a half Schubert's "Ave Maria" and “Partis church altar, lighted by white
GLEN COVE
million boxes of navel oranges were Angelicus." Miss Mary Fox was at candles in sevenbranched candel
Charles E. Gregory was in Port
the organ.
abra, was banked with palms and
land Mcnday to attend a meeting whipped from the trees by high
ferns, and white baskets of white
Following
the
ceremony
there
was
of Central Maine Power employes. winds. Some of the fruit will be
gladioli.
Fred Gordon, vice president, was processed into juice and other by a wedding breakfast for the im
Miss Jacqueline Joyce Harvey, in
presented a 50-year service pin.
products. Taken as a whole, the mediate family at Glenwood Cot a powder blue French crepe dress
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Rich cf De
tage. A reception for friends took with pink accessories and weat ing a
troit, Mich., have arrived at the crop was damaged to the exter^ of
place at the home of the bride s corsage of pink roses, was maid of
about
10
percent.
However,
indiv

homestead and Perry’s father. J.
honor. William Franklin Oliver
Frank Rich, who has been at the idual growers report losses up to parents at 2 p. m.
was best man and ushers were Paul
Mae Murray Home iu Camden will half their crops.
The young couple will be away for E. Morong, Jr., and George A.
return to Glen Ccve.
♦ * •• ♦
a tweek on their wedding trip, which Johnson. Mr. Harvey gave his
The House committee on terri will include a visit to Philadelphia. daughter in marriage. She wore a
Opportunity Class meets Thurs
white crepe dress, trimmed with
day n ght with Mrs. Bernice Leach. tories, headed by Hugh Peterson of Their marriage is the culmination appliqued .bows, white cff-the-face
Masonic street. Assisting hostesses Georgia, reports that Hawaii now of a High School romance. Both flower ha^and short veil. She car
will be Mrs. Evelyn Smith, Mrs. meets the requirements for State are graduates of Rockland High ried a white Bible topped with a
Beulah Wotton and Mrs. Elizabeth
hood. The conglomeration of races School, which the bride attended white orchid, showered with tube
Williamscn.
roses. Mrs. Harvey wore a J5ink and
which inhabit the Hawaiian Islands while she w-as making her home black silk dress with matching wool
The first theatrical production to naturally raises the question as to with her maternal aunt. Mrs. Fred jacket and black accessories and
Obtain a run of over 60 nights on whether or not the territory should Trecartin. After her graduation wore a corsage of white roses.
the English speaking stage was the
rtxieption followed the ceremony
be admitted as a State of the Union. from the high school, she attended at Athe
comic opera The Beggar's Opera.
home of Mr. and Mrs. T J.
According to ,the census of 1940, the St. Joseph’s College in West Hart McCants, uncle and aunt of the
total population, of the Islands was ford and the Junior College of bride, 503 14th street. Assisting in
423,330. Of these, 157,905 were of Physical Therapy in Now Haven. entertaining were the Misses Anita
Bell. Gloria Brinn, Lcuise White,
Japanese stock. While the bulk of During the war she was employed in Patricia Finnerty and Lula Mc
this number were born „on the the medical department of Pratt Laren.
Mrs. Hawkins graduated from
islands, 37.353 wrere born in Japan. and Whitney Company in East
Palm Beach High School in 1939 and
* * 1* ,*
Hartford, Conn.
has been associated with the Florida
Granges throughout the country
Mr. Anderson is the son of Mr. Power and Light Company for five
are preparing for extensive observ and Mrs. Willis H. Anderson of years. Mr. Hawkins graduated from
ance of the 23d annual National Rockland. He returned recently St. George High School. Before
Music Week. Which is scheduled | from overseas, where he served with entering the army he was employed
by Pratt-Whitney, Hartford, Conn.
May 5 to 12. The Grange coincides Patton's Fourth Army.
He lias just received his*discharge
with the declaration of the Na
from the Army, after serving 18
months in the China-Burma-India
tional -Music Week committee, of
CAPT JOSEPH W. SIMMONS
theater
and expects to enter ctllcgs
which National Master Albert S.
Funeral services for Capt. Josep
at Boston in the fall.
Goss is a member: “It seems to us W. S mmens, 82. retired member <
Out of town guests included the
that in the distraught condition ot the Galveston. Texas, City Pilot bride's grandmother. Mrs. L. E.
Harvey. Plant City; Jack Harvey,
the world today, all those who be Association, who died at St. Mary
Navy. Miami; Mr. and Mrs. John
lieve in the value of music should Infirmary Feb. Tl. were held at 1
Rowan. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Burris,
join- together in, emphasizing its o'clock Monday morning at his la
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cobb and Mr.
and Mrs. Perry 'Bergeron of Fort
harmonious influence, and the im residence, 1105 Market stree
thence to Sacred Heart Church.
Lauderdale.—From a West Palm
portance of that influence at this
Rt. Rev. Msgr. M. S. Chataigc
Beach (Fla.) newspaper.
time."
officiated and burial was in the O
C.ty cemetery under the directic
DANA A. SHERER
of Mallcy & Son's funeral Home
Dana A. Sherer died Feb. 24 after
Capt. Simmons had been a res
a long period of failing health.
EXPERT
dent of Galveston 63 years and w; Widely esteemed for his genial per
prominently Identified with mar sonality and his career as a success
PIANO TUNING
PIANO Technician
large shipping interests. He we ful farmer, he applied himself to his
Regulating. Repairing, Voicing
born in Tenant's Harbor. Sept. 1
42 MAIN ST., CAMDEN, ME.
occupation with ccurage and forti
Satisfactory Work Guaranteed
1863, son cf the late Capt. Aarc tude until the last. His declining
DIAL CAMDEN 2444
17-T-tf
W. and Mary (Ling) Simmons an years were relieved as much as pos
came to Galveston in 1886.
sible by the skilled and devoted
Surviving are his widow Mr nursing of his wife.
Helen (Engelke) Simmons; tv
For several years, Mr. Sherer
daughters, Mrs. Roy McGregt served as a motorman on the RT.
Watt. Sr., of Ottawa. Canada; an &C. St. Railway. Following this oc
Mrs. George (Lee Koehler of Galve: cupation, he returned to farming
ton; three grandsons, Roy M< with his father at the Highlands
Gregor Watt, Jr., John S.mmoi where he conducted a successful
Gilbert’s
Watt, and Capt. Lee S. Koehlei milk business for several years. In
cne great grandson, Joseph Sin- 1928 lie bought a smalled farm at
Individualized
mens Koehler cf Galveston; and tv Rockville where he remained until
brothers, Albert F. S mmons < his death.
Oil
Galveston, and A Walter Simmor
He was the son cf Charles L. and
of Bath. Me. The rosary was te Louise Cleveland Sherer. He was
cited for Capt. Simmons at 8 ,p. r married to Myrtle S. Kalloch of St.
Permanents
at hfcs residence. Active pallbeai George Jan., 1898. She died in July
from
ers at the final rites were (BleekE
1928. From this marriage there
L. Morse. Capt. H H. Haden, Cap were five children, Marion, who is
I
H D. Wetmore, Walter Moutoi
the wife of Herbert Waldron of
George Garthar and Frank Evan Glen Cove, Charles A. cf Fitchburg,
’ Friends of the family served e Mass., Carolyn of East Dedham,
honorary pallbearers.—From a Gal Mass , Leslie R. of North Haven and
Complete
veston newspaper.
Louise C. recently discharged as an
Nothing Extra
army nurse.
to Pay
Bexhill, England, has no streets
In 1929 he marrifxl Frances Butler,
—only roads and avenues.
daughter of A. B. Butler cf Rcck
land who survives him.
Mrs.
We
Charles H. Morey Ls his sister. One
Specialize
brother Herbert, died in 1897. There
in the Art
are six grandchildren.
of
Funeral services were conducted
Cold Waving
at the Burpee Funeral Parlors by
Rev. J. C. MacDonald. Temporary
from
internment was at the Sea View
cemetery tomb. Besides the friends
$10.00
of the deceased, tlie funeral services
were ait tended by a delegation from
the order cf Odd Fellows.
,
Sc n»y tc
Tlie sympathy of friends and
right if horn?’ Soft, naturalneighbors was expressed by a beau
looking curb. Ask for
tiful display of flowers.
The bearers were I/1 Roy Hunter,
TEL. 142
375 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND
F. J- Hunter. S. T. Barrows, Harland
CARROLL CUT-RATE
l-T-tf
19T25 Gray, Jesse KeUar and Vesper Han.

Lewis B. Cucinotta

Mrs Louie Rogers
Violin Solo—Ave Maria. Bach-Gounod
Carl Morse
accompanied by Jean Williams
Plano students from the Grade Schools:
Air from Mozart.
John Boynton
Chatterbox.
Louise Wright
Leatrice Blaisdell
A Country Garden; Round the Village, .
John Thompson
John Bi d
Under Southern Skies. Elizabeth Martin
Carol S.ratton
Lazy River,
Rungee
Lewis Grant
Minuet ln D-minor,
Bach
David Hamilton
Tropica] Breezes.
Llewellyn Lloyd
Ann Ludwig
Valse,
Dcnnec
Mary Jean Glendenning
Etude Stacatto,
Bohn
Dianne Merrill
April,
Tchaikovsky
Jean Merrill
Second Mazu-ka.
Godard ,
Alberta Sprague
Clair dc lune,
Debussy
Barbara Clark
The Fountain,
,
Bohn
Lullaby,
Martin
Colonial Srhottlsche.
Drayton
Gwendolyn Sawyer
Part Two
Scholastus.
Norman
R. H. S. Orchestral Ensemble
Silver Collection (Twenfy-two dollars),
Benefit Junior Rubinstein Club
Clarinet Solo- -Lament and *Tarantella,
Voxman
(National Competitive Festival List)
’
F.anklln Blaisdell
accompanist, Betty Heming
Vocal Duet—Aria from Mariage of
Figaro,
Mozart
Joan Crie and Winifred MacFarland
accompanist. Miss Lotte McLaughlin
Barrone Solo- Hear Ye Winds and
Waves,
Handel
Paul Payson
accompanist Miss McLaughlin
Soprano Solo—Waltz Song from
Jlomeo and Juliet.
Winifred McFarland
accompanist, Miss McLaughlin
Arioso,
Bach
Pianist Anna Bullard
M^rch. American Patrol,
Star Spangled Banner,
R 'H. S. Ensemble
R H. S. Orchestral Er.samble

Maxine Dunbar, Louise Ulmer.
Nathalie Nash, Marilyn S|>ear,
Glor.a Studley, Katie Snow, Kath
leen Paul, Lois Tlcothlll, Barbara
Goldsmith Barbara Fuller, Beverly
Brewer. Gloria Axtell. Nina John
son, Margaret Wallace, Graco
Thompson. Florence Eagan, Joau
Proctor, Evelyn Thcmpscn, Joan
Edwards.
Tlie R H,S. Orchestral Ensemble,
directed by Mrs. Sanborn, added
much color to the program. Their
numbers were played in a spirited
manner with an excellent accent
and the three drum majors, Donna
Payson, Betty Pendleton and Bar
bara Jackson, in their white satin
costumes added much zest to tho
general atmosphere. The Orches
tral Ensemble was made up as fol
lows:
Violins: Jeannine Leach, Athleen
Moore, Arlene Roll ns, Jack Burns,
Joseph Seavey. William pease.
Clarinets: Mary Libbv. Clarence
Murphy and Franklin Blaisdell.
Saxophones: Wayne Drinkwater,
R chard McIntosh, Bruce Stratton,
R chard Pease, Lftinard Galiano
Trombone: Billy Wcod.
Trumpets: Farrington Herrick.
Tommy Ch.sholm, Edwin Hustus.
Charles IFcote, John Stevens, Rich
ard Harper
Drums: Dick Jones, Ralph Stone,
Robert Gamble. Ncrman Hammond.
Pianists: Donna Gardner, Barbara
Clark. Alberta Sprague.
The ushers were Mary Cates, Ber
tha Dondis, Claire Brc kley, Jean
ette Esccrsio, Raymond Pendleton,
Dean DeSitLn,, Bradford Sleeper,
and Malcolm Hallowell.
Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn Vnd Mrs.
Fred Snow, co-cha rmcn fcr the
program, deserve much credit for
the excellence cf the recital.

Browne Club meets Fr day night
with Mrs. Crosby French, Summer
street.

WHY WORRY?
SEE

Rev. Ruth Mathias
ADVISOR

NOW^AT

THE THORNDIKE HOTEL
For A Few Days Only

OVER 20 YEARS
Helping Folks With Their

PROBLEMS
Complete Private Reading
And Questions Answered. $1.00
Hours 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Come Direct or Tel. 1485 for Appt.

EXCITINGLY BEAUTIFUL

5

GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON

1*

Anderson-O’Neil

Gay and carefree as its

hi-wall Breton with a
wisp of Chenille

dotted veiling.

AS SffN

IN VOGUE

Others $3.88 to $6.75

Biwskr/MW exclusive with us
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She Was Thrilled

25 YEARS AGO

Edith Ericson Present When And What Happened When
Churchill Received Degree
Woodsman Chopped
The cheerleaders made a trip to chairman, Alice Puller; card ta
In Miami
Them Down
the University of Maine to attend bles, chairman, Richard Pease, as
Maine Basketball Tournament.
They saw the games between Wa
terville and Guilford, and John
Bapst and Fort Fairfield Those
making the trip were Jean Young,
Barbara Fuller, Kay Stevens. Nor
ma Bridges and Corinne Smith, ac
companied by Mr Bowden ot the
faculty.—Kay Stevens.
the

♦ ♦ ♦ *

sistant, Charles Foote; clean-up,
Lois Tootill. Marion Tracy. Verna
Waldron, Lucille Koster, Betty Pen
dleton and John Hughes.
• ♦ • ♦

A total of $61.45 was collected for
defense stamps, or 35'7 for the
school last week, according to the
collectors, Margaret

Steeves

and

Catherine Young.

* * ♦ »

A flight of stairs has been built
Work done by the Commercial
from the gym to the balcony, at the Service
Club the past week includes
top of which Ls a door, leading to a the addressing
of 1000 more en
Jlre escape
velopes
for
the
Crippled Children
• ♦ • •
of Maine, typing a letter for Mr.
Bronze typewriting pins for 30 to Bowden, typing programs for the
40 words per minute were awarded Rubinstein Club for Mrs. Sanborn,
Catherine Young. Nancy Gregory. typing six copies of the Rockland
Kathleen Paul, Gayle Rogers and Inter-Church
Youth
programs,
Baitoara Fuller of the beginners* mimeographing 30 copies of the Bytypewriting class recently.
Laws for the 49’ers Club. 100 copies
♦ ♦ » o
of “Who’s Who in 1946’’ for the
Tea room committees at the Cauldron and 1000 absence lists for
Kippy Karnival were:
General the office.
* * * *
chairmen, Marion Tracy and Lois
Tootill; menu committee, chair
The sophomore girls’ basketball
man, Elvira Johnson, assistants, team won over Mrs. Pitts’ Room 7
Nina Johnson and Marilyn Dudley; I team, Friday, after school, by a
decorating, chairman, Arlene Cross, score of 31-30 High scorer for the
assistant, Grace Thompson; 'wait freshmen was Jackson, with 23
resses, chairman and head wait points; for the sophomores, Con
ress. Grace Thompson; kitchen, nolly with 15 points. Scorer: Bar
chairman, Beverly Brewer, assist bara Fuller: referees. Gamble and
ant, Florence Eagan;
cashier, Hughes.—Katie Snow.

“A Tragic Effect”
May Be the Outcome of the
G. I.’s Liking For the
German People

Because of the persLstent ’friendllness-wlth-a-purpose ’ of the Ger
man populace to American occupynig forces, the GI is coming home
convinced that his enemies are
closer to him than his allies. So
declares Richard Joseph, former
staff sergeant in the U. S. Seventh
Army, writing in The Reader’s Di
gest for March. Mr. Joseph was in
Germany seven months, attached
to various French units as interpre
ter. Collaborating on the Digest
article is Waverly Root, author of
The Secret History of the War.
The fact that the Germans are
better liked by many GIs than are
any of the other peoples in Europe
can have a tragic effect on our na
tion’s destiny, the authors warn.
“Returning by the millions to take
his opinions to every corner of the
U. S., the GI will soon be organized.
His associations will lobby in Wash,
ington, and support politicians who
think as their members do. Im
pressions brought from Europe can
cripple our efforts in the task of
building international cooperation.
They could help a vengeful Ger
many to rise from its ashes lor a
third try at world domination.”
The article attributes the GI’s re.
gard for the Germans not only to
deliberate propaganda of the enemy
nation but also to circumstances
surrounding Our entry and occupa
tion. ’From the moment the GI
crossed the border he was sub
merged in a sea of willing frauleins.
The women of Germany, taught
that it was their duty to the state
to refuse nothing to German
soldiers on, leave, even strangers,
decided to refuse nothing to Ameri
cans either.”
It was in Germany, the authors
point out, that the U. S. soldier ex
perienced tlie feeling of relief which
came with the end of tha war. In
the small towns and villages, most
of which were untouched by battle,
he met better-fed, better-dressed
people. Where he had expected to
And differences, the OI found
similarities to his home land In
England, on the other hand, where
he had believed he would find the
people much like himself, he had
been surprised and then annoyed
at the differences between Ameri
can and Briton,
It was a rarity to hear Americans
in Germany cursing the enemy, the
article notes. It became unfashion
able to hate the "krauts,” and the
term itself was one of affection.
Americans receiving furloughs to
Paris or the French Riviera not in

•21 uwM .
yufiwe /
younJx
RHEUMATISM
Now for the first time "MY FORMU
LA 21” is available to the general
public. For 15 years I have success
fully used ”MY FORMULA” ln mv
private practice and lt was sold only
by prescription at a much higher
price Now I want sufferers every
where to benefit and I am offering
lt direct without prescription
”MY FORMULA” is applied exter
nally and helps relieve ail kinds of
muscular aches and pains. It ls ab
solutely guaranteed to give you re
lief and if the first bottle doesn’t
help, return the empty bottle and
I will refund your money prompt
ly. A 2 oz bottle of MY FORMU
LA 21” costs only $1.00 prepaid di
rect to your door.
Mail your dollar bill today, right
now and get relief. No C. O. D. or-

My Formula Laboratory, Inc.
Lewiston, Maine

frequently left 'before their fur
loughs expired and went "back
home” to Germany. Many an
American soldier carried his defense
of the Germans to the point of ac
cusing the American authorities ot
having invented the atrocity stories.
Beyond the individual German’s
friendliness to establish Ms per
sonal safety, the authors see “evi
dence of a collective effort to plead
the cause of the whole nation.
Day after day the American soldier
in Germany is exposed to the neverending propaganda. Because he is
unsuspicious by nature, and be
cause the Army fell down on the
job of educating him in German
1 history, he takes the propaganda at
its face value.

Miami, Fla., March 1.
My first gTeat thrill was seeing
the late President Roosevelt in
Rockland; my second, seeing Win
ston Churchill today in Miami.
The event took place at the Burdine Stadium where Churchill re
ceived the degree of Doctor of Laws
from the University of Miami. The
purple hood and scroll were con
ferred by Dr. Bowman F. Ashe.
At 10.30 the student body of the
University marched around the field
and took their places on each side
of the Stadium.
At 11. the Academic procession
filed across the field. Churchill was
easily recognized as he wore a
scarlet robe and black velvet cap ol
Oxford University.
It was a rather cloudy day, but
Just as Churchill rose to receive the
Hood, the sun broke through in all
its glory.
His speech was brief but very in
teresting. He remarked, “I am sur
prised that in my later life I should
have become so experienced in tak
ing degrees, when as a schoolboy 1
was so bad at passing exami
nations.”
He spoke of the value of an edu
cation and what the United States
is doing for the million of young
men who had their education, inter
rupted by the war.
The platform was flanked with
palms and beautiful flowers Across
the back were the flags of the
United Nations. In front of the
speaker’s chair was a huge V made
of red, white and blue gladioli.
As Churchill left the Stadium he
received a great ovation from the
crowd.
He responded with his

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested

Mitchell, S. D.. Feb 28
Editor of. The Courier-Gazette:—
i

Sometimes people wonder why
prayers are not answered promptly

| or the reply is different frem their
1 expectations, although we have the
| assurance our prayers are heard by
j the angels and carried by them to
God.
The following story is symbolic:
Three large trees stood in a dense
forest, one day they prayed, asked
for what they desired to toe con
verted into when felled.
The first prayed to be a beautiful
palace where kings and queens
dwelt and visitors would come and
gaze w.th awe.
The second, to be a large ship,
sail the seven seas and encircle the
globe.
The third wanted to stay in ’the
forest, grow into the tallest tree and
always po.nt a high finger to God.
One day the woodsman came and
chopped down the first tree and,
insead of a palace, it was made into
a common stable but a virg.n and
her husband found shelter there
and that night there was born the
fa.rest babe in all creation and ever
since men and angels have been
singing "Glory to God in the High
est”.

Col. Knight Conary ol Swan's Island.
Charleston, S. C, Jan. 20, Ray
• ♦ ♦ «B
mond W Hills. Charleston, former
These births were recorded:
ly* of Searsport, and Vera E. Crass of
Rockland. Feb. 23 to Mr. and Camden.
Kenneth L. Beverage of Camden, a
Appleton. Feb. 16. Charles O’Don
daughter—Mary Elizabeth
nell of Bucksport and Beatrice C.
Rockland, Fob 19, to Mr. and French of Appleton.
• • * •
Mrs. Cecil M. Ames, a daughter—
Prize winners at the Silent Sis
Dorothy May.
Rockland. Feb. 21. to Mr. and Mrs. ters’ masquerade ball in, Vinalhaven
Lavon Ames of Matinicus, a son— were: Mrs. George Newbert, Mrs.
Jackson Everett.
L. 'R. Smith, Frank White and
Rockland. Feb. 23. to Mr. and Mrs. Andie Cassie.
Woodbury Richards, a daughter.
Rev Dr. William A. Newcoirtbe
Rockland, Fob. 21, to Mr and Mrs. died in Thomaston, where he had
Steplien Willis, a daughter—Vir been pastor 30 years.
Charles E. Tobey, formerly of
ginia May.
Waldoboro, Feb. 20, to Mr. and Thomaston, died in Northville, Kansis, aged 64 years.
Mrs. Lawrence Heyer, son.
Waldoboro, Feb. 23. to Mr. and
Fied V. Stinson died suddenly in
Mrs. Ernest Feyler, a daughter.
Rockport.
Rockland, Feb 12, to Mr. and
Mrs. Faustina Dolham, 86, died
Mrs. Fred L. Townsend, a son,— suddenly in, Hope.
Earl Sylvester.
Edwin Anderson bought the lunch
Monhegan, Feb. —, to Mr. and room on Knox street, Thomaston,
Mrs. Leslie Davis, a son.
formerly owned by Dr. A W. Pea
Thomaston. Jan. 23, to Mr. and body.
Mrs. Osborne Welt, a son—Everett
Read Tiie Courier-Gazette
Leroy.
Swampscott, Mass., Feb —, to Mr.
and Mrs Raymond Till, a daughter. r Do YOU suffer from
Wheeler's Bay, Feb. 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harry D. Allard, a daughter—
Marie Evelyn.

votes and Orne 138.
had withdrawn.
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Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1921,

The Masonic Food Fair at the Ar
cade netted nearly $1500. Adelaide
Shepherd 'won the Charlie Chaplain
contest, with Mrs. Esther Sinunona
of Camden second.
tree was felled and made into a
small ship, launched on the sea of
Galilee; a tall young man stood on
the deck of that sh p and with a
heart-warming smile told the multi
tude “I came that you m.ght have
life and enjoy it Ynore abundantly.”
Soon the third tree was chopped
down, the limbs were made into a
cross and beastly men goaded on by
devilish spirits, pinned His shoul
ders down and na.led that young
man to the cross—the loveliest per
sonality, that ever walked the earth
—but ever since, that cross has been
pointing to the road to Paradise,
the road which is now open to all
and the final station on that high
way is God. People who have the
influx of the holy spirit, knowing
what has been done for them, have
an ardent love for their Savior The
heart that has once met Jesus will
never love another.

Thirty years passed, the second

Marvin Bauer,

7i0 So. Wisconsin St.

Wreckers were working on the
steamship City of Rockland which
sank at East Boston, when the
guard of the boat caught under the
caplog.
Charles M. Richardson returned
to Rockland after an absence of 22
years, during which he had served
as city marshal of Waterville,
Sheriff of Kennebec County and
postmaster of Waterville.
Mrs Nicholas Murray died at her
home on Orient street, aged 56
years.

The Thomas Sporting Goods Co.
opened a store next north of the
Thorndike Hotel.
Adelaide Clough, 73, died at West
Reexport.
Miss Nellie G Ulmer, died at her
home on upper Park street, aged 61
years.
Reuben S. Thorndike was given a
third nomination for mayor.
The names of three candidates
for the mayoralty nomination were
presented in the Republican cau
cus: The vote stood—James E. Ste
vens, 150; Arthur L. Orne, 112;
Frank C. Knight, 48
No choice
being made a second ballot was ta
ken when Stevens received 156

CRAMPS

• • *«

The marriages for this period
were:
Camden,. Feb. 19, Leroy Allen and
Miss Madeline Russ, both of Lin
colnville.
Portland, Feb. 22, Edward R. Nel
son of 'New Bedford and Lula M

NERVOUS TENSION ’
on “CERTAIN DAYS” of the month?

If female functional monthly dis
turbances make you suffer cramps,
headache, backache, weak, tired, ncr.
vous, cranky feelings—at such times
—try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound to relieve such symptoms
Taken thruout the month — Pinkham's Compound helps build up re
sistance ngalnRt such symptoms Also
great stomachic tonic I Try it I

SAVITT’S, Inc., WED. MAR 6, ONE DAY ONLY!

familiar V sign.

Edith Nickerson Erickson.
V »

SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand Drum
mond and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Aldus attended the recent observ
ance of Past Matrons’ and Past
Patrons’ Night of Harbor Light
Chapter, OPB. at Rockport.
Mrs. Olin Bonnin of Skowhegan
visited at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Colby Howard recently.
The annual Town Budget meet^
ing was held at the grammar school
loom last Friday night.
Dennis Huntington of Belfast
spent the week-end with Murdock
Ratten.
Mrs. Ella Wentworth Is visiting
at the homes of her granddaughters,
Mrs. Ruth Littlefield, Hallowell, and
Mrs. Helen Bumford, Augusta.
Layman’s Sunday was observed at
the Community Methodist Church
Feb. 24, with this program, under
the direction of the Lay Leader,
Harold Cobb, and with Mrs. Cobb as
organist: Prelude; call to w'orship;
Hymn, "O For A Thousand Tongues
To Sing”; Affirmation of Faith;
prayer, by Mrs. Harold Cobb; vocal
trio, "The Ninety and Nine,” Mrs.
George Sibley, Mrs. Richard Goebel,
and Harold Cobb; responsive read
ing, led by Wyman Drinkwater: The
Gloria; Scripture lesson, Albert
Bardsley; address, “Our Timeless
Mandate, to Serve, to Seek, to Save"
Mr. Cobb; benediction, by the pastor
Rev. George Volz.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lcarson of
Medford, Mass., spent the holiday
and ‘week-end with Mrs. Learson's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn, L
Pitcher.
Mrs. Carl Winchenbach returned
home Thursday from the Miles
Memorial Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs Edward A. Reed
and Mrs. Leonard Helems were
business callers Saturday in Port
land.
|
The power company has extended
its lines to the Cove section and ex
pects to tod in operation at an early
date.
Mrs. Stella Collamore of Thomas
ton. called Monday on relatives and
friends.
Howard E. Lee Sl-c who returned
from service last week was a caller
Thursday at Alvin, Wallace’s. Lee
was on the UBjS. Pasadena for two
years.
.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Henry Utc of Schenectady, N. Y.,
is witli his family at the home of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Morse. The latter is a patient at
the Maine General Hospital.
Miss Evelyn Hannon of Portland
ls teaching at the Union School and
boarding with Mrs. Warren Hig
gins.
Calvin Stockbridge arrived home
Saturday after a Winter’s stay in
Schenectady, N. Y.
The Sunbeam brought mail, pas
sengers and freight Saturday after
the island was without mail for
four days on account of storms and
Ice. This has been the worst
Winter in Years.

BIBLElUESTlOnS
-ANSW-€R-€D BY THC

VOICE /PROPHECY
INTERNATIONAL BIBLE BROAOCASTER.

FUR

Question—Is heaven real, or Just
a beautiful idea?

Answer—Jesus said: “In My Fa
ther’s bouse are many mansions: if
lt were not so, I would have told
you. I go to prepare a place for you.
And if I go and prepare a place for
you, I will come again, and receive
you unto Myself; that where I am,
there ye may be also.” John 14:2, 3.

>1

Q.—How much would a shekel be
worth in our money?

A.—About sixty-four cents.
Q.—Is the Bible against whisky?

A.—Whisky Is not mentioned by
name in the Bible, but it has some
thing to say about strong drink.
“Wine is a mocker, strong drink is
raging: and whosoever Is deceived
thereby is not wise.” Proverbs 20:
1, (See also Leviticus 10:9; Prov
erbs 31:4; Isaiah 5:22; 24:9;
28:7.)
Q.—Were the seven churches
mentioned in the second and third
chapters of Revelation real church
es?

A.—These were seven actual
churches ln Asia Minor, but there
were other churches not mentioned
here. These seven evidently were
chosen because of the meaning of
their names, and their history rep
resents the character of the Chris
tian church in seven periods of
time—from the apostolic church to
the second coming of Christ.

Shes’ed B-s
» e » Dyed
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Q.—If an angel tells me some
thing, isn’t that God’s word?

A.—Even if a person could be
sure that it was an angel who spoke
to him, it would still remain to be
proved that It w’as au angel of God.
In Revelation 12:9 we read of Satan
and “his angels” as being cast out
of heaven. Psalm 78:49 speaks of
“evil angels,” and 2 Peter 2:4 of
“the angels that sinned.” (See also
Jude 6 and Job 4:18.)
Q.—Where is the battle of Arma
geddon fought?
A.—Read Revelation 16:14-16. The
name comes from Har-meglddo, or
the mountain of Megiddo, with evi
dent reference to the battles which
took place near the town of Me
giddo In northern Palestine. (1)
Sisera and the Canaanites were de
feated at the waters of Megiddo.
Judges 5:19. (2) King Ahaziah died
there. 2 Kings 9:27. (3) King Jo
siah was slain there by Paraoh-Nechoh, of Egypt. 2 Kings 23:29. (See
also Zechariah 12:11.)
Ed. Note: Address your questions to
the BIBLE QUESTION COLUMN, The
Voice of Prophecy, Box 55, Los Angeles
53, Calif. Bible questions of general in
terest will be answered in this column
as space permits

M nk or Sable
Blend Mudrs!. A brilli.

Black Dyerf
Persian Lamb.
A rare buy ..
com# see it J
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Value^jupving why more women buy their furs at S cott Furriers than at any other store in New England
Use Famous
SCOTT
UNIQUE
PAYMENT
PLAN

$

$

79 199

s.

TO

• MINK or SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS

• LET OUT SILVER BLEND RACCOONS

• SHEARED BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS

• NATURAL TIPPED SKUNK GREATCOATS

• GREY DYED KIDSKINS

• LEOPARD STENCIL LAPINS—Mouton Lamb Trim

• SKUNK DYED OPOSSUM GREATCOATS

• BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB PAWS

• SABLE DYED MARMOTS

• NATURAL RED FOX GREATCOATS

• GREY DYED LAMBS

• HUDSON SEAL DYED MUSKRATS
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WHY BE FAT
Eat plenty yet lose
weight with delicious
candy reducing plan

Have a more slender, graceful fig
ure. No exercising. No laxatives.
No drugs. With the simple AYDS
Vitamin Candy Reducing Plan
you don’t cut out any meals,
starches, potatoes, meats or but
ter, you simply cut them down.
It's cosier when you enjoydelicious
(vitamin fortified) AYDS candy
asdirected^Absolutel^hwmleot.

TAKE 12

IMPORTANT! NOTE!

FUR PRICES WILL BE

MONTHS TO

HIGHER NEXT FALL!

PAY

BUY NOW
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i
by medical
msdleal doctors,
deci
(tea SO- gsrasaa last
------thss
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»<U AYDS Vitamin Csady fc
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ta a toi

It to U »*.

SonjgJ

W-d«y •apply Of AYDS only
If sot ,
•ub rwofo. MONEY MACK oa Bnt box. I

CAMROLL CUT RATE
104 Main Street. Rockland

Leading Drag Counters Everywhere

SAVITT’S, he

Exclusive Agents For Scott Super-Bilt Fur Coat*
(registered)
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